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Abstract. 
Sediments of Cretaceous age in N.W. Scotland outcrop in small, often 
isolated exposures throughout the Inner Hebrides and Morvern, and have been 
dealt with cursorily in most previous work on the Cretaceous rocks of Britain. 
The aims of this study were (i)to propose a formal integrated stratigraphic 
scheme for the Cretaceous strata of N.W. Scotland and (ii)to model the 
development of the Inner Hebrides Basin (where these strata outcrop) during 
the Cretaceous Period. Detailed field observations, macro- and micro-
palaeontology (including palynology), sedimentology and structural data were 
integrated in an attempt to achieve these aims. Fieldwork was conducted in 
Morvern (Argy 11) and the Inner Hebridean islands' of lYlul], Eigg and Skye. 
In the proposed lithostratigraphy the Mo~ern Greensand becomes the 
M.orvern Greensand Formation, of which the former "Lochaline Glass Sand" or 
"Loch Aline White Sandstone" becomes the Lochaline White Sandstone Member. The 
overlying silicified chalk, outcropping in Morvern and Mull, becomes the Gribun 
Chalk Formation. Dark grey micritic limestone, previously undifferentiated from 
the silicified chalk, becomes the Strathaird Limestone Formation of which there 
are two clastic members: the basal Laig Gorge Sandstone IVIember and the Clach 
Alasdair Conglomerate lVlember. The "Upper Estua.rine Series" of Judd (1878), 
becomes the Beinn Iadain Mudstone Member of which there is a coarser clastic 
member: the Feorlin Sandstone ~ember. r]:lhese Formations comprise the Inner 
Hebrides Group. 
Biostratigraphic evidence (based primarily on dinoflagellate cysts and 
foraminifera) indicates a latest-Albian to IVlid-Cenomanian age for the Morvern 
Greensand Formation; a Late Cenomanian age for the Gribun Chalk Formation, and 
an Early - IVliddle Turonian age for the Str2thaird Limestone Formation. The most 
refined biostratigraphical range for the Beinn Iadain lVIudstone F'ormation was 
Albian to Palaeocene. 
The IVlid-Late Cretaceous development of the Inner Hebrides Basin includes 
two periods of major transgression, the first of which began in the latest Albian 
and continued through the Early Cenomanian with the deposition of the marginal 
clastic facies of the Morvern Greensand Formation. A minor period of regression 
preceded the onset of carbonate deposition in the Late Cenomanian, recorded in 
the Gribun Chalk Formation. A second major transgressive episode followed the 
silicification, uplift and erosion of the Gribun Chalk, and reflects rapid 
deepening of the basin during the Early to Middle Turonian, poorly sorted 
clastic sediments (the Laig Gorge Sandstone Member) being overlain by biomicritic 
limestones intercalated with debris flows (the Strathaird Limestone Formation). 
These two major transgressive episodes are marked by the deposition of 
similar lithofacies throughout N.W. Europe (although no in situ deposits of 
Turonian age are found in Northern Ireland). Some feature; of the Cretaceous 
sediments of N.W. Scotland are found elsewhere, for instance the high 
abundance of calcispheres and organic-rich nature of the Strathaird Limestone 
are typical features of the Early Turonian transgressive episode in the Anglo-
Paris Basin. However, in the Inner Hebrides Basin, these eustatic changes in 
sea level were imposed upon local tectonic movements as indicated Qy the 
weathering and erosion of the silicified Gribun Chalk prior to the deposition 
of the Strathaird Limestone Formation, and the debris flow events, apparently 
related to synsedimentary movements along the Camasunary Fault, recorded 
within that Formation. 
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Chalk clasts 1n basalt overlying Strathaird Limestone, 
Auchnacr.aig Cliff, Mull. 
"That during all geological periods from the Carboniferous 
to the Cretaceous inclusive, a very large part of the Highland 
district was submerged and formed areas of deposition, I think it 
1S impossible to doubt . . . 
"It is clear, from the abundance of chalk-flints in 
certain Miocene inter-volcanic deposits . .. that very extensive 
masses of Chalk must have been destroyed by denudation in order to 
supply the quantities of flints accumulated in these deposits. It 
is probable, indeed, that very considerable masses of strata of 
Cretaceous age still exist buried under the great lava plateaux of 
Hull and Horvern. " 
Judd, 1878, pp.670 & 728. 
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1.1 Introduction. 
Rocks of Cretaceous age occur in wtdely scattered and 
generally poorly exposed outcrops within the Tnner Hebrides area 
(see Fig.1 .1). ~ectinns in Mull and Horvern were discovered and 
described by J.W. Judd in the 1870's (Judd, 1872: 1878); later, 
lithologically similar deposits on Eigg, Skye, Raasay and Scalpay 
were also assumed to be of Cretaceous age (Lee & Pringle, 1932). 
However, due to the nature of the outcrop and the rarity of 
stratigraphically significant m~crofossils, correlation of the 
sections based on a comprehensive stratigraphical study of the 
succession was never attempted, members of the Geological Survey of 
Scotland_returning to Judd's original work in Morvern as the basis 
of their lithostratigraphy of Cretaceous rocks in the Hebrides 
(e.g. Clough et al., 1909; Bailey, 1920; Bailey et al., 1924; Lee & 
Bailey, 1925). This chapter comprises a review of previous research 
into the Cretaceous rocks of thp Hebrides (Section 1.2), followed 
by a discussion of the inherent problems and aims of this study 
(Sections 1.3 & 1.4). The inadequaC'ies of the previolls 
lithostratigraphic schemes for the Cretaceous strata of N.W. 
Scotland are discussed in Section 1.5 and a new lithostratigraphic 
scheme is proposed. 
1.2 Previous research. 
Although the existence in the Hebrides of "more or less 
isolated patches of limestone, sandstone and shale, frequently 
1 
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Fig. 1. 1 Locality map. 
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containing fossils, interposed between the gneissic and volcanic 
rocks of the region ll was known in the eighteenth century 
(Macculloch, 1819; Judd, 1878), it was the latter who first 
recognized the glauconitic sandstones and silicified limestone of 
Morvern and southern Mull as being of Late Cretaceous age (Judd, 
1872). Judd also recognized the significance of the relationship 
between what he had classified as Lower and Upper Chalk (sensu 
Dowker, 1870), and the underlying Jurassic, Permo-Triassic and 
Moinian rocks, interpreting the unconformity as evidence of 
considerable uplift and denudation within the Mesozoic itself 
(Judd, 1878, p.743). The role of the overlying Tertiary basalts in 
the preservation of the Mesozoic sediments was demonstrated in a 
generalized cross-section of Horvern (op cit., p.743), and the 
surviving IISecondary" strata graphically described as being 
comparable to "the little bits of paper that would escape being 
washed away if a newspaper with a number of stones on it were laid 
in a running stream" (Sir Henry James, cited by Judd, 1878, p.667). 
Judd's lithostratigraphic division of the exposure at the 
south-eastern corner of Beinn Iadain, Horvern, is summarized below 
(for comparison with later stratigraphic schemes see Fig.l.2): 
Table 1. 
Miocene basalts. 
(1) Upper estuarine series: interbedded carbonaceous 
sandstones and marl with plant remains. 
(2) Upper Chalk (marine): band of weathered chalk flints 
'lnderlain by highly siliceous white chalk. 
(3) Lower estuarjne Rtrata: sandstone, including coarse 
3 
white sands becoming glauconitic at the base. 
(4) Upper Greensand: glauconitic calcareous sands, in places 
highly fossiliferous. 
(From Judd, 1878, p.736). 
Judd noted the petroloqical similarities between the 
glauconitic sandstone at the base of this section, the Upper 
Greensand in southern Enqland and the Hibernean Greensand in 
Antrim. The Cenomanian age of the Hebridean greensand could be 
broadly supported by palaeontological evidence, the lack of an 
ammonite fauna being interpreted as an indication of shallow water 
conditions (op cit., p.729). 
Later work on the greensand in the Hebrides area consists 
largely of redescriptions of the Mull and Horvern sections, based 
on Judd's original work with little attempt at correlation between 
sections (e.g. Clough et al., 1910; Bailey et a1., 1920; Bailey et 
a1., 1924; Lee & Bailey, 1925; Scott, 1928; Lee & Pringle, 1932; 
Richey, 1961; Rawson et a1., 1978; Hudson, 1983) (see Fig.l.2). The 
better exposed sections were identified as being of Cenomanian age 
on the macrofauna (including an ammonite, Schloenbachia intermedia 
(Mantel), from Loch Don, Mull. (Lee & Bailey, 1925», but smaller, 
unfossiliferous exposures of glauconitic sandstone were sometimes 
"assigned to the Cretaceous" on lithology alone (see Lee & Bailey, 
1932, p.223; Hudson, 1983, p.59). 
The Lochaline White Sandstone overlying the greensand in 
Morvern and Mull was interpreted by Judd as an estuarine deposit, 
based upon (i) the apparent presence of "much carbonaceous matter • 
. . and at one point a seam of coal" and (ii) the "relations to the 
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marlne series" i.e. the underlying greensand and overlying chalk 
(Judd, 1878). 'l'his "Lower Est.uarine Series" was assigned to the 
Upper Chalk (Be7emnite17a ml1cronata zone) (op cit.) but is overlajn 
in one locality by a clay horizon which contains a macrofauna 
diagnostic of a Cenomanian age (Jeans, cited by Rawson et al., 
1978) (See Fig .1.2) . 
Perhaps because of its economic importance to Horvern, (the 
Lochaline White Sand~tone has been mined as a glass sand since 1914 
(Anderson, 1941) t at present by Tilcon (Scotland) Ltd.), the 
Lochaline White Sandstone has been subject to more research than 
any other unit of Cretaceous age rocks in Scotland. Following 
fieldwork executed for the Geological Survey of Scotland between 
1920 and 1924, came the hypothesis that the Lochaline White 
Sandstone represented a "desert sandstone blown into the sea" 
(Bailey, 1924, p.l07), thus providing "evidence" that the "Chalk 
seas ... owed much of their clarity to their situation in a 
geographical belt where matured desert figured as the typical 
associated continentrJ.l form." (op cit., p.l02). This idea was 
quoted as recently as 1961 (Richey, 1961, p.38) and 1989 (Johnstone 
& Mykura., p .161), bllt r also in 1961 r a detailed petrological 
study of the Lochaline White Sandstone was published, (Humphries, 
1961), which argued convincingly towards a re-interpretation of the 
unit as a high-energy, shallow water facies of the greensand where 
constant reworking resulted in "thorough removal of the soluble and 
le~~ stable constituents" (op cit., p.70) (see Section 6.3.i.'. 
Only one fossil has been described in detail from the Lochaline 
White Sandstone: this was the impression of a starfish found by 
some miners working in the Lochaline sand mine (MacLennan, 1949). A 
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Fig.1.2 Previous lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the Cretaceous strata of N. W .Scotland. 
few ". d t' 'h 11 " ] I d f 1" .e~ermlnate marlne s p "~ were co. ecte .. rom the less pure 
Lochaline White Sandstone found on Beinn Tadajn, Morvern, (Bailey 
et al. r 1924) r but otherwise the unit appears to be essentially 
unfossiliferous. 
Silicified white limestone was described from Gribun and 
Carsaig, Mull, by Judd in addition to the Beinn Iadain section 
(Morvern) which was used as the main reference section (Judd, 
1878). This si.licified limestone has been loosely termed "chalk" 
since the original description, but the primary structure of the 
matrix material has been overprinted by the processes of 
silicification. Foraminifera, inoceramid prisms and sponge spicules 
remain recognizable however, and were described from thin sections 
of silicified chalk samples from Carsaig and Gribun, Mull, and 
Beinn Iadain, Morvern (Rllpert-.Tones in Judd, 1878). From these, and 
the occurrence of ?Belemnite71a mucronata (Schlotheim) in the 
silicified chalk at the east end of Beinn Iadain, the silicified 
limestone of the Hebrides was correlated with the Upper Chalk of 
Southern England (Judd, 1878) (See Fig.1.2). 
These same thin sections were later re-examined, along with 
new samples from Clach Alasdair, Eigg; Strollamus, Skye; 
Ballymichael, Arran and Bealach Ban, Scalpay (Hill, 1915). This 
study revealed little more micropalaeontological information than 
Rupert-Jones' original work. other than resulting in the 
correlation of the limestones of Eigg and Skye with the Upper Chalk 
of Southern England (op cit.). Therefore, from 1915, the dark grey 
mirritic limestones of Skye, ~igg and Mull were considered to be 
"representati.ve" of the ~i 1. ici fied "Senonian Chalk" found in Mull 
and Horvern (Lee & Bailey, 1925. p.120). 
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The sediments that unc nnformably overlie the silicified 
chalk or greensand within the Tnner HebridAs are highly variable in 
lithology and their true stratigraphic position is often difficult 
to ascertain. There are two main divisions of these post-chalk to 
inter-basaltic sediments in the Hebrides: a) micritic limestones 
and sandstones, sometimes cnntaining silicified chalk clasts and b) 
inter-basaltic connlomerates, sandstones and lignites including the 
"Ardtun JJeaf Beds" (see Nacculloch, 1819; Argyll, Duke of, 1.851; 
Bailey et al. 1924; Seward & Holttum, 1924). 
The micritic limestones and conglomeratic sandstones of 
Mull. Eigg and ~kye, have largely been overlooked in the literature 
since the micropalaeontological work by Hill, described above. A 
brief description of sections on Mull is given in the 
"Post-Tertiary Memoir for the Nul] r Lochaline and Oban area" but 
these were stjll correlated. with the "Senonian Chalk" (Bailey et 
al., ]924). The I,aig Gorge section, Eigg, was, however, described 
in detail by Hudson (1960). and further investigation of the slides 
originally described by Hill, from Eigg, plus some new samples, 
reinforced evidence for the dating of these sediments as Late 
Cretaceous (Adams, 1960; Hudson, 1960). 
Directly overlying th~ silicified chalk at the Beinn Tadain 
section, Morvern, Judd noted a "band of weathered chalk flints" 
(Judd, 1878, p.736). These silicified chalk and flint pebbles 
actually form clasts In a thin conglomeratic horizon identical in 
facies to beds at Clach Alasdair, Eigg, and Strollamus and 
Strathaird, Skye, where silicified chalk and flint clasts are found 
in a dark grey micritic limestone m~trix containing a Late 
CrptaceOllS microfauna (Hill, 1915; Adams, 1960) 1 as discussed 
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above. 
Included in Group (a) is a small succession of interbedded 
. ih" 1" d' d d' organlc r c mar. ~ an. mlcaceous san stones f escrlbed by Judd as 
the "Upper Estuarine Seri es" (the "f,ower Estuarine Series" being 
the "White Sandstone") (Judd, 1878). Thp.se sediments contain no 
ffiacrofosils apart from some poorly preserved plant material, and 
consequently their age i~ llDcertain; although Judd regarded them as 
probably representing "Cretaceous . . . younger than any part of 
the Chalk of the British I~les"( he admitted that: "they may 
hereafter be proved to bp.long to the period between the Cretaceous 
and tbe Eocene, to the latter formation itself, or even to the 
Mlocenp." (,Judd, 1878, pp.736-737). Bailey At a7. (1924), considered 
similar sandstones. (which overlie silicified chalk at Gribun, 
Mull, and areensand near Loch Don, Mull,) to be Tertiary in age 
because of the marked erosion surface between the known 
"Cretaceous" beds and the unfossiliferous sandstones overlying them 
(Bailey et a7., 1924, p.54). 
Directly underlying the basal Tertiary basalt in most of the 
sections described from Mull and Horvern, is a red-brown mudstone 
which has been interpreted as ~ weathered basaltic ash (Judd, 1874; 
Bailey et a7- 1924). 
Radiometric dating prIor to 1986 put the start of volcanism 
in the British Tertiary Jqneous Province (B.T.T.P.) "at or just 
before ~5-66 m.y., in the latest Cretaceous or earliest 
Palaeocene"(Evans et al., 1973), putting the lowest inter-basaltic 
sediments of Mull and Ardnamurchan into the Maastrichtian. This was 
a major factor in the argument of Srivastava for a Cretaceous age 
for the Ardtnn Leaf Beds r Mull, based on the occurrence of the 
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"Cretaceous" miospore gflnlls Aquilapol1enites Rouse emend.Funkhouser 
(Srivastava, 1975, p.16). However, the pre-1986 radiometric dates 
for the Hebridean basal.ts were not calculated using the decay 
constants recommended by ~teiger , Jager (1977) t and are therefore 
no longer considered to be reliable (Mussett t 1986). In addition, 
the miospore genus Aquilapol1enites is not restricted to the 
CretaceOlls, but ranges into the Early Eocene (Martin, 1961). Recent 
radiometric dates on Hebridean basalts indicate that lava extrusion 
began at 60 ! 0.5 Ma and continued until 57 ! 1.0 Ma (Mussett, 
1986). Consequently, all the inter-basaltic sediments of the 
Hebrides area must be Palaeocene in age and cannot be either latest 
Cretaceous, as argued by srivastava (1975), or Eocene, as proposed 
by Forbes, (1851). Seward & HoI ttUffi r (1924), and Simpson, (1961). 
Gardner (1887) r considered the Ardtun (Mull) palaeoflora to be 
Early Eocene or older, but pointed out that the taxonomy of many 
fossil floras was, at the time, based on fragmentary and/or 
long-ranging forms which could have been placed equally in the Late 
Cretaceous, Eocene or Miocene (Gardner, 1887, p.298). 
As this Stl1dy ; s concerned wi th the CretaceOllS rocks of the 
Hebrides, these inter-basaltic sediments will not be considered 
further. 
1.3 Problems encountered in this study. 
From the work described in Section 1.2, some inherent 
difficulties in the stratigraphical interpretation of many 
"Cretaceous" age sediments in the Hebrides area become apparent. 
,. , (.) h . 1 d (1'1') historical These can be dlVldpd lnto .1 p.ysl.ca. an -
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problems. 
1.3.i. Physical problems. 
The major diffirulty in attempting a detailed study of 
Cretareous age rocks in N.W. Scotland is the lack of good exposure. 
As repeatedly pointed Ollt by Judd (1878, pp.666-667), the mode of 
preservation of Mesozoic stratR in the area has resulted not only 
in jsolation of expOS11res, which are restricted either to the coast 
or to stream sections where the basalt cover and scree has been 
eroded, but also in contact metamorphism of some sections. Where 
the latter h~s Rffected the micritic limestones, the loss of much 
potentially usefltl palynological evidence has occurred (see Section 
5.10). Silicification of chalk facies rocks and partial 
decalcification of much of the greensand has resulted in poor and 
possibly biased preservation of calcareous macro- and micro-fossils 
(see Sections 4.5 & 5.10). At least one phase of faulting following 
the basalt extrusion during the Tertiary has caused further 
complications in the stratigraphy since beds cannot be followed 
laterally, or extrapolated easily across distances of more than a 
few tens of metres. The poor exposure and faulting of the 
silicified chalk in Horvern has, for example, led to controversy 
over whether this unit is actually in situ (Gale, 1988, pers. 
comm.). 
1.3.ii. Historical problems. 
The nature of some of the previous work on cretaceous rocks 
in N.W. Scotland (described in Section 1.2) r has left a legacy of 
stratigraphical and semantic problems. Many small exposures of 
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glauconitic sandstone in the Inner Hebrides have been correlated 
with the Cenomanian age greensand of Morvern on lithological 
grounds alone, yet part of the Jurassic succession in the area also 
comprises fine-grained, dark green, micaceous sandstone 
indistinguishable in the field from the Cretaceous greensand (e.g. 
the Lower Liassic Pabba Beds at Ardtornish Bay, Morvern). There is 
also confusion in the literature over the stratigraphical position 
of some of the "flint conglomerates" of the Inner Hebrides, with 
beds of the same facies being described as both "Tertiary" 
(e.g.Bailey et al.,1924; Lee & Bailey, 1925), and as "Cretaceous" 
in age (e.g.Judd, 1878; Hill, 1915; Lee & Pringle, 1932). 
In his stratigraphical table (Judd,1878,p.737), Judd placed 
the "White Sandstone", the silicified chalk, and the sands and 
mudstones of the "Upper Estuarine Series" in the Chalk Formation, 
with the silicified chalk facies strata being correlated with the 
Upper Chalk. This precedent was followed by subsequent workers in 
N.W. Scotland who took the additional step of correlating the dark 
grey micritic limestones with the Upper Chalk, and then describing 
them as "chalk" (e.g.Htll,1915; Lee & Bailey,1925; Richey,1961; 
Rawson et al.(1978) (See Fig.1.2). Although demonstrably Late 
Cretaceous in age (Hill, 1915; Adams, 1960), these dark grey 
micritic limestones cannot be classified as true chalk facies beds 
(sensu Hancock, 1976), and should not, therefore, be described as 
"chalk". 
1.4. Aims of this study. 
The aims of the present work can be summarized as follows: 
a) to erect a viable stratigraphic scheme for the 
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Cretaceous rocks of N.W. Scotland, ~nmbining a revised 
lithostratigraphy with hiostratigraphical data based on macrofauna, 
foraminifera and palynomorphs (primarily dinoflagellate cysts). 
Such integrated work is necessary because of the variable 
preservation of the different lithostratigraphical units at 
different localities. 
b) to gain a detailed understanding of the 
palaeoenvironment and palaeogeography of the Hebrides Basin through 
the T.ate CretaC'eOHS r by integrating sedimentologi cal r 
palaeontological and ichnological data. 
c) by combining thiR sedimentological/palaeoecological 
model with published structural and geophysical data, to map the 
evolution of the Hebrides Basin from the Albian to the Palaeocene. 
Comparison with other similar marginal Cretaceous deposits in N.W. 
Europe will allow the Cretaceous development of the Hebrides Basin 
to be viewed in a regional context. 
1.5. Lithostratigraphy. 
As discussed earlier In this chapter (Sections 1.2 & 1.3), 
there is confusion over much of the lithostratigraphy of the 
Cretaceous age sediments of the Hebrides area. This has largely 
been generated by the physical difficulties of piecing together 
isolated, poorly expospd, sAction~ comprising highly variable 
lithofacies, into a viable stratigraphical succession, but is 
partly due to the historical prpcedent set by Judd's "Third Paper" 
(1878) which has, essentially, never been superceded. 
The historical lithostratigraphy as summarized in Fig.l.2 is 
therefore considered inadet{nate t.o encompass all the lithologies 
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and complex lithofacies relationships Axisting in the Cretaceous 
succpssion of N.W. Scotland. Former li,thostratigrapbic schemes do 
not take tnto account thp silicified chalk conglomerates found 
within the grey micritic limestone lithofacies, or the poorly 
sorted sandstones underlying this limestone, but instead tend to 
over-emphasize the status of the Lochaline White Sandstone 
lithofacies. 
Here, a new lithostratigraphic scheme is proposed for the 
Cretaceous strata of N.W. $cotland (see Fig.t.3). The term "Inner 
Hebrides Group" is coined to cover all formations of probable 
CretaceOllS age in N.W. Scotland. 
The lower part of the succession, comprising the greensand 
~nd chalk ]ithofacips, is lithostratigraphically uncomplicated. The 
greensand. wher? fossiliferous, is easily recognizable as a unit, 
(although sedimentary facies may vary considerably between 
sect.ions) 1 and it therefore beromes the "Morvern Greensand 
Formation". Palaeontologiral Rvidence makes the Lochaline White 
Sandstone lithofacies contemporaneolls with the upper p~rt of the 
Horvern greensand (Jeans, rited by Rawson, 1978), in addition to 
lithostratigraphic evidence (glauconitic sandstones being found 
overlying the Lochalinp White S~ndstone), and thiR lithofacies 
accordingly becomes the T,n~haline White Sandstone Member of the 
Morvern Greensand Formation. The type locality for the Horvern 
Greensand Formation is Beinn Tadain Section (A) and the 
type locality for the Lochaline White Sandstone Member is the Loch 
Aline Adit (LAA) section. 
The silicified chalk with flints. which is unconformable on 
the Horvern greensand, is lithologically very distinctive, being 
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white in colour, almost totally silicified and very brittle. To 
distinguish this lithotype from the Ulster White Limestone of 
Nort.hern Treland and thp. Chalk of southern England, it is here 
termed the "Gribun Chalk Formation". The type locillity is AlIt na 
Teanqa i, dh, Gr; bun, Mul) ~ 
The strati.graphir relationships of the sandstones, micritic 
1.imestones and silicified chalk conglomerates which fit between the 
silicified chalk and the mudstone lithofacies which directly 
overlies the silicifi.ed chalk at Beinn Iadain, are complex. These 
sediments have to post-date the silicification of the Gribun Chalk 
because cl.asts of silicified chalk occur within them, and they are 
here contained within the "Strathaird f,imeston·e Formation" since 
micritic limestone is the dominant lithotype in this part of the 
succession. The basal member of the Strathaird [,imestone Formation 
comprises medium to coarse grained, poorly sorted sandstones and 
conqJ. omerates. This member is here termed the "Tlai g Gorge Sandstone 
Member", after the type locality in Laig Gorge, Eigg. The micritic 
limestone, which is the most widespread and thickest lithofacies in 
the Strathaird Limestone Formation, outcropping in Mull, Eigg and 
Skye, is named after the typA locality: Strathaird, Skye (ST). The 
Strathaird limestone contains occasional thin conglomeratic units, 
the conglomerate compri~ing silicified chalk and flint clasts. 
Another conglomeratic unit, often occurring within the 
micritic limestone, is lithologically distinctive since it IS 
supported by a coarse sandstone matrix and contains clasts reaching 
boulder size dimensions. These clasts are dominated by silicified 
chaIt. Because it forms a recognizable unit, this paraconglomerate 
here becomes the "Clach Alasdair Conglomerate Member" of the 
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Strathaird T,im~stone Formation, being named after its type 
locality, Clach Alasdair (CA) I Eigg. 
The Members of the Strathaird Limestone Formation are not 
1. ate r a 11 y pe n:d s tan t, as ill H s t rat P. din Fig. 1. • 3 . 
The mudstones and orqanic-rich sandstones which form the top 
part of the succession at Beinn Tadain are included in the Inner 
Hebrides Group as the "Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation", the type 
locality being Beinn Iadain Section A (BI{A). The basal member of 
this Formation is a distinctive unit of slightly glauconitic 
sandstonp. containing pebbles of silicified chalk. This is termed 
the "Feor1in Sandstone Np.mbp.r" (If the Beinn Tada.in Formation, the 
type locality being the Feorlin Tributary section (FT), Gribun, 
J1u 11. 
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Chapt~,!"-2:_ ~.!ruc!~,~,~.~. ~,~~~it:lg. 
2.1 Introduction. 
In order to be able to jnterpret sedimentological and 
structural data in the context of sedimentary basin dynamics, it is 
important to have a basic understanding of the structural setting 
in which a given sedimentary unit is deposited. In this chapter, 
the deep structural controls on basin development in the Hebrides 
area will be discussed (Section 2.2). Then the structural limits of 
the Sea of the Hebrides and Inner Hebrides basins will be reviewed 
(Section 2.3). A brief history of the Inner Hebrides Basin up to 
the end of the Jurassic follows. See Enclosure 1 for the general 
structure and geology of the area. 
2.2 Deep structural controls. 
The Hebridean basins form part of a compartment~lized 
half-graben developed in the hanging wall of the Outer Isles Fault 
<O.I.F.) (Kilyeni & Standley, 1985; Stein, 1988; Stein & Blundell, 
1989) (see Fig.2.1). The O.I.F. is a large planar normal fault which 
has been correlated with the Outer Isles Thrust (O.I.T.) on deep 
seismic reflection profiles (Brewer & Smythe, 1986; Stein & 
Blundell, 1989), the O.I.T. being interpreted as an early 
Proterozoic structure forming part of a major N.E.-S.W. trending 
shear zone (Lailey et al.(1988). (At around 2900 Ma, there was 
extensive horizontal thrusting and deformation in what now 
constitutes N.W. scotland. Following granulite facies metamorphism, 
there was a change in tectonic style to deformation along discrete 
shear zones which consequently became the focus for tectonic, 
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metamorphic and magmatic events (Stein, 1988). Up to 8 km of late 
Proterozoic (Torridonian) sediments may be preserved in the present 
Sea of the Hebrides Basin (Binns et al., 1974; Stein, 1988). 
Post-Caledonide movement appears to have been extensional, through 
reactivation of the O.I.F. during the late Palaeozoic (Brewer & 
Smythe, 1986; Stein, 19R8; Stein & Blundell, 1989).). 
Although planar in cross-section, the surface of the O.I.F. 
has variable geometry (Stein & Blllndel 1 , 1989), and it is offset by 
a serjes of normal faults which are known collectively as the 
"Minch Fault" (M.F.) (Kilyeni & Standley, 1985) (see Fig.2.1). In the 
late Palaeozoic, development of basins in the hanging wall of the 
O.I.F. was initiated, possibly in response to the start of rifting 
in the northern North Atlantic, the O.I.F. Zone acting as an 
extensional detachment (Brewer & Smythe, 1985; Stein, 1988; Stein & 
Blundell, 1989). The shape of these hanging wall basins was 
dictated by the three-djmensional configuration of the O.I.F., 
lateral displacement of which caused the formation of basement 
highs such as the Mid-Minch Hl.gh (Fig. 2.1) (op ci t.). Carboniferous 
sedl.ments outcrop in Horvern (,Judd, 1878) and were recovered from 
the sea-bed west of Skye (Eden et al_ r I973), and swarms of 
PermO-Carboniferous dykes found throughout the Hebrides and 
Scottish mainland indicate the existence of tensional conditions at 
this time (Baxter & Mitchell, 1984), resulting in reactivation of 
the O.T.F./M.F. Zone (Stein, 1988). Throughout this, and subsequent 
extensional episodes, the Highlands Massif remained essentially 
passive, the active area being the region of extension related to 
Atlantic rifting to the west with the O.I.F. Zone acting as the 
boundary between these terranes {Brewer & Smythe, 1986; Stein, 
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1988; Stein & Blundell, 1989). 
The Outer Hebrides Block appears to have acted as a 
positive feature since the r,axfordian, probably due to a low 
density granitic basement (Watson,1977). The WINCH deep seismic 
profile (1983) 1 and earlier deep seismic data, showed that throw on 
the Minch Fault decreases dramatically beyond the geographical 
limits of the Outer Hebrides, and that the deepest part of the Sea 
of the Hebrides Ba~in is adjacent to the topographically highest 
part of the Outer Hebrides islands (Brewer & Smythe(1986). The 
Outer Hebrides Block is therefore interpreted as the isostatically 
uplifted footwall of the Minch Fault (op cit.). 
2.3 Structural limits of the Sea of the Hebrides and Inner 
Hebrides basins. 
The "Hebrides Basin", bounded to the west by the M.r./O.I.F. 
Zone and to the east by the Scottish Highlands Landmass, is divided 
by the Camasunary-Skerryvore Fault into two westerly-tilting 
half-graben, the Sea of the Hebrides Basin and the Inner Hebrides 
Basin (Binns et ai., 1975) (See Enclosure 1 & Fig.2.1).This fault 
follows the same approximate trend as the Minch Fault and dips 
steeply to the east, the Tiree-Stanton Banks High comprising its 
uplifted footwall (op cit.;Morton et ai.,1987). 
The structural boundaries of the present Sea of the Hebrides 
and Inner Hebrides basins are as follows: 
(i) Sea of the Hebrides Basin. The M.F. Zone forms the western 
bounding margin of the Sea of the Hebrides Basin, the Tiree-Stanton 
Banks High acting as the eastern edge (Binns et ai.,1975: Kilyeni & 
Standley, 1985). The northern limit is the Mid-Minch/Rubha Reidh 
High (Binns et al.,1975), a horst-like structure apparently 
controlled by a N.W. continuation of the Loch Maree Fault 
(Stein, 1988). To the south, the structure is poorly understood, the 
M.F. Zone apparently dying out at Stanton Banks, where Mesozoic 
sediments also wedge out (Binns et a1.,1974; Binns et al.,1975; 
Kilyeni & Standley, 1985). 
(ii) Inner Hebrides Basin. The western margin of the Inner 
Hebrides Basin is the Camasunary-Skerryvore Fault. North of Raasay, 
the Camasunary Fault appears to die out before being truncated by 
the Mid-Minch/Rubha Reidh High (Binns et a1.,1974; Binns et a1., 
1975) but may continue N.W., though offset by the Skye plutonic 
centres (see figs. in Morton, 1987; Kilyeni & Standley, 1985,p.101; 
Stein & Blundell, 1989, fig.2). The eastern margin of the Inner 
Hebrides Basin is the passive Scottish Highlands Landmass, and the 
northern boundary is formed where the Scottish Highlands Landmass, 
the Mid-Minch/Rubha Reidh High and the Camasunary Fault converge. 
The Colonsay-Islay High marks the S.E. margin of the basin, which 
follows the trend of the Great Glen Fault (see Enclosure 1). 
2.4 A brief pre-Cretaceous history of the Hebridean basins. 
(See Fig. 2.2 for Triassic to Cretaceous Ii thostr atigraphy). 
Development of the Hebrides Basin half-graben probably 
started in the late Carboniferous as subsidence started along the 
Minch Fault Zone (Kilyeni & Standley, 1985). Carboniferous 
sandstones and shales outcrop at Inninmore Bay on the Sound of 
Mull; Early Carboniferous shales have been recovered in sea-bed 
samples from west of Skye (Eden et a1., 1973), and reworked 
Carboniferous miospores have been recovered fr.om boreholes on the 
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Fig.2.2 Triassic to Cretaceous lithostratig.raphy 
of the Inner Hebrides area (after Morton,1987). 
margins of the basin west of the Minch Fault (Binns et al., 1975). 
Permo-Triassic sediments comprise continental red-beds - fault 
controlled alluvial fan and flood-plain deposits (Bruck et al., 
1967: Steel, 1974, 1977) - possibly indicating that separate Sea of 
the Hebrides and Inner Hebrides Basins had already developed 
through synsedimentary movement on the Minch, Great Glen and 
Camasunary faults (Binns et al.,1975; Steel, 1977; Hudson, 1983). 
Palaeoslopes appear to have been dipping N.N.E. in the Sea of the 
Hebrides-Minch Basin and S.W. in the "Great Glen"-Inner Hebrides 
Basin (see Steel, 1977; Hudson, 1983, fig.2), with sediment being 
shed into the eastern margins of the basins from a westerly-dipping 
Scottish Highlands T.,~ndmass (Hudson(1983). However, Morton et al. 
(1987), point out that the most northerly palaeocurrent 
measurements (Raasay & Stornoway) were taken from marginal alluvial 
fan facies, (the only outcrops ~vailable), and may therefore be 
misleading. 
The late Triassic-early Jurassic marine transgression that 
affected most of northern Europe flooded the already existing 
Hebridean basins (Hudson,1983). Transgression in the Inner Hebrides 
Basin came from the south, with the deposition of nearshore 
limestones, sandstones and shales in the north of the basin (Skye), 
and deeper water shale and limestone facies in the south (Mull & 
Morvern)(op cit.; Morton(1987). During most of the Jurassic, the 
Inner Hebrides Basin and Sea of the Hebrides Basin appear to have 
acted as a single depositional basin (the "Hebrides Basin") 
(Morton, 1987; Morton et aI. r I987), subsidence curves indicating 
that the initial rapid subsidence lasted from the latest Triassic 
to the Toarcian (Morton( 1987). A general coarsening upwards through 
the Pabba Shale and Scalpa Sandstone may indicate the onset of 
regression through the Pliensbachian (Hudson, 1983; Morton et 
al. r 198?). Toarcian age rocks (Portree Shales and Raasay Ironstone) 
are thin, and the latter formation is condensed (op cit.). This is 
followed by a hiatus. 
Sedimentation resumed with the deposition of the Bearreraig 
Sandstone Formation in the latest Toarcian. The rapid subsidence 
indicated by this unit is typical of northern North Atlantic basins 
during the late Toarcian-late Bathonian interval (Morton, 1987). The 
Bearreraig Sandstone is thickest in Skye where it reaches ~ 490m, 
but in Mull it reaches a maximum thickness of 30m (Hudson, 1983). 
In the late Bajocian, the connections of the basin to open marine 
conditions became restricted, resulting in the deposition of 
lagoonal and deltaic sediments. (the Great Estuarine Group), 
throughout the basin (op cit.). 
The late Bathonian-early Callovian interval marks the start 
of a marine transgression which continued through the Oxfordian 
with the deposition of wholly marine silts and mudstones, the 
Staffin Shale Formation (op cit.; Morton et al. r 1987). This phase 
of subsidence appears to have started earlier in the north of the 
basin (Skye area) than in the south (Morton et al.,1987), but 
outcrops of the Staffin Shal.e and Kimmeridgian beds are poorly 
exposed (Hudson, 1983), and evidence is therefore limited. 
As pointed out by Binns et al., (1975), Hudson, (1983), and 
Morton, (1987) r there are insufficient strata preserved onshore in 
the Hebrides area to accurately locate basin margins through the 
Mesozoic and the dating of fault movements up to the end of the 
Jurassic is difficult to determine. However, most authors agree 
that there was a period of basin inversion in the Hebrides Basin 
starting in the latest Jurassic-early Cretaceous (Binns et ai., 
1974; Binns et ai.,1975; Hudson, 1983; Kilyeni & Standley, 1985; 
Masson & Miles, 1986; Morton, 1987: Morton et ai.,1987; Stein, 
1988), involving uplift on the Mid-Minch High, the Outer Hebrides 
Block and the footwall side of the Camasunary Fault. This resulted 
in a near-present configuration of separate Sea of the Hebrides and 
Tnner Hebrides basins at the start of the Cretaceous (Binns et ai.,1975; 
Morton, 1987~ Morton et ai. r1987). 
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3.1 Introduction. 
~s already discussed, (Sections 1.1 , 1.3.i), rocks of 
Cretaceous age in the Tnner Hebridean area occur in widel.y 
distributed and poorly exposed outcrops. The most complete 
exposures exist in Morvern ~nd Mul.l and these will be described 
first. For each section, the location will be given (with a 
sketch-map), followed by a detailed bed by bAd description and 
sedimentological log. The abbreviated section name (usually 
initials) f given in this chapter will be used subsequent to the 
locality description where appropriate. The sections will be 
treated in broad lithostratigraphic order. See Fig.l.l for the 
region~l setting of localities. 
3.2 The Horvern sections. 
Cretaceous rorks in Horvern outcrop around the margins of 
Loch Aline and underneath the Tertiary basalts on the Beinn 
Iadain and Beinn na-h Uamha outliers. The Beinn Iadain sections 
are the most stratigraphically complete in the Hebrides area and 
those around Loch Aline are the most laterally extensive. 
3.2.i. Beinn Iadain: 
---.-. ---- ----
Two sections of Cretaceous strata were exposed on Beinn 
Iadain in May-June 1989. Only one of these is described in the 
literatllre~ the exposure comprising "B.I. Section (A)" of this 
study at G.R. NM 6917 5490 (see Judd,1878; Lee & BaileYr 1925 ). A 
section described as being located. at "the south-eastern corner" 
68 
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Fig.3.1 Map of Beinn ladain. 
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of Beinn Iadain (Judd,1878), and "directly north of the ruined 
shielings" (Bailey At al. ,1924), is no longer exposed, though 
fragments of silicified chalk can be found i.n the scree at this 
locality. A second outcrop, (B.I. Section (b) of this study), is 
exposed in a slope failure at G.R. NM 6965 5645. Beinn Iadain is 
an SSST and nature reserve rtln by the Scottish Natllralists Trust 
and access is restricted at certain times of the year. 
:L 2 . i .. i...... B e inn J a d ~i!.l - ~_~ c t io n. ( ~). ( B I (A) ) . 
Section location: G.R. NM 6917 5490. (See Fig.3.1.) 
The exposure is on the S.W. corner of the hill, in and 
around a small stream (not marked on the 1:25 000 O.S.Map), and 
is continuous neither laterally nor vertically. The base of the 
basalt cannot easily be followed as scree is partially covered 
with vegetation and the section is best found by walking N.W. 
from the ruined shielings keeping between AlIt Beinn Iadain and a 
parallel tributary, and approximately 15m below the visible 
base of the basalt. The section is approximately jod~ from the 
ruined shielings. This section forms the type locality for the 
Morvern Greensand Formation and the Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation. 
Section description: (See Fig.1.2) 
The basal unconformity between the greensand and a thin 
wedge of Liassic shale apparently outcropping on this corner of 
Beinn Iadain (see B.G.S. Map NM 52E), is not exposed. The section 
starts at the base of a small exposure a few metres N.W. of the 
stream, just above some large blocks of fallen basalt. 
At the base of the section is a 66cm thick bed of medium 
Fig.3.2a 
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(375~tm) to fine (187pm) grainp.d organic-rich glauconitic 
sandstone. Organic content increases upwards with black silt 
laminae up to 3mm thick picking out ripple cross-lamination. The 
laminae are wavy and bifurc~te. There is an irregular, erosive 
contact with a 22cm thi.ck conglomeratic unit. The conglomerate 
is clast-supported and interfingers with, or encloses, lenses of 
fine to medium grained, laminated fawn-coloured sandstone (see 
Fig.4.1). Within this laminated sand are occasional un laminated 
sandstone clasts which the laminae drape. The conglomeratic 
material comprises a mixed assemblage of vein quartz, mica schist 
and red mudstone pebbles, the vein quartz being the most common. 
The maximum clast size measured was 5.3cm, average clast length 
being 3cm and clast shRpe being sub-spherical for all but the 
mUdstone which tended to form elongate clasts. Nearly all pebbles 
were sub- to well- rounded. 
This is followed by an erosive contact with a greyish green 
fine to medium grained glauconitic sandstone. This bed is 1.6 m 
thick and is tabular cross-bedded on a relatively large scale, 
foreset height reaching 40 cm. Foresets are defined by occasional 
pebble bands and/or fine laminations dipping 4° E. The laminae 
occur in bundles, with laminae less than lmm thick being separated 
by 2 mm thick laminations at regular 1.5 cm intervals. This bed is 
sporadically bioturbated, Tha.lassino.ides burrows being preserved in 
relief on a cross-bedding set surface on the southern side of the 
stream. 
Disconformably overlying this unit is a very well cemented 
horizon of grey fine-grained (125 ~®) muddy sandstone which has a 
"pinch and swell" morphology, reaching a maximum thickness of 35 
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cm. No macrofossils or primary sedimentary structures are 
visible. 
Parallel laminated fine - medium grained greenish grey 
sandstone follow~r concentrations of glauconite, pyrite and fine 
organic material forming the laminations. This unit IS 45cm 
thick and i~ succeeded by an apparently massive bed of the same 
lithology, 1.2m in thickness. 
There is then a 1.7m gap 1.n exposure, the section 
continuing in small exposures adjacent to, and in, the stream 
bed. 
Following the gap, the section continues with 60cm of dark 
green fine - medium grained sandstone (Bed 8). This bed contains 
rare whole Exogyra sp* and gastropod shells, with shell debris 
concentrated into thin, non-persistent lenses, sometimes forming 
laminae parallel to the bedding surfaces. Overlying this is a 13em 
thick, more concentrated, ~hel1 bed composed of Exogyra and broken 
inoceramid valves in a fine-grained, glauconitic silty sandstone 
matrix. Glauconite is concentrated in those valves orientated 
·concave downwards but there appears to be no overall preferred 
orientation of shell material in this bed. 
There is an irregular erosional contact with 45cm of fine 
- medium grained, massive glauconitic sandstone. There are 
occasional concentrations of ~hell debris in this unit but these 
never exceed 7cm in length and are less than 2cm in height. 
A shell fragment lag at the base of the next bed indicates 
an erosive contact. The overlying unit comprises a horizon of 
pale greyish green well-cemented sandstone of varying thickness 
(10-22 em). The bed is distinguished primarily by its high degree 
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of cementation. This horizon is followed by 17cm of dark green, 
highly glauconitic sandstone with occasional shell fragments 
throughout. These show no particular orientation. Another well -
cemeted unit of varying thickness (10-15 cm) overlies this, 
comprising fine-grained greenish grey sandstone with ocrasional 
small lenses of concentrated shell fragments. There is a 
non-erosive contact with an 80 cm thick, coarsening upwards (187 
- 400 ~~), bed of massive glauconitic sandstone with rare shell 
fragments scattered throughout the top 15cm. Occasional vertical 
burrows are picked out by the concentration of glauconitic and 
silty material in the burrow infil1s. This is overlain by 41cm 
of fine-grained glauconitic sandstone with shell fragments 
throughout. These reach a maximum length of 14mm and show no 
preferred orientation. An erosively based, thin (13cm), horizon 
of dark green silty sandstone with thin flasers of brownish-
black silt follows. Small shell fragments (less than 6mm long) 
occur in the sandstone. This unit grades into a fine-grained 
glauconitic sandstone, 40cm thick, containing abundant shell 
fragments. Bed structure appears massive. 
This is overlain by an erosively based, parallel 
laminated, fine-grained glauconitic sandstone. This bed is 60cm 
thick and the lamination is defined by thin «1 cm) layers of 
shell debris. The long axp.s of the shell fragments are aligned 
N-S. Laminae are parallel with the bedding surfaces. The unit 
grades into 30cm of strllctureless fine-grained glauconitic 
sandstone with shell fragments scattered through the sediment in 
the lower 10cm (these probably being derived from the 
underlying unit). 
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The start of the next unit is based on increased 
cementation rather than any visible lithological or 
sedimentologica1 change. The whole 11nit is 1.5m thick and 
contains three well-cemented horizons: one (5cm thick) forming 
the base of the unit, one (15cm thick) at 45cm from the base, 
and one (10cm thick) at 120cm from the base. The thicknesses 
given for these horizons are maxjma r the upper and lower surfaces 
undulating. The whole unit is unfossiliferous. The well-cemented 
horizons are not classified as separate beds as they are 
interpreted as cementation phenomena. 
There is a marked iregular erosion surface, then 70cm of 
very fine-grained ('25~~) fawn coloured sandstone. This sediment 
appears less consolidated than the glauconitic sandstone and 
contains limonjte-rich horizons which are f in places, 
concentrated into parallel laminae (also marked by heavy mineral 
accumulations), and horizontal burrows. The laminae dip 3° E. The 
laminated sand grades into apparently homogenous fine-grained 
fawn-coloured sandstone which continues for 4.09m.This grades 
upwards into a reddish-brown medium-grained (375j1ro) massive 
sandstone, 60cm thick, which becomes more yellow in colour towards 
the top. These fawn-coloured beds comprise the Lochaline White 
Sandstone Member of the Horvern Greensand Formation at this 
locality. 
Disconformably overlying these fawn-coloured beds is a 50cm 
thick unit of light green, fine-medium grained, glauconitic 
sandstone. Within this sandstone are numerous small, pale cream to 
white, silt inclusions with a "chalky" texture. These are elongate, 
roughly cylindrical, and reach a maximum length of 5cm with a 
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maximum diameter of 9mm. They do not react with dilute HCI, but 
then nearly the whole section has been decalcified. 
~ 40cm thick unit of silicified chalk (the Gribun Chalk 
Formation) is unconformable on this glauconitic sandstone. This 
part of the succession is extremely poorly exposed and the 
silicified chalk is highly weathered and extremely brittle, making 
the true relationship of this unit with the underlying sediment 
difficult to determine. The chalk contains flints which are 
distingllishable from the silicified matrix by their dark grey to 
brownish colour and non-porous texture, the silicified chalk itself 
being highly porous. 
There is a large hiatus between the silicified. chalk and 
the overlying clay. The top 31cm of silicified chalk comprises 
an unconsolidated rubble with the blue-grey clay acting as an 
infill between silicified chalk pieces. The clay forms a horizon, 
15cm thick, above the chalk rubble, weathers white and is very 
soft. Plant stems up to 11 cm long are common and relatively well 
preserved. The base of this blue-grey clay forms the base of the 
Beinn Iadain Mudstone Form.ation (formerly the "Upper Estuarine 
Series" (Judd,1878))for which this is the type locality. 
There is an irregular erosive contact with 63cm of 
fine-grained fawn sandstone. Rare parallel lamination is picked 
out by the concentration of silt-grade organic material 
containing occasional lignite fragments up to 3cm long and 7mm 
wide, but otherwise the bed appears unstructured. Rare 
well-cemented concretions are present: some of these show 
concentric banding of iron minerals. Average diameter of the 
concretions is 12cm. This sandstone is overlain by a 14cm thick 
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horizon of blue-grey, finely laminated, silt containing thin, 
non-persistant concentrations of organic material, including 
lignite fragments up to 3mm long and lmm wide. The top of this 
bed comprises the top of the Seinn Iadain Mudstone Formation. 
A thin, (4cm) r bed of pale fawn to reddish-brown clay 
overlies an irregular erosion surface at the top of the Reinn 
tadain MUdstone Formation. This clay contains no visible organic 
material. 
The thickness of the lithostratigraphic units at Beinn 
Iadain Section A is as follows: 
Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation 92cm 
Gribun Chalk Formation 40cm 
Lochaline White Sandstone Member 5.39m 
Morvern Greensand (not 
including the W.Sst.Mem.) 11.87m 
Total thickness of section 18.61m 
3.2.iii (ST (b) ) 
Section location: G.R. NM 6965 5645. (See Fig.3.1.) 
The main exposure is 1n a horseshoe shaped scar where 
there has been a rotational slope failure in the western bank of 
AlIt Riabhach. The section is most easily found by walking 
eastwards round Beinn Iadain from Section (A) r keeping below the 
level of the basalt, into Caire nan Capull. From here continue 
northwards over the watershed marked 486m on the 1:25 000 O.S. 
map. Once over the watershed, keep down on the flat shelf area 
adjacent to the stream. Approximately 270m downstream of the 
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confluence of the stream flowing from Lochan nan Lorg with that 
flowing form the w~tershed, is another minor confluence and a small 
waterfall which marks the lowest basalt. Approximately 20m 
downstream of the wat~rfall is the main exposure. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.3) 
The oldest part of the Cretaceous succession exposed here 
lS Morvern Greensand. The basal bed of the section comprises 75 
cm of fine-grained, ripple cross-laminated, glauconitic 
sandstone. Black silty organic-rich material containing 
occasional lignite fragments up to 6mm long is concentrated into 
thin «O.6mm) laminae which pick out the ripple cross-sets. Organic 
content increases upwards through this unit, picking out parallel 
lamination in the top lOcm. 
This isdisconformably overlain by 5.2m of mottled light 
fawn and grey r fi.ne to IDedj 11m grained sandstone: wi th occasional 
low angle (8-12°) cross-bedding and rare burrows with sprieten 
picked out by black organic material. This grades into 
organic-rich. fine-grained. silty sandstone which is intensely 
bioturbated up to the top 20cm which is ripple cross-laminated 
on a small scale (foresets <7cm high). There is a marked 
unconformity with a 40-45cm thick unit of silicified chalk. This 
is less weathered than that seen at Section (A) and is traceable 
laterally for 40 m. The chalk contains rare flints but these are 
only seen in fresh parts of the outcrop. 
The top of the silicified chalk is irregular and overlain 
by the basal unit of the Beinn Tadajn Mudstone Formation, a thin 
(gem) horizon of blu~-grey clay containing disseminated organic 
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materii=il. This is d1sconformably overlain by 66cm of well-cemented, 
light fawn, fine-grain~d sandstone. Grains are sub-rounded to 
sub-angular. Occasional parallel laminations are picked out by 
concentrations of d~trital glallconite in the basal 25cm of the bed. 
There is a sharp but apparently non-erosive contact with 15cm of 
blue-grey organic-rich cli=iy conti=iining well-preserved plant 
material up to 7cm in length, stems orienti=ited parallel to bedding. 
The Beinn Iadain Nllrlstone Formation is overlain by a thin 
(5cm) horizon of pale fawn clay underlying the basalt. 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units at Beinn Iadain 
Section (b) is as follows: 
Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation 90cm 
Gribun Chalk Formation 40-45cm 
Lochaline White Si=indstone Member 5.20m 
Horvern Greensand (not 
including W.Sst.Mem.) 2.75m 
Total thickness of section 
3.2. i v Lochaline Adi t. (TJAA.) 
9 . .3~m 
Section location: G.R. NM 6800 4535. (See Fig.3.4.) 
The section is adjacent to the main adit of the Lochaline 
Sand Mine. Here. the White Sandstone Member is extracted 
underground as a glass sand by Tilcon (Scotland) Ltd. and 
permission should be obtained from the Site Manager before 
visiting the section. Parts of the section are obscured by 
vegetation, especii=illy towards the base. Contact with the 
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underlying T,iassic mUdstone is not exposed, but widening of the 
track in 1988 revealed dark greenish-black laminated mUdstone 
approximately 10m below the base of the exposed Greensand. Minor 
faulting and slumping have confused the lower part of the 
Greensand succesRion which wa~ therefore logged from the base of 
the least disturbed and best exposed part of the section. This 
is approximately 30m N.E. down the track from the adit opening. 
Section description: (See Fig .. ~.5). 
The basal bed of the logged section is first seen at track 
level In a small exposure adjacent to the main one which is 
continuous with the adit cliff. This first bed comprises 1.lm of 
greenish-fawn, hard, fine-grained glauconitic sandstone. This 
sandstone is highly micaceous and contains occasional hard 
nodules where the sediment is extremely well-cemented. There is 
no apparent difference in grain size or composition within or 
surrounding the nodules. Nodules reach a maximum length of 14cm. 
This is overlain by a very hard, well-cemented, fine-grained 
1 . t . . t h' h h tI' h d ] I" hology g_auconl lC unl. W.IC as a pInc -an -swe._ morp , 
reaching a maximum thickness of 20cm. 
There is a sharp, but apparently non-erosive, contact with 
55cm of medium grained (400~~) r very dark green, highly 
glauconitic sandstone. No sedimentary structures are visible. An 
irreg111ar erosion surface is overlain by a 15cm thick shell bed 
comprising a monogeneric assemblage of Exogyra spp. The shells 
appear largely undamaged and show no preferred orientation. There 
is a matrix of fine to medi.llm grained glauconitic sandstone. 
Overlying the shell bed is 1.58m of soft, reddish-purple 
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to dark green, fine to medium grained, micaceous sandstone. Shell 
fragments are abundant throughotlt the bed, in places concentrated 
into non-persistant shell lags up to 2cm thick. These sometimes 
pick out small-scalp tabular cross-sets not discernable by grain 
-size variations in the sand alon~. 
There is a non-erosiv~ contact with 27cm of fine-grained 
reddish-purple micaceous sandstone. This unit is finely 
laminated, laminae being picked out by organic-rich dark purple 
silt. This bed contains rare shell fragments and fines upwards as 
lamination becomes more intense in the top 7cm. 25cm of mottled 
purple-red and pale green fine-grained sandstone overlies this. 
The mottling does not follow sedimentary structures and appears 
to be a weathering/diagenetic phenomenon. However, in the top 10 
cm, parallel lamination is pirked out by reddish-brown silt 
layers <O.Smm thick, dipping 9° E. A 1.9Sm unit of fine-grained 
orange to yellowish green sandston~ is conformable on this 
laminated bed. The grain-size of this sand is 187pm and no 
sedimentary structures are visible. This grades upwards into SO 
cm of coarsening upwards (187-2S0pm), mottled yellowish-fawn and 
white sandstone. The colour is due to staining by ferric 
compounds rather than detrital mineral grains. Glauconite is very 
rare. There are occasional woody fragments up to lmm in length, 
otherwise this unit is unfossiliferous. 
Contact with the Lochaline White Sandstone Member in its 
most pure form is gradational from this mottled sandstone. The 
TJochaline White Sandstone is 3.5nthick at this locality. The 
dominant grain-size of this quartz arenite is 2S0f.1Ill but there are 
oc("asional sub to well rounded quartz grains SOO-1.000pm in 
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diameter scattered throughout. There are also extremely rare 
lignite fragments up to 500pm in size. 
Although the structure of this unit appears massive at 
firgt sight, there are two laterally extensive well-cemented 
horizong which can be recognized throughout the sand mine. 
However, there ig no apparant petrological or sedimentological 
difference between the relativply unconsolidated sandstone and 
the well-cemented layers except occasional westerly dipping 
tabular cross-sets and ripple cross-lamination picked out by 
silt.y material and grajnsjze alternations between the hard "ribs" 
inside the mine (Lowden, 1989, pers.comm.). Thin reddish-brown 
iron-rich horizons follow joints and cracks in the sandstone and 
are concentrated in burrow wallg. Burrows are also distinguishable 
by the concentration of coarse (400-750 pm) quartz grains into wall 
structures. Burrow diameter averages 1.4 cm and most burrows seen 
are in g\\b-vrtical and horizontal orientations, probably forming 
Thalassinoides type networks. Occasionally burrows are defined by 
dark grey silty infillg, pspecially above the level of the second 
hard "rib". This ichno-asgemblage is dominated by Skol.i thos type 
thin vertical burrows but some contain spreiten. These overprint 
the larger Thalass.inoides type gystems described above. In the top 
40cm of the unit, grain-sjze increases to an average of 500 J1IIl 
acting as a matrix to small pebbles up to 1.2cm long. 
Unconformably overlying the quartz arenite is an 8cm 
thick horizon of red-brown silty clay, then the base of the 
Tertiary basalt~ 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units at the Lochaline 
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Adit section is as follows: 
Lochaline White Sandstone Member (taken from 
the base of Red 9) .,. 50m 
Horvern Greensand Formation 6.15m 
Total thickness of section: lO.25m 
N.B. The base of the White Sandstone Member is difficult to 
determine at this section because there is a gradation from 
highly glauconitic silty sandstone to the pure quartz arenite 
mined as a glass sand. The boundary is therefore taken where the 
glauconite percentage of the whole sediment is less than 0.5% and 
where an increase in grain size indicates a change in 
depositional regime. 
3!.A_~_· Lo_c;l1 ~line ~~t~rJal1 (a)_.~_ (LAW(a)) 
Section location: G.R. NM 6935 4595 (See Fig.3.4). 
This section is located on the east side of Loch Aline. 
Where the AlIt na Samhnachain burn crosses the track around the 
loch, there is a small wooden bridge. Follow the burn upstream past 
the disused limekiln and climb up the waterfall past rhythmically 
bedded Jurassic shales and limestones to a small cliff on the south 
side of the stream which turns sharply northwards. Looking across 
the burn to the cliff, it 1S clear that there has been movement on 
a prominant bedding plane 1n the shale underlying the Greensand and 
that the section is therefore located in a slipped block. 
Section descripti on: (See Fig. 3.6) . 
The basA of the section is an unconformable contact with the 
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laminated silty mudstones of the Liassic Pabba Beds. Exposure of 
the contact is poor and movement along the plane is indicated by 
~ontortion of some of the mudstones. 
The start of the Creta("eOl\~ 5u~cession is a 5lcm bed of 
hard r fine to meditlm grained (250pm) silty sandstone. This is 
highly glauconitic and dark qreen in colour. Shell fragments 
between 500pm and 3mm in length are common. There is a gradational 
contact with 50em of very fine-grained dark purple silty sandstone 
which fines upwards to s~ndy silt. In the lower part of this bed 
there are very rare quartz grains up to 500pm and fragments of 
limestone up to Imm long. The fine silty material appears to be 
organic rich and there are oc("a5ional woody fragments up to 600t1ID 
in length. 
There is an irregular erosive contact with 40cm of dark 
green medium grained highly glauconitic sandstone. Greyish-brown 
("lay drapes appear in the top 20cm and the clay content increases 
upwards in the matrix. This unit is<tisconformably overlain by a 1m 
thick unit of pale grey-green massive sandstone. This is medium to 
coarSA grained (375-500J11Tl) ~nd shell fragments greater than 500pm 
in length are common. 1tern of reddish-brown clayey silt overlies 
this. Both the upper and lower boundaries of this horizon are 
gradational, with mixing in of sandy material, probably through 
bioturbation. The overlying bed comprises 85cm of dark green, fine 
to medium grained (silt-250pm grain size,) laminated silty 
sandstone. The laminae are formed by fining upwards cycles with 
increasing organic content upwards. The lamination is parallel to 
bedding. 
Conformably overlying the laminated sandstone is a 62cm 
thick bed of purple-red mottled greensand which fines upwards to a 
very fine silty sand~tone. There are lignite stringers throughout 
this bed but in the top 10cm these become thinner, forming flasers 
rather than len~es, and increase in number. The percentage of silt 
in the matrix al~o increases npwards. 
There is a grada.tional bOlmdary wi th a thin (4cm) horizon of 
dark green, highly glauconitic fine-grained sanstone. The boundary 
is probably bioturbated bllt no individual burrows are preserved. 
There are occasional limestone grains up to 500pm in d.iameter; 
these are sub-rounded. 
Unconformable on this greensand is basalt. 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units at Loch Aline 
Waterfall (a) is as follows: 
Morvern Greensand 4.03m 
3.2.vi. IJQ~JJ Alt~e WateJ:fi!Ll LbL. (LAW(b)). 
Section location: G.R. NM 6869 4665 (See Fig.3.4). 
The section is exposed in the AlIt Achadh Forsa flowing SE 
into Loch Aline. Follow the burn NW from the beach to a small 
waterfall with greensand outcropping on the NE side. About 15m 
further NE weathered cliffs of white sandstone can be seen. Apart 
from these exposures, no in situ rock can be seen. The burn follows 
the trend of a fault which has a downthrow of approximately 40m to 
the west measurable on the basalt. The section is measured from 
the base to the top of the waterfall and then continues in a small 
cliff adjacent to the waterfall on the NE bank. 
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Section descripti.on: (See Fig.3. 7). 
The base of the first bed is obscured by boulders at the 
bottom of the waterfall but the unit comprises 50em of 
well-cemented greyish-green mas5ive sandstone. This is medium 
grained (375pm) yet contains occrlsional well-rounded quartz grains 
up to O.75mm in diameter. This is conformably overlain by a bed of 
well-remented highly glauconitic medium-grained sandstone with 
numerous small vertiral burrnws up to 4cm long, infilled with fine 
argilaceous sand. This bed is of variable thickness, ranging from 
25-35cm. 
1.2m of slightly finer-grained (250J1lD.) pale grey-green 
glauconitic sandstone overlies this. The sandstone is apparently 
structureless although there is a slight coarsening towards the top 
of the bed where grainsize reaches 400J1lD.. There is an irregular 
erosive contact with a 20cm thick shell bed. The valves appear 
largely undamaged and comprise a limited assemblage of Exogyra and 
Neithea spp .. The matrix is da.rk green fine-grained silty sandstone. 
Overlying another erosion surface at the top of the shell 
bed is a 1.lm unit of coarsening upwards, fine to medium grained 
glauconitic sandstone. This is massive and unfossiliferous. There 
is a sharp but planar contact with 40cm of hard grey fine sandstone 
with a calcareous matrix. There are occasional Exogyra valves 
throughout the bed. Conformable on this is a 39cm thick bed of 
grey-green micaceous medium-grained sandstone. This is truncated by 
a marked erosion surface covered by a thin (5cm) shell lag 
comprising thick oyster shell fragments. This grades up into a 35cm 
unit of fine-grained (187pm) bed of pale green micaceous sandstone. 
There is then a 6-7m gap in exposure to the nearest. cliff 
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comprising the Lochaline White Sandstone Member. This cliff section 
starts with 48cm of light green fine-grained micaceous sandstone. 
No sedimentary structures are visible. This is dis '''!onformably 
overlain by 5m of white fine to medium grained quartz arenite with 
occasional iron rich horizons (maximum thickness 2mm). Very rare 
burrows are outlined by the concentration of iron minerals in the 
burrow walls. The iron rich horizons do not follow any other 
sedimentary features. There are occasional well-rounded quartz 
grains up to 500pm in diameter. 
Overlying this is a 25cm unit of reddish-brown silty clay, 
then the base of the basalt. 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units at Loch Aline 
Waterfall (b) is a~ follows: 
Lochaline White Sandstone Member -Sm 
Morvern Greensand 4.44m 
Total thickness of section exposed: 9.69m 
Total thickness of section + gaps: 16.19m 
3.2.vii Loch Aline Waterfall (c). (LAW(c». 
Section location: G.R. NM 6935 4535. (See Fig.3.4). 
The AlIt Leacach burn flows into Loch Aline approximately 
100m south of the fish farm buildings. Follow the stream over a 
boggy hump to a -17m high waterfall where the burn comes over the 
basalt cliff. The exposure itself is in the waterfall and is 
inaccessible. However, large blocks of greensand have broken away 
and lie at the base of the waterfall. Way up is defined by contact 
with the Jurassic shale seen in the base of the waterfall and 
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Section description: (See Fiq.3.8). 
The top of the ,Juras~ic shale forms the fi,rst ledge in the 
waterfall and is unconformably overlain by dark green, highly 
glauconitic sandstone. This is micaceous, fine to medium grained 
(250pm), and contains shel] fragments throughout. The true thickness 
of this dark green sandstone is approximately 3.5m. At 40 cm from 
the base of this bed is a 20cm thick shell horizon. The shells 
appear mostly complete and comprise an apparently monospecific 
assemblage of Exogyra obJiquata. Above the shell band there are 
occasional lenses and flasers of dark brown organic rich silt. 
This sandstone is overlain by 40em of greyish-green hard 
sandstone which appears massive and forms the lip of the second 
ledge in the waterfall. 
Above this ledge, the succession continues with 
approximately 4.5m of pale green, medium grained (375J~) sandstone. 
This appears massive but contains occasional shell fragments and 
non-persistant parallel laminations picked out by the concentration 
of glauconite grains. 
Unconformably overlying this is a 70em unit of reddish-brown 
silty clay, followed by basalt. 
The thickness of the lithostratigraphic units at Loch Aline 
Waterfall (c) are as follows: 
Horvern Greensand 8.40m 
Total thickness of section: 9.10m 
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(BHI0) 
Section loca.tion: G.R. NM 6890 4695. (See Fig.3.4). 
The borehole was drilled in 1987 for Tilcon (Scotland) Ltd. 
and is located on top of the basalt cliff lkm from Castle Cottage, 
Kinlochaline, on a bearing of 234°SW. Total depth cored was 70.30m. 
The core boxes are stored in the main adit entrance of the 
Lochaline Sand Mine (Summer 1988). Core recovery was reported as 
100% below 52.36m. The core was logged from 65.67m in the hope of 
encountering the Liassic-Cenomanian unconformity in the samples. 
Section descript ion: (See Fi g . .3 .9) . 
The basal bed of the logged section comprises 20cm of finely 
laminated fine grained (187pm) white sand, and black organic-rich 
silt. The sand laminae are rarely greater than Imm thick while the 
silt layers vary between 2 and Smm. Sand content increases upwards 
through the bed. This is overlain by a 5cm horizon of black silty 
clay with thin layers of white mica.D~conformable on this is a 
60cm bed of laminated sandy silt and blue-grey clay_ The laminae 
average 1.5mm thick and undulate, forming wavy bedding structures. 
This grades into a 55cm thick coarsening upwards unit of laminated 
dark grey ~iltstone and very fine-grained (125pm) white sand which 
lncreases as a percentage of the sediment upwards. The whole unit 
is highly bioturbated with small, (maximum length 3cm), Honocraterion 
type vertical burrows with spreiten. 
There is a planar contact with 15cm of dark greyish-green 
homogenous sandstone. This grades into a 10cm thick horizon of very 
dark greenish-black micaceous silty sandstone. The sandstone is 
very fine-grained (125pm) and fissile where the micas form layers. 
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This is overlain by a 5cm horizon of greyish-black silty clay_ 
A marked irregular erosion surface is overlain by 33cm of 
fine-grained ripple cross-laminated glauconitic sandstone. White 
sand qrains pick out many of the foresets and although the scale of 
the cross-lamination decreases upwards, the ratio of glauconitic to 
white sand remains constant and there is no difference in grain 
SIze. Some foresets are defined by concentration of glauconite 
grains. This is overlain by 7cm of ripple cross-laminated 
fine-grained glauconitic sand with the laminae formed by 
concentration of organic-rich dark brown silty material. 26cm of 
pale green fine-grained silty sandstone succeeds this. It contains 
rare organic-rich laminations and occasional Skolithos type 
vertical burrows. There is a sharp but apparently non-erosive 
contact with a 45cm thick, rapidly coarsening upwards, unit of 
micaceous dark greenish-grey mudstone. Silt content becomes 
noticeable at 10cm and increases at the expense of clay until sand 
grains appear at 25cffi. At the top, the sediment is a sandy 
siltstone. An irregular erosion sllrface forms the base of the 
overlying 35cm unit of fine-grained dark grey sandstone with 
occasional ripple drapes up to 2mm thick. The clay drapes contain 
rare black plant fragments. 30cm of dark greenish-grey sandy 
siltstone follows. This unit appears massive and is mica rich but 
the micas are disseminated throughout and do not form discrete 
layers. Overlying this is a 15cm horizon of dark grey, organic-rich 
silty clay. 
There is a sharp contact between the clay and a 65cm bed of 
coarsening upwards micaceous dark green sandy silt. Sand content 
increa~ps upwards f reach; ng an average graj.n size of 125JlID wi th a 
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maximum of 250~®. Pos~ible cros~-bedding is indicated by the 
conc~ntration of the roarser quartz grains and glauconite into 
thin, inclined laminae. This i~ overlain by 30cm of homogenous pale 
greenish-grey fine-qrained ~andstone. Both the upper and lower 
bonndaries of thi.s bed appear irregular. A 20cm thick unit of 
fossiliferous sandstone follows. The sandstone i.s fine-grained and 
paJ.e grey-green in colour. The fossils comprise thick-walled 
bivalves bllt t.hese could not be identified further. Shell walls 
wer~ up to 3.5mm thick. 
Disconformably overlying the shell bed is a thin (15cm) unit 
of ripple cross-laminated fine-gr~ined pale green sandstone with 
clay rjpple drapes, some of whi.ch bifurcate. The clay is dark grey 
i.n colour. This bed is truncated by an irregular erosion surface 
and is overlain by 31cm of very fine-grained massive silty 
sandstone which in turn is overlain by a 27cm thick unit of 
fine-grained very glauconitic sandstone with numerous small 
sub-vertical burrows infilled with fawnish-grey clay. The maximum 
diameter of these burrows is 1.2cm. This bed fines upwards as silt 
content increases with respect to quart7. grains. 
Overlying an irregular erosion surface is a 70cm thick unit 
of hard dark green fine-grained sandstone. This is finely laminated 
throughout, the laminae comprising coarse grained (up to 500pm) 
layers up to 3mm thick. This lamination is slightly inclined to 
bedding. This grades into a 20cm horizon of intensely laminated r 
highly glauconitic and micaceous sandstone. Th~ laminae are formd 
by concentrations of organic-rich silt up to 2mm thick. 
D~omformable on this is a 20cm thick shelly bed with Neithea type 
valves forming the most common identifiable fossil. The matrix 
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sandst.one i~ fine-grained, gJallc()nite rich and highly micaceous .. 
There is an irregular cont.a~t with 23cm of highly 
bioturbated fine-grained greyish-green sandstone. No individual 
burrows are visible but the general aspect of the bed is disturbed. 
This is overlain by 44cm of finely laminated fine-grained 
glauconitic sandstone. The laminae are organic rich. In the lower 
15cm of the bed there are clay lenses (possibly ripple drape~): 
these disappear as the lamination becomes more intense. This is 
d~conformably overlain by a 15cm horizon of very soft dark 
greyish-green clay. 
Brown-grey silty sandstone follows with occasional bright 
green glauconite lenses. This bed is 27cm thick and has irregular 
lower and upper boundaries. The glauconite rich lenses may be 
burrow infills. Overlying thi~ i~ a 19cm thi~k dark greyish-green 
fine-grained sand~tonp with occasional shell fragments. Thi.s is 
disconformably overlain by 8. 7cm thick concentra.ted shell bed. The 
shelly material is tightly packed in a matrix of fine-grained dark 
green sandstone. It is not po~~jble to tell if the shells are whole 
or fragmented. 
The shell bed grades into a 17cm thick fining upwards 
horizon of the matrix sandstone with occasional shells (or 
fragments). The siJt percentage of the sediment increases upwards 
and thus the grain sjze decreases to 125t®. 
There is a marked irregular erosion surface followed by 53cm 
of hard greyish-green fine to ffiF!dium grained sandstone. This 
contains pieces of shelly material which appear to be fragmented. 
This is overlain by a 14cm unit of mottled green and fawn 
fine-grained micaceous sandstone with a shelly layer at the top. A 
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95cm bed of hard light fawn fine to medium grained sandstone is 
unconformable on this. Occasional parallel lamination is picked out 
by layers of coarser grains (up to 300~lm) with some heavy minerals. 
25cm of intensely laminated light fawn fine-grained sandstone 
follows. Laminations comprise concentrations of silt-grade brown 
organi~ ri~h material.Ulsconformable on this is a 54cm bed of 
mottlAd purple-brown and greenish-fawn fine-grained sandstone. 
Burrows appear as light fawn infi.l1s with a dark reddish-orange 
rim. Tn the top 15~m of the bed fragments of lignitic material up to 
1.2mm long are common. 
This ;s <lisconformably overlain by a. thin (7cm) shell bed. 
The shells are concentrated r thick-walled and probably consist 
mainly of Exogyr:i spp. The matrix material comprises fine-grained 
purplish-red sandstone which is highly micaceous. Overlying this is 
1.SSm of mottled purple-red to pale green fine-grained sandstone. 
Shelly material is distribllted sparsely throughout. Burrows, mainly 
sub-vertical and not exceeding 1.3cm in diameter are picked out by 
glallconite concentration in the walls. Conformably overlying this 
is a 55cm thick bed of unfossiliferous fine-grained very pale fawn 
sandstone. Very rare low angle foresets are picked out by the 
concentration of glauconite and heavy minerals. The base of this 
bed forms the base of the LochalinA White Sandstone Member at this 
locality. The unit grades into 91cm of greyish-white fine to medium 
grained (250J.1lll) massive sandstone. 
Unconformable on this bed is a 20cm thick unit of 
reddish-brown clayey silt. This is overlain by red basalt. 
The thickness of the "Cretaceous" lithostratigraphic units 
logged from T.och Aline Borehole lO is as folJows: 
* 
l,ocha 1 i ne 'Wh it e $;lnd.s t one Member 1 .. 46m 
Morvern Greensand * lO.44m 
Total thickness nf sectinn 1,1.90m 
The base of the Greensand, on lithology alone, is taken as the 
base of bed 9 (See Fig.3.9). 
3.3 The Mull sections. 
Greensand, silicified chalk and micritic limestone of 
"Cretaceous" age outcrop in the southern ha,l f of the Isle of Mull. 
The sections are widely scattered (See Fig.l.l) but exposure is 
generally a little better than that of the Horvern sections. 
(AT) 
Sec t ion 1 oc a t i on : G • R. NH 4540 3 295. ( See Fig .. 3 . 10) . 
The exposure is in the Al1t na Teangajdh burn itself and in 
small outcrops adjacent to the stream bed. It can be approached 
either by walking upstream from Balmeanach Farm or by climbing the 
crash barrier and fpnce where the 88035 bends sharply northwards at 
G.R. 4545 3290. From the barrier walk due west down the steep side 
of the valley to the stream, then turn upstream to the first 
greensand outcrop next to the burn. Towards the top of the section 
there is a tectonic contact between the greensand and the 
silicified chalk: the true greensand-silicified chalk contact is 
seen only in the stream bed. This is the type locality for the 
Gribun Chalk. 
Section descript ion: (See Fig. 3.1.1.) . 
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Fig.3.12a. Contact between the Morvern Greensand and Gribun 
Chalk, AlIt na Teangaidh, Gribun. 
F'ig . .3.12b. Limestone "concretions" in glauconitic 
sandstone, AlIt na Teangaidh, Gribun. 
being up to 47cms long and 18cm thick (See Fig.3.12b). Laminae in the 
surrounding sandston~ appear to drape the "concretions" but are 
otherwise parallel to h~dding. The lamination is defined by the 
concentrati on of coarse quartz grains (llp to 375~lm in diameter). 
A.pparently conformable on this "concretionary" bed is a 56cm 
unit of laminated fine to medium grained gJallconitic sandstone. 
This also contains occasional limestone "concretions" but these 
measure only 24cm in 1.ength and reach a maximum thickness of llcm. 
There are some shell fragm~nts in the basal. 7cm of the bed but 
these are not concentrated into a lag and show no particular 
orientation. Parallel lamination and occasional ripple 
cross-lamination is picked out by the concentration of glauconite 
grains, heavy minerals and coarser quartz grains (up to 500J-lIn). 
The thickness and spacing of the laminae decreases upwards from 2mm 
to O.5mm. There is an irregular erosive contact with 34cm of hard 
unfossiliferous, pale green laminated sandstone. The lamination is 
parallel to the bedding surface~. 
Conformable on this is a 42cm bed of fine-grained silty 
purple-red to greyish-green laminated sandstone. The laminae are 
thin (less then O.5mm) and comprise concentrations of glauconite 
grains. Overlying this is a thin (5cm) horizon of bluish-grey sndy 
siltstone. This unit is laterally persistant across the section. 
There is an irregular contact with 38cm of dark fawn fine-grained 
sandstone. The colour varies lat~rally between purple and 
greenish-fawn and there are impersistant laminations of organic 
rich silt. These laminae are less than Imm thick. This grades into 
3.10m of fine to medium grained pale fawn to light grey sandstone. 
The colour is mottled but does not follow sedimentary structures. 
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There are occasional hard concretions of well-cementRd s~ndstone up 
to 15cm in di.ameter. 
There is a marked hiatu~ between this sandstone and the 
overlying 3.4m of silicified chalk, the Gribun ChaJk Formation, for 
which this j~ the type locality_ The boundary is bioturbated 
(See Fig.l.12a) but there is little mixing of the ~ediment outside 
the burrows. The silicified chalk is white in colour and extremely 
brittle which give~ a rubbly appearance to the weathered surface. 
The thickness of the lithostratigraphic units 1n the AlIt na 
Teangaidh section are as follows: 
Gribun Chalk 3.4m 
LochaJine White Sandstone Member 
Horvern Greensand 2.86m 
Total thickness of section 9.36m 
3.10m 
3 .. 1.1i BQ.~ldersr CI~_CQ.~~U1U B~ic!g_~J Gri]~)Ull~ (GR boulders) 
Sect1.on location: G.R. NM 4571 3564. (See Fig.3.10). 
Approximately 400m north of Clachadhu cottage and 200m south 
of a bungalow opposite Rubh a'Ghearrain, is a bridge where the 
B8035 crosses a small un-named stream. About 10m ESE of the bridge 
are two boulders of greens~nd (of whi.ch the largest is designated 
Boulder A, t.he smaJ.lpr being Boulder B). 11m SE of t.hese 
boulders is a half-hllried block of silicified chalk (Boulder C). 
Section description: (See Fig.3.11). 
These boulders represent the northward extension of the AlIt 
na Teangaidh section but thi~ is not exposed in the cliffs. Boulder 
Fig.3.13 LOG 9 Gribun boulder A 
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~ was logged be~ausp strllctures were well preserved and it provided 
the best example of greenRand in the north side of Gribun bay 
although not in sit1}. Way up waR defined on sedimentary structures. 
The base of the s~ction is a thin (5cm) pebble conglomerate 
layer which grades up into 25cm nf fi.ne-grained glauconitic 
sandstone. The pebbles reach a maximum lemgth of 4cm and average 
2cm. They are well-rounded, Rub-spherical to elongate and are 
dominated by reddish-brown sandstnne and vein quartz clasts. 
Occasional shell fraqmentR also occur i.n the conglomerate. Low 
angle tabular cross-bedding of the sandstone iR picked out by 
occasional small pebbleR and heavy minerals concentrated on the 
foresetR. The cross-bedding is truncated by an irregular erosion 
surface overlain by a lcm shell fragment lag deposit. This grades 
into a 21cm bed of micaceous fine-grajned highly glauconitic 
sandstone. Low angle cross bedding iR defined by sediment grading 
with the coarseRt layer forming the foresets. Foreset height 
averages 10cm. There are rare concentrations of Neithea 'valves 
orientated concave upwards bllt theRe are not laterally continuous 
for more than 25cm. There is an irregular erosive contact with 11cm 
of fine-grained dark green silty sandstone with a basal lag of 
Exogyra valves. The she'lR are mainly orientated concave upward. 
Small-scale ripple cross-lamination is picked out by dark brown 
organic rich materj~l. Thp intAnsity of the ripple cross-lamination 
increases upwards so there iR Rn over~ll fining of the sediment 
through the bed. 
There is then a highly irregular erosion contact with a bed 
composed almost entirely of oyster shell fragments. The top surface 
of this unit is undulating and the orientation of the fragments 
picks out the foresets of tabular cross-beds making up symmetrical 
mega-ripples with a wavelength of 26cm and a foreset height of 8cm. 
Most of the shell fragments, even though forming the structure, are 
orientated concave upwards. 
Conformable on the shell bed is a lOcm thick horizon of 
fine-grained grey-green sandstone with occasional Neithea valves 
throughout. These show no particular orientation. This is overlain 
by l8cm of shelly sandstone. The matrix is fine-grained glauconitic 
sandstone. The shell material is disseminated throughout the bed 
and generally orientated concave upwards until the top 4cm of the 
bed where it becomes more concentrated and orientated concave down. 
Valves are thin-walled and the size of the fragments decreases 
upwards from an average length of 4cm at the base to 1.Scm at the 
top. Apparently conformable on this are 9cm of fine-grained 
glauconitic sandstone containing linear concentrations of Neithea 
fragments parallel to bedding. 
There is an irregular erosion surface, then a 30cm bed of 
fine-grained micaceous fawn-green sandstone. Rare lenses of shell 
fragments occur in this bed. This grades into a 25cm unit of 
fawn-grey fine-grained sandstone containing sub-rounded 
"concretions" of sandy limestone. The "concretions" are up to 45cm 
long and reach a maximum thickness of 20cm. The material inside the 
"concretions" is finer gra.ined than the surrounding sandstone but 
shows no internal structure. 
Disconformable on this is an Scm horizon of finely laminated 
fine to medium grained sandstone. This drapes the underlying bed 
and grades upwards into another 22cm of concretionary sandstone. 
The matrix sandstone is fine to medium grained, fawn-green in 
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colour a.nd finely 1 am; na ted. The "concret ions" are composed of 
finp-grained grey silty sandstone, are elongate in shape and reach 
a maximum length of 30cm. 
Total thickness of Morvern Greensand: 1.92m 
~.QuldeI. ~. was not logged r being considered too small (1. 3m) . 
~_9..~L!~.~_~_ C is compospd of si 1 ici.fied chaJk. This is extremely 
brittle as the scree downslope from the boulder testifies. Unlike 
the silicified chalk seen at the AlIt na Teangaidh section, this 
chalk can be seen to contain flints. However, as there is no 
textural difference between the silicified chalk matrix and the 
flint and the material weathers white, these are only seen where 
the rock surface is fresh . 
., 3 ... 
. 1 •. • 11 1 • 
Se~tion location: G.R. NM 7440 2989 (See Fig.3.14). 
At around G.R. NM 7400 3030, on the road to Grass Point, is 
a gate into a field bordered by deer fences. Follow the eastern 
fence to the edge of the basalt cliff. To the left of the small 
hummock with trees climb down a sea-facing gully as far as 
possible, then continue SW along the platform formed by the lower 
basalt, following a goat path. Where this is crossed by a basalt 
dyke walk to the sea. The exposure is between the dyke, a sill 
cross-cut by thp dyke and the sea. Part of the exposure is covered 
by large pebbles and below the high tide mark it is obscured by 
algae. This site is an ornithological SSS! and permission should be 
obtained from the e~tat~ before visiting, e~pecial1y in the spring 
to early summer., 
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Fig.3.14 Map of Auchnacraig, Mull. 
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Section dpscription: (See Fig.3.t5). 
The base of the section is an almost vertical drop into the 
sea. The lowest bed comprises 65cm of fi.ne-grained well-cemented 
light fawn sandstone. Weath~ring has exposed parallel laminations, 
some dipping at up to 15° from bedding. Some of the laminae are 
dark in colour due to the accumulation of organic material; others 
are formed by the concentration of very fine sand layers. 
Throughout the bed are .F:xogyra valves. 
There is an irregular erosive contact with 20cm of 
fawn-green silty sandstone. Small-scale ripple cross-lamination 
occurs throughout this unit, picked out by organic-rich material. 
Apparently whole, Exogyra are scattered throughout. Although thin, 
this bed is laterally continuous. 
This is conformably overlain by 25cm of fine-grained hard 
glauconitic sandstone. Medium scale tabular cross-bedding is picked 
out by concentrations of shell debris. Average foreset height is 
23cm and foreset dip is 18°SSW. There is an irregular contact with a 
28cm bed of laminated pale green silty sandstone. The laminae are 
apparently organic rich and up to O.amm thick but they are not 
laterally persistant. There is an extremely thin (maximum thickness 
1.4mm) clay drape over somp of the ripple forms. The top of this 
bed is overlain by a I.Scm horizon of fawn-green laminated silty 
sandstone. This is persistant over at least 1.5m laterally but is 
not exposed further. Apparently conformable on this is 54cm of 
micaceous pale green fine-grained sandstone. There is a 6cm thick 
shelly layer at the top of this bed which is otherwise 
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structureless. It is overlain by 21cm of pale green fine-grained 
s~ndstone with shell fragmentR throughout. Thes~ fragments become 
more concentrated tow~rds the top and are orientated concave 
upwards with their long axes trending NNE-SSW. 
There is an irregular contact with 24cm of fine-grained 
greyish-green micaceollR ~andstone. Occasional shell fragments occur 
at the base but no sedim~ntary structures are visible. The 
grain size d.ecr~ases npwardR from 250-187pm. Disconformable on this 
is a JOcm bed of fine-grained light greyish-green sandstone with 
occasional shell debris bands IIp to 8mm thick. These are laterally 
impersistant. Small thin-walled bivalves occur throughout the unit. 
There is an erosive boundary with 55cm of light grey, very 
fine-grained. sandy limeston~. This contains occasional sub-angular 
quartz clasts up to 5.4cm long and impersistant shell debris lags 
up to 5cm thick. Shell debris also picks out parallel lamination 
and small scale tabular cross-sets. 
This ; s d:Sconformably overlain by 40cm of fine to medium 
grained glauconitic sandstone. Small thin-walled bivalves are 
conc~ntrated on the foresets of medium-scale, SSW dipping, tabular 
cross-beds. For~set height averages 24cm. There is an erosive 
contact with 60cm of greenish-grey fine-grained sandstone with an 
Exogyrfl lag a.t the base. This fines upwards to hard grey sandy 
limestone. 
This is truncated by an highly irregular erosion surface 
overlain by 55cm of very poorly sorted chalk clast conglomerate. 
Clasts range in size from <]mm to 56cm in length, are angular to 
sub-angular in shape and comprise silicified chalk and flints. The 
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conglomeratA ~ppearA to be matrix supported, the matrix consisting 
of dark grey sandy micriti~ limeAtone with occasional accumulations 
of shell debris and quartz grains up to 750~m in diameter. The 
general. structllre of this bed i.A chaoti~ with no evidence of any 
si7,e sorting. 
Unconformable on this is 1.8m of basalt. At 20cm into the 
basalt is a horizon of sub- to well-rounded silicified chalk clasts 
which reach a maximum length of ~6cro and are orientated with their 
long axes parallel to bedoing. These clasts show evidence of 
baking (See Frontispiece PJate). 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units at Auchnacraig 
Cliff is as follows: 
Clach Alasdair ConglomeratA Member 55cm 
Horvern Greensand 4.?5m 
Total thickness of section 4.79m 
3.3.iv. (TC) 
Section location: G.R. NM 7245 3521 (SeA Fig. 3.16). 
Take the right-hand track 200m south of the signposted 
turning to Torosay Castle on the A849. Where the track bends 
sharply southwards, an outcrop is visible about 12m from the track 
on a bearing of 270°. This is the main part of the old quarry 
comprising Jurassic limestone. In the hill directly above the old 
quarry is a much smaller excavation exposing dark grey limestone 
belonging to the Inner Hebrides Group. 
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Section description: (See Fig.J.t8) 
The basal unconformi.ty with the Oxfordian limestone 1n the 
main quarry is not expoRed. The section starts with a ~.lm unit of 
hard, very fine-grained, dark grey micritic limestone. No 
macrofossils are visible but stylolites are commOD. An irregular 
erosion surface of overlain by a 40cm horizon of sparse silicified 
chalk conglomerate. Cl~st~ are angular to sub-angular and reach a 
maxil1mffi length of 1 Oem. The conglomerate is matrix supported R.nd 
extremely ponrly sorted. This bed grades into 2.03m of hard, dark 
grey, micritic limestone with occasional angular silicified chalk 
clasts up to 4cm long. Therp is no apparent preferred orientation 
Of clasts but their size decreases upwards as does their frequency. 
The total thickness of the Strathaird Limestone in this 
section is 4.53m. 
3.3.v. 
Section location: G.R. NM 5317 2225 (See Fig.3.18). 
From Feorlin Cottage walk up the Abhainn na Feorlin valley 
for about 150m to an easterly flowing tributary. The section is 
where "waterfall" is marked on the 1:25 000 map, approximately 100m 
up the tributary, the top of the sandstone forming the lip of the 
waterfall. Directly below the waterfall there i~ no exposure due to 
boulders in thie stream bed, however above it, sediments can be 
traced to thA first basalt. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.19). 
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The base of the lowest bed is not exposed. This bed comprises 
4.60m of fine to medium grained light greenish-grey sandstone. 
Unconformably overlying this is a 63cm thick pebble conglomerate 
band. The pebbles consist wholly of silicified chalk and flint 
clasts. These range in size from 5mm to 6.1cm in length and are 
angular to sub-angular in shape. The pebbles are matrix supported 
and decrease in abundance and size upwards. However, throughout the 
bed the matrix sandstone remain~ fine to medium grained. At 63cm 
the conglomorate grades into a further 1.1m of fawn-green 
sandstone. This sandstone and conglomeratic unit comprise the type 
locality of the Feorlin Sandstone Member of the Beinn Iadain 
Mudstone Formation. 
This fines upwards to 181~ and grades into a 20cm thick 
heterolithic unit comprising very fine-grained micaceous sandstone 
and dark brown organic-rich silt containing plant fragments. 
Small-scale ripple cross-lamination is common. The overall 
grain size of the bed decreases upwards as the organic content 
increases. There is a sharpr though apparently non-erosive contact 
with 1.6m of purple-grey mudstone. There are numerous plant 
fragments up to 6cm long in this mud which has a blocky fracture 
and is not laminated though silty in places. At 1.3m from the base 
of the bed the mUdstone becomes highly micaceous and lighter 
fawn-grey in colour. This fine-grained part of the succession 
comprises the Beinn Iadain Mudstone. 
Overlying this is basalt. 
The total thickness of the Feorlin Tributary section is 
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Fig.3.20 Level of the Morvern Greensand above Carsaig 
Boulders. 
MG - marks the Morvern Greensand strata 
S - marks basalt sills. 
F - marks the line of the fault which cuts out the 
greensand facies to the west. 
MG 
5 
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3.4.vi. Carsaig Boulders. (CR boulders) 
Location: G.R. 5330 2107. (See Fig.3.1S) 
Approximately 500m SW of Aird Ghlas (on the coast path to 
Nuns Pass), are ~ome large blocks of fossiliferous greensand. The 
sand~tone is highly glauconitic and contains thick lags comprising 
oyster shell debris and occasional conglomeratic horizons. Just to 
the WNW of these blocks, a minor fault cross-cuts the basalt in the 
cliff behind and an inaccessible greensand exposure, from which 
these blocks can be seen to have fallen, is visible (see 
FiO'.3.20). 
3.3.vii. N~n's Pass, Carsaig. (NP) 
Section location: G.R. NM 5246 2050 (See Fig.3.18). 
Follow the coast path S.W. from Aird Ghlas towards Rubh' 
a'Chromain (past the blocks described above). The "Old Quarries" 
marked on the 1:25 000 map are barely recognizable, but just past 
these and approximately 100m west of a large waterfall (also marked 
on the map) I is a small (maximum lateral extent 20m) exposure of 
greensand sandwiched between two basalt sills. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.21). 
The section starts with 10cm of non-glauconitic, pale fawn 
fine-grained sandstone. This is di:i3conformably overlain by a 5cm 
horizon of pebbly, fine to medium grained, dark green glauconitic 
sandstone. Pebbles are small (maximum length 6mm), well-rounded and 
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~omposed of quartz. This is overlain by a 3cm thick silty clay 
horizon. 
There is ~ marked irreg1llar ~ro~ion surface ov~rlain by a 
~onglomeratir sandstone bed. 18~m thick. CI~~ts ~omprise sub- to 
well-rounded quartz pebbles up to Scm long. Occasional thin-walled 
bivalve shells also occur - these tend to be orientated with their 
long axes parallel to bedding. The conglomerat~ is matrix 
supported, the matrix beinq fine to medium grained, sparsely 
glauconitic, sandstone. This unit i~ conformably overlain by 2cm of 
greyish-green clay. 
Sandwiched between this c].ay and the overlying 2.4cm of 
clayey silt is a thin layer of fine-grained glauconitic sandstone. 
The thickness of this sandstone ranges between 8mm and 2cm. No 
internal structure is visible. 
26cm of p~rallel lamjn~ted medillm grained sandstone is 
apparently conform~ble on the ~l~yey silt. Laminae are picked out 
by fine-grained material and the ~nnrentration of glauconite 
gr~insr small quartz pebbles (up to 5mm long) and thin-shelled 
bivalves. Overlying this i~ a Scm horizon of laminated fine-grained 
glauconitic sandstone. Thi~ gr~des into 10cm of parallel laminated 
fine to medium grained sandstone, laminae being defined by grain 
size differences. This is overlain by 9cm of dark green, highly 
glauconitic sandstone. 
There is a sh~rp and irregular contact with a 14cm bed of 
ripple cross-laminated pebbly sandstone. The pebble assemblage 1S 
dominated by quartz but well-rounded clasts of pale fawn, 
fine-gr~ined, well-cementeri sandstone are also common. The pebbles 
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reach a maximum length of lem and are concentrated on ripple 
fore~ets. 
A 62cm unit of cros~-stratified fine to med.ium gra.ined. 
sandstone tollows. The bounding surfaces of this unit are 
undulating and the cross-laminae are discordant with foresets and 
reactivation surfaces. Overlying this is a 70cm bed of massive fine 
to medium grained, pale green, glallconitic sandstone with 
occasional lamination picked out by the concentration of 
fine-grained material. This is unconformably overlain by a basalt 
sill, above whjch there is no exposure. 
Total thickness of lithostratigraphic units at Nun's Pass 
is: 
Horvern Greensand Formation: ?.34m 
3.4. The Eigg sections. 
Two sections of "Cretaceous" age rocks outcrop around Laig 
Bay on the NW coa~t of the island. The Laig Gorge section was first 
described by Hudson (1961); the Clach Alasdair section appearing on 
a map in the same paper. 
3.4.i. Clach Alasdair. (CA) 
Section location: G .. R, NM 4540 8831 (See Fig.3.22). 
Walk approximately 1.Skm westwards along the beach and coast 
path from Laig Farm to where the wave cut platform of Oxfordian 
shale and basalt forms a low headland (Clach Alasdair). The 
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Fig.3.22 Localities near Cleadale, Eigg. 
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section i~ around 10m seawards from where the sheep track climbs 
over some weathered basalt pillars (which are a distin~tive red 
colour), and about Sm east of the black basalt of Cla h Al d . 
. " " ~.. as .alr. 
B . f t h t . 70 ':' H l' 10 0 ear1ngs . rom . e sec 10n ~re on U In and on Bla Bheinn, 
Skye. The exposure cannot be seen from the path. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.23). 
There is a well-pronounced irregular erosion surface between 
the St.affin Shale, a dark grey mlldst.one of Oxfordian age, and the 
basal bed of the Cretaceous sl\ccession. The latter comprises Scm of 
finely laminated organic-rich dark brown siltstone and very 
fine-grained (1?5~oo) sandstone. Laminae are roughly parallel to 
hAdding but there is some small-scale ripple cross-lamination. The 
sand laminae become thicker 11pwards, reaching a maximum thickness 
of ?mm. 
There is a sharp but apparently conformable contact with 
3Scm of fine to medium grained glauconitic sandstone. This is 
hiqhly bioturbated wi th Chondri tAS and Skol i thos burrows infilled 
with grey silt or highly glauconitic sandstone. 
Unconformable on this is a unit of varying thickness 
(maximum 35cm) comprising a poorly sorted conglomerate, the base of 
the Clach Alasdair Conglomerate Member of the Strathaird Limestone 
Formation, for which this is the type locality. The matrix material 
is quartz sandstone with a grey micritic matrix. Quartz grains up 
to 3mm long are common but the average grainsize is 250,tlm. The 
clast composition is silicified chalk and flint with occasional 
black phosphatic pebbles up to 3cm long. The silicified chalk 
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cl~sts t~nd to be sub-angul~r to sllh-rounded 1n ~hape and reach a 
maximum length of 20cm. There is no apparent preferred orientation 
of the clasts or size sorti.ng, the genf'ral structnre of the bed 
being chaotic (sep Fig.4.10). 
There is a hi.ghly irregular cnntact with another 
conglomeratic unit. Becanse the contact with the underlying bed is 
so irregular, the thickne~s of this unit varie~ between 10 and 
32cm. The matrix material is slightly finer than in the former bed, 
but contains mnre si.lt grade material. Silicified chalk and flint 
clasts occur in size sorted bands. Maximum clast size is 15cm (for 
rounded to ~ub-rounded clasts); sub-angular clasts averaging 2cm in 
diameter. Cla~ts le~s than 7cm long tend to be distributed randomly 
through the bed whereas larger clast~ occur In distinct layers. 
The clasts are orientated with thei.r 1.ong axes parallel to general 
bedding. This horizon i~ truncated by r.l. gently llndulating erosion 
surface which is overlain hy ba~alt. 
N.B. The top 40cm nf the section j~ partially ~ilicified and 
the matrix appears highly crystalline. 
The thickness of lithostratigraphic units logged at Clach 
Alasdair is as follows: 
Clach ~lasdr.lir Conglomerate Member 45-50cm 
Morvern Greensand 40cm 
3.4.ii. ~aig __ Gorge. (TJG) 
Section location: NM 4735 8750 (See Fig.3.2~). 
From C)eadale take the road to GalmiRdaJe. After the hill 
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out of Cleadale, go throllgh the first gate on the right and walk SW 
to a smal.' gorse and heather covered hillock formed by a felsite 
intrusion which acts as the northern side of Laig Gorge. From here 
the whole section ran be seen, the limestone below the basalt being 
weatered light grey, with the sandstone forming a blocky exposure 
on the other side of the stream. Rxtreme care is needed when 
climbing into the gorge, especially i.n wet conditions. 
Section description: (See Fig.1.24.) 
There is a clear unconformity between the Oxfordian black 
mudstones at the base and the overlying conglomeratic sandstone. 
The sandstone is 1.1m thick and is extremely poorly sorted, 
containing clasts up to Scm in length. These pebbles occur 
throughout the bed but are concentrated at the base. Mud rip-up 
clasts from the underlying lInit. are rare and reach a maximum length 
of 3.5cm. Black phosphat.ic and chert pebbles make up around 14% of 
the clasts composition with the remainder consisting of vein 
quartz or quart~ rich pebbles. The former are mainly sub-angular, 
the latter predominantly S11b- to well-rounded. The matrix sandstone 
comprises angular to sub-angular ,quartz grains ranging in size from 
250J..llll to 2mm in diameter. 
There 15 an irregular contact with 1.2m of slightly 
finer-grained (maxim1lm diameter SOOJ..llll), poorly sorted sandstone. 
This contains rare pebble horizons dipping lS 0 NE. The pebbles are 
. I h ha t,' ..... s.l'b- to we 11. -rounded. and range between 2.5 and mal.n y p ,o~p _,' lor I - • 
4.2cm in length. 
Th ' . tllrn 1.'. s d.:econformtibly overlain by 46cm of fining . 1S, In.., -
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upwards (-SOO-375J1m) coarse sandstone with small quartz and chert 
clasts sc~ttered thro'\ghout. The pebbles tend to be sub-rounded and 
reach a maximum length of Scm. There are elongate limestone 
nodilles concentrated in the top 25cm of the bed which are here 
identified as Thalassino.ides burrow infills. These reach a maximum 
diameter of 6cm. Thjs ~andstone part of the succession, from the 
basal ~onglomeratA to the burrowAd horizon forms thA type locality 
for thA T.aig Gorge Sandstone Member of the Strathaird Limestone 
Formation. 
Overlying thi~ bioturbated ~urfacA i_s an 8Scm unit of rapidly 
fining s~ndy grAy limestone. Occa~ional sltb-rounded quartz clasts 
oCCllr at the base but the quartz to miC"rite ratio decreases rapidly 
upwards. At the top of the bed is a horizon of nodular burrow 
infil1s, the limestone inside the burrows being less sandy than the 
surrounding sediment. This nodular horizon averages 15cm in 
thickness. 
Disconformable on this is 1.6m of hard, dark grey, micritic 
limestone (the Strathaird [lime~tone Formation). This appears 
unfossiliferous and highly crystalline. No primary sedimentary 
structures are visibl.e hilt the unit can be subdivided into 20cm 
"beds fl on apparent fis~ility. However, there appears to be no 
lithological difference between more or less fissile units. This 
limestone lS directly ov~rlain by basalt but appears unbaked at the 
cont.act. 
The thicknes~ of logged lithostratigraphic units at Laig 
Gorge is as follows: 
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St.rathaird T,;me!;tnne 1.6m 
Laig ~nrge Sandstone Member 3.71m 
Total thickness of sertion 5.31m 
3.5. The Skye sections. 
Four sections werp Jogged from southern Skye. A block of 
glauconitic sandstone reported from Neist Point in the NW of the 
i.sland (Hudson r 1 q8.~) wa~ not located dllri ng the course of this 
study. 
3.S.i. Strathaird. (ST) 
Section location: G.R. NG 5365 1790 (See Fig.3.25) 
Walk about I.Skm along the Kilmarie to Camasunary track. 
ApproximateJy 20m past the gate in the deer fence turn NE and 
follow the ruined enclosllre wall to the confluence of two streams. 
The exposure can be seen ahead as a small hump of light grey rock 
where the vegetation changes from heather to short grass. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.26). 
The base of the first bed is not exposed. This unit 
comprises 35cm of dark grey to black, fine-grained, well-cemented 
sandstone. Low angle parallel laminations are picked out by the 
concentration of slightly coarser grains. The laminations enclose 
white quartzite clasts whirh are well-rounded and reach a maximum 
length of 15cm. The grey-black sandstone is identical in lithology 
to a small stream exposure approximately lkm along strike. 
There is a sharp irregular contact with a thin (9cm) horizon 
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of ~o~r~e, very poorly sorted, pebble ~onglomerate. The grain SIze 
of the matrix sandstone rJverrJges 500J.]m, maximum qrain ~ize bei.ng 
2mm. The grain ~h~pe is ~ngular to sub-angular. Pebble ~omposition 
i~ dominated by anglllar silicified chalk pehble~, thollgh 
well-rounded quart~ pebbles are ~lso common, making up about 17% of 
the total clast composition. None of these pebbles exceeds 3 cm In 
length. This ~rJndstone comprises the La;g Gorge Sandstone Member of 
the Strathaird Lime~tone Formation.There is an erosive contact with 
1 .56m of hard, dark grey. mi~ritic limestone (which weathers light 
grey). This micrite contains rare inoceramid fragments but 
otherwise appears unfossi'iferou~. It is highly crystalline ~nd 
sandy at the base. Thj~ limestone forms the type lo~ality for the 
Strathaird Limestone Formation. 
There is a marked d:isconformi ty wi th the overlying 40cm of 
matrix-sllpported conglomerate. Clasts are composed entirely of 
silicified chalk and fljnt. These are sub-angular to sub-rounded in 
shape and the maximum clast size seen is lOcm. The matrix comprises 
~alcareous sandstone which is medium to coarse grrJined and dark 
grey in color. No orientation of the clasts is visible, the general 
structure of the bed being chaotic- This par~conglomerate 
comprIses the Clach Alasdair Conglomerate Member of the Strathaird 
Limestone Formation. This forms the top of the exposure. 
The thickne~s of lithostrrJtigraphic units at the Strathaird 
SAction is as follows: 
Clach Alasdair Conglomerate Member 40cm 
St ra thaird I,i. mes tone 1.56m 
T,aig Gorge Sand~tonA Member 44cm 
Total thickness of ~ection 2.40m 
:~ ~2~.2.~ . ~_~~ a s ~.~t:la! y ,_~ .. ~~~!~~ i .. ~ d. ( eM) 
Section location: G.R. NG 5181 1775 (See Fig.3.25) 
The section is located approximately lkm south of the bridge 
at Camasllnary and is reached by walking due south along the path to 
Elgol. A marked vegetation change to short gra~s around the 
limestone makes the section easj.ly recognizable from the beach. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.27). 
There is no definite in ~i!~ exposure of Cretaceous rocks at 
this locality, the area being cross-cut by dykes and sills. 
However. the little that can be seen shows the same lithofacies 
sequence a~ that seen at the strathajrd section, with blue-grey 
micritic limestone being overlain by a matrix-supported 
ronglomerate. The clasts in the conglomerate in this section 
comprise very angular silicified chalk pehbles IIp to 8cm long. The 
matrix comprises poorly sorted sandy limestone with quartz grains 
up to 2mm long. 
The underlying limestone contains numerou~ inoceramid 
fragments and appears bioturbated. 
The maximum thicknesses seen at this section are: 
Clach Alasdair Conglomerate Member 16cm 
Strathaird Limestone 47cm 
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Fig.3.27 Strathaird Limestone exposure at Camasunary, Skye. 
Note the bright green of the vegetat i on on the 
limestone contrasting with the brown grass and heather 
on the basalt in the background. 
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Fig.3.28 Map of Strollamus, Skye. 
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3.5.tii. 
Sertion lor~tion: G.R. NG 5965 2645 (See Fig.3.28). 
Walk about O.25km westward~ ~long the track from Strollamus 
to Luib (from the Ob Apoldoire end). There is a bridge over the 
AlIt Eoghainn adjacent to the ruined bungalow beside the A850. Walk 
upstream on a bearing of 158 0 on the bungalow for approximately 
300m. The exposures ~re easily located due to the marked vegetation 
change on the limestone which is noticeable from 12m north of the 
confluence of Allt Eoghainn and a small tributary. The exposures 
are in and immediately adjacent to the streams. AE1 is the section 
in the main stream which is cross-cut by a sill and a dyke, the 
latter forming the roof of a cave where the limestone has we~thered 
Ol\t underneath~ AE? is a, stream sertion in the small triblltary to 
the east. 
Section descriptions: 
AF,l. (See F'ig .. 3.29). 
A basalt sill IS intruded between the dark brownish-grey 
Staffin Shale and the Cretareous limestone, so no direct contact IS 
seen. The basal 1 .6m of dark grey, fine-grained micritic limestone 
is highly bioturba,ted with RhizocoraL7ium a.nd l1onocraterion 
burrows and convolute stnlctures promina.nt. Light fawn-grey silt 
infi) ls several generat;, ons of Chondri tes burrows which overprint 
the other trace fossils (see Fig.4.8). This limestone is 
conformably overlain by (or grades intn as biotllrbation contrast 
de~reases) 3.65m of hard, highly crystalline dark grey micrite with 
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• AE1-2 
.... AE1-1 
Strathaird 
Limestone 
Formation 
vary well pronounced jointing and inten~e styloliti.~ation. This bed 
is unconform~bly overlain by basalt. 
~E2! (See Fig . .3.30). 
The base of this ~ection is obscured by boulders. The first 
1.25m seen compri~es medium to dark grey, highly bioturbated 
micritic limestone. Chondrites and Rhizocorallium burrows are 
infilled with light fawn silty materi~l. Thi~ is conformably 
overlain by, (or may grade into), 1 .65m of dark grey micrite with 
rare inocerami.d fragments a.nd Chondri te,'::: bllrrows. Stylol i t.as are 
common. An irregular erosion Sllrface is overlain by 55cm of matrix-
supported conglomerate. rla~t~ consist of intraformational 
limestone pebbles and silicified ('halk and flint material. The 
latter is concentrated in two bands, 35 and 15cm from the basal 
erosion ~llrface of the bed. The flints are sub to wel1- rounded and 
many appear to be Thala.c;sinoidp.s burrow 1nfills IIp to 19cm i.n 
length. The long axes of ~11 the clasts are orientated N-S and 
although they are concentrated horizontally into bands, these are 
only one clasts thick and t.he clasts tend to be widely spaced (at 
least 7cm space between each). These bands mark omission surfaces 
and are easily identifiable by the concentration of angular 
silicified chalk grains ranging from 250t~ to 6mm in diameter 
between clasts. At 10('m above th~ top flint band, the gr.ain size 
de~rea~es and the conglomeratic ~ediment grades into 1 .. 65m of hard 
grey micrjtic limestion. This is highly crystalline and contains 
numerous stylolites. 
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The total thicknes~ of this section is 5.20m. 
3.5.iv. 
Section location: G.R. NG 4400 1695 (See Fig.l.31). 
FOllow the AlIt na MeRrhnai~h SSW from Loch Meachdannach, 
keeping on the eastern side of the stream. Do not follow the stream 
down the gorge to the bp8ch but WRlk approximately 150m eastwards 
along the cliff and climb down onto the small rocky headlend called 
An [,eac. Thi~ head] rlnd compri ses the exposure. 
Section description: (See Fig.3.32a&b). 
The whole headland is composed of limestone and conglomerate 
which is cross-cut by basalt sills and dykes. The total thickness 
of the whole exposure is approximately 15m, but the ~uccession is 
repeated at least once, and movement along the discontinuities 
where the basalt has beAn intruded has further complicated the 
section. The true order of the beds appears to be as follows: 
-1.5m of hard, metamorphosed limestone with occasional 
quartz grains up to 2mm long~ No sedimentary structures remain. 
This is overlain by a unit of variable thickness comprising 
relatively well-sorted micritic limestone conglomerate. The 
thickness of this unit ranges between 30cm and 3m. The matrix 
comprises dark purple-red poorly sorted sandstone, grain-size 
ranging between 125pm and 2mm but averaging 175pm. The clast 
composition appears to be wholly blue-grey micrite forming 
sub-angular to sub-round.ed. clasts (average length 12cm). The 
limestone is recrystallized but not silicified. The matrix never 
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Fig.3.31 Map of An Leac, Skye 
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Fig.3.32a View of An Leac, Soay Sound, Skye, from the east. The 
whole area is composed of basalt sills, Strathaird 
Limestone and conglomerates. 
Fig.3.32b Part of the An Leac section. Basalt sill containing 
Strathaird Limestone clasts sandwiched between 
Strathaird [,imestone containing Gribun Chalk clasts. 
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excAeds 2cm thickness between rlasts on a visible surface and the 
sediment therefore appeRr~ rlRst supported. 
There is a ('lear i, rreqlll ar dEconformi ty w"i th the overlying 
chaotic conglomerate. The dominant clast type in this deposit is 
the blue-grey micrite, followed by vein quartz, pinkish limestone 
and reddish-brown siltstone. Clasts are sub-angular to sub-rounded, 
maximum clast length being 37~m, average clast length being 8cm. 
This conglomerate is matrix-suppnrtRd, the matrix comprising impure 
sandy limestone. The thi('kness of this unit is difficult to 
ascertain due to the faulted nature of the outcrop, but appears to 
range between 40cm and 2.6m. 
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Chapter 4: ~ediment~logy_ .. _:._ facies descriptions and diagenesis. 
4.1 Introduction. 
The Cretaceous rocks of the Inner Hebrides Basin display a 
wide variety of sedimentary f8cies, often over relatively short 
lateral distances «Sm). Detailed analysis of these facies is 
essential for the modelling of the environment in which the 
sediments were deposited. The effects of diagenesis and/or contact 
metamorphism also have to be taken into account (see Section 4.5). 
In this chapter each individual sedimentary facies will be 
described and interpreted in terms of the process(es) responsible 
for its evolution. The significance of repeated facies associations 
will then be discussed and assessed in terms of a broad 
environmental interpret8tion for all the groups of facies 
identified. Detailed envir.onmental interpretation of these facies 
groups is discussed in Chapter 6 and their palaeogeographical 
significance in Chapter 7. 
A sedimentary facies is here defined as a distinctive unit 
of sedimentary rock whose characteristic features are the product 
of the action of specific environmental processes combined with 
sediment supply_ The same unit of sediment can be described, for 
example, as a "matrix-supported conglomerate facies" in an attempt 
to define it as a. sedimentary product, or as a "high energy 
debris-flow facies'! in an attempt to define the probable 
process (es) responsible for its deposition. Energy levels cited are 
purely relative, where the extremes are: (a) very low energy where 
little or no movement of the transporting medium allows 
sedimentation of only very sma.ll particles through gravity 
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settl.ing, and (b) very high energy where there i.s sufficient 
velocity of the transporting. medium to allow dep l't' f bl k ' ., .. , , ~ os .. 1 on 0 _ oc or 
boulder sized particles only. 
separate sedimentary facies will be described and discussed 
in broad lithostratigraphjc order so as to elucidate the 
significance of facies r~lationships (in Section 4.3) and facies 
groups (in Section 4.4). 
4.2 Facies descriptions and primary interpretation. 
For the purposes of this st.udy, the term "primary 
interpretation" ;,S llsed to define a broadly process-related ra.ther 
than very detailed environmental interpretation. Integrated 
sedimentological r ichnological and palaeontological evidence which 
allows relative 0,:, 1evels, water salinity, proximity to land etc to 
be inferred will be discussed in Chapter 6. However, 
animal/plant:sediment interactions reSlllting in bioturbation, 
ichnofossils and the formation of rootlet/plant beds are here 
considered to be sedimentary processes. 
Each facies described is here assigned a letter which will 
be used instead of the fl111 facies name where appropriate. The 
lithological sections in which the facies occurs are listed 
following the facies description. the abbreviations introduced in 
Chapter 3 being used instead of the full locality names. 
4.2.1. Cobble conglomerate facies. 
----.. ,-. ., .. --.-----.--.---.~.-.' .-'''''''---' -_ .... _ .... -'-" 
Description: rhi.s facies is ~haracterized by having a flat or 
slightly irregular erosive base and comprises Sllb- to well-rounded 
pebbles. At the base the pebbles show some imbrication but this 
does not continue upwards thro1lgh the unit. There i.s little matrix 
111 
material, the conglomerate being clast supported and showing crude 
grRding, clast size decreasing \\pwards through the bed. No other 
~tr'lcture is visible, pebbles not displaying any preferred 
orientation above the basal cobbles. The smaller clasts (those less 
thi=ln 3cm 1ong) tend to be reli=lt:ively irregul.Rr i.n shape (p.xcept 
those composed of vein quartz, which are usually sub-spherical), 
wherei=ls those larger than 4cm tend towards an elongate oval or 
wedgp. shape. 
Distribution: B1(A) r LG: ~IJ. 
Interpretation: Clast supported conglomerates are common in the 
sedimentary record of braided rivers and high energy littoral 
environments (Tucker, 1982: Massari & Parea, 1988). The sorting and 
size of the clasts in this fi=lcies (averaging 1.9 cm long at B1 and 
3.1 cm at LG) indicate high energy conditions with turbulp.nt rather 
than catastrophic flow; current flow direction being indicated by 
the dip of the imbricated clasts. The coarse to medium grained 
sandstone filling the interstices between clasts may not have been 
deposited with the clasts themselvp.s but filled the gaps after 
deposition on top of the conglomerate. Waning and possibly less 
turbulent flow is indicated by the decrease in clast size through 
the facies following the initii=ll high energy conditions resulting 
in the deposition of imbricated cobbles at the base. 
4 •.. ~:.~_._!!!l Jl!1.!'"~c ~y. ... <:.!. 0 s ?_:.~~E~. t j:L~ E! ~._ con ~l.0f!l ~ .. !: a t i ~ __ .. !_~.~ }~ .. ~ . 
Description: This facies comprises fine to medium grained 
sandstone which is characterized by undulating sets of 
cross-lamination. sets cutting across one another with curvlng 
erosion surfaces. The convex-upwards laminae forming the top layer 
comprise the "hllmmocks" on the horizontal surface of the structure. 
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Fig.4.1. Conglomerate wedges in hummocky cross-stratified sand, 
Beinn Iadain section (A). Note the normal grading and 
possible cross-bedding In the conglomerate and the 
well-rounded nature of the pebbles. 
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Hummocks are spaced around 6m apart and the laminae (and 
reactivation f ) d' t 17° , sur aces lp a ( . I.amlnae are approximately 1-2mm 
thick and represent small-scale fining llpwards cycles, maximum 
grain-size being 500~~. 
The most distinctive feature of thjs facies is that 
conglomeratic material is enclosed within the hummocky 
cross-stratified sand. The conglomerate is clast supported and is 
composed of granule to medium pebble size clasts. These are mainly 
sub- to well- rounded and sub-spherical to elongate in shape, 
depending on composition. Clasts decrease in size upwards. 
The view of this facies is limited and therefore the true 
shape of the conglomeratic horizons is not known. Because of the 
poor exposure, most of the conglomeratic layers appear as wedges 
(see Fig.4.1) r but when followed laterally they are seen to be more 
of a flattened lens shape. 
Distribution: BI(A). 
Interpretation: Hummocky cross-stratification is most often found 
in sediments of shallow marine shelf origin but interpretation is 
problematical becallse no modern analogue has been described 
(Collinson & Thompson, 1982). The structure appears to be a high to 
medium energy deposit and the most credible explanation for its 
formation is that is the product of storm events. The conglomeratic 
horizons, representing the highest energy depositional phase of a 
storm event, following the initial erosional scour, are preserved 
in the "troughs" of the hummocky cross stratification and are 
draped by the next set of laminae deposited dllring the waning storm 
phase. 
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Description: This facies comprise~ a coarse grained overlay of 
(usually planar) erosinn Sllrfares. The coarse grained material is 
\\sual1y granule t.o medillm pebble size but. pebbles may be relatively 
spa~sp in their distribution (see Fig.4.2). The matrix material may 
be as fine as 375pm but ;s usually poorly sorted. Pebbles are 
mainly sub to well-rounded. Where more than a few cms thick, the 
sediment. is graded to medium or coarse grained sand with occasional 
pebbles. There is not sllfficient thickness (or layers) for this 
facies to be classed as a conglomerate since the pebble horizon is 
only one or two clasts thick~ 
Distribution: SI(A), CR (blocks) r GR (boulders), AT, ST, AL. 
Interpretation: The coarse grain size, including pebble size clasts 
indicates that this facies was deposited under fairly high energy 
conditions. Such lags are common in transgressive shallow marine or 
storm event sequences where a thin winnowed lag is preserved over 
the newly cut erosion surface as normal weather deposition resumes 
or storm wave base move landwards as transgression continues 
(Massari & Parea, 1988). 
4.2.D. Shell/shell debris 1~9: 
~ ____ ...... ~,. _______ ••• _-...-.., •• _ •• _. __ ••• ___ , , __ ,_._,0' 
Description: Like Facies C, this facies comprlses a concentrated 
horizon of relatively r08rse sediment overlying an erosion surface. 
However. this facie~ is distinctive in that the coarse grained 
element i~ composed entirely of ~hel1y material (~ometimes whole or 
partially damaged valves, sometimes crushed shell debris) in a 
sparse, fine to medium grained ~andstone matrix (see Fig.4.1). The 
erosion surfaces overlain by these shelly horizons are usually 
irregllJar and gently undulating in shape and often cut across 
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Fig.4.2. Bedding plane view of pebble lag, Gribun Boulder A. 
Note the apparently random orientation and grouping of 
the pebbles and the poor size sorting. 
11 6 
Fig.4.3. Shell lags and shell debris lags, Auchnacraig Cliff, 
Mull. Above the hammer is a horizon comprising shell 
fragments up to 2.5cm long; all the pale cream coloured 
horizons below the hammer head comprise lags of very fine 
<3mm long shell debris. 
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~ross-bedded unit~. The thickness of these shelly horizons ranges 
between 0.5 - 12 cm. 
Distribution: BI(A) r LAA, LAW(b) , BHIO, AU, CR. 
Interpretation: The rel~tively large particle size, compared to 
the matrix sand, and concentration of material in this facies 
indic~tes that deposition occurred Ilnder relatively high energy 
~onditions. Particle si~e ranges from fragments of less than 1mm 1n 
length to oyster shells up to 4.~cm long. This facies JS 
interpreted as an hi gh - m~d-illm energy storm deposi t, ero~non 
surfaces scoured by storm events being directly overlain by a 
winnowed shell lag, material. being reworked ~nd deposited by waning 
storm generated ~urrents (Fiirsi ch r 198/,). 
4.2.E. Medium scale tabular ~ross-bedded sandstone facies. 
Description: This facies is most easily recognized when seen 1n an 
exposure trending parallel to flow direction where the foresets are 
seen in longitudinal section. The facies most commonly comprises 
medium grained sand which fines upwards to 275~~ within each 
foreset. Foreset height averages 15cm and foreset dip ranges 
between 18 0and 35°. Concentration of heavy minerals in the coarse 
grained element of the foresets is common. Occasional 
we]l-rOl)nded near-spherical quart~ grains up to 1.6mm in diameter 
are sparsely distributed with-in the fa~ies~ being commonly 
associated with reactivation ~"rfaces. Poorly preserved walled 
burrows (Ophiomorpha?) are also associated with the reactivation 
surfaces but are rare otherwi~e within th~ facies. The reactivation 
surfaces themselves are low-angle, dip reaching a maximum of 7°, 
and are gently curved( tending towards a concave upwards shape. 
Distribution: BI(A), BI(b) r BH10, LAA, AT, LG. 
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Tnterpretation: The ~cale and type of the cross-bedding in this 
facie~ is characteri~tic of small-scale sandwavps (Harms et 
a1.,1975; Collinson' Thompson, 1982). This structure is usually 
formed under moderate energy flow conditions (though higher energy 
than the flow rf!qllired to form ripples (op cit.)).Reactivation 
surfaces mark erosion due to changes in flow dir~ction and/or water 
depth, and the bioturbation as~ociated with these surfaces indicates 
a period of non-depositi.on before sandwave migration over the 
erosion surface. 
Variations: 
Facies Ei - Here, some of the foresets and reactivation surfaces 
are charactp.rized by pebble "stri_ngers". This feature usually 
occurs where the sediment is medium to coarse grained (up to 
750~~). Pebble size rangeR between 4-17mm and they are usually 
well-rounded though the shape is variable. Pebbles were only found 
f t d ' , less than 22°. on orese s lpplng 
Distribution: SI(A), LG. 
Interpretation: Pebbles on foresets are rare and probably 
represent the reworking of pebble lags as the sandwaves migrate. 
Reactivation surfaces represent erosional events and those overlain 
by scattered pebbles may record high energy storms (see 4.2.C). 
Facies ~ii: Sometimes foresets are not defined by the marked 
gradinq of sand grains but by the concentration of shelly material. 
This usually occurs whp.re the sand is fine to medium grained and 
the shelly material is 11sually less than 13mm in length with the 
long axes of particles orientated parallel to dip. 
Distribution: BT, LAA, AU, eR, GR. 
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Tnterpretation: This concentrRtion of shelly material in thA base 
of foresets probably represents the reworking of winnowed shell 
l~qs (see 4.2.D), the she.lly material being deposited dnring the 
highest energy phase of sandwave formation. 
Description: This facies most commonly comprises fine to medium 
grained sandstone which is characterized by horizontal or 
sub-horizontal parallel lamination (see Fig.4.4). Laminae are a 
maximum of 3mm thick and coarsen upwards. The coarser grained 
material tends to be better cemented and therefore stands out on 
weathered surfaces but someti.mes there is little visible grain size 
or mineralogical contrast and the lamination is consequently 
difficult to see. Fine-grained material at the base of laminae may 
include fine silt-grade organic material or heavy minerals or 
detrital glauconite. Occasional bundles of laminae occur with 
several 1-2mm thick laminae sandwiched between thicker (2-4mm 
thick) laminations. Parallel laminated units may dip, but the angle 
o 
of inclination never exceeds 7 and the lamination remains parallel 
to the bounding surface of the bedding. 
Distribution: BI(A), BI(b), LAA. BH10, AU, AT, ST. 
Interpretation: Planar, parallel laminated sandstones are typical 
of high energy, shallow water conditions and are therefore 
characteristic of beach foreshore deposits (Thompson, 1937; 
Clifton, 1969). The origin of coarsening upward laminae appears to 
be deposition through bedflow processes during the backwah of 
breaking waves (Clifton, 1969). Coarser laminae would then be the 
product of higher energy events than normal eg.storms, spring 
tides~ 
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Fig.4.4. Ripple cross-laminated sandstone grading into parallel 
laminated sandstone just below the level of the hammer 
head. Morvern Greensand, Beinn Iadain Section A. 
4~2.G. Ripple cross-laminated sandstone facies. 
--._ .... - ... __ •• '--................. ..~" '-". - .. ..--" ... ,_ •• _ •• ,_ ... _ ••• ~_ .... _.,~_ ..... __ •• "._~" .......... _. __ ..... ~"_ ... D~ •• ~ ____ ~_~_ .~ .. ". 
Description: This facies comprises fine to medium grained 
sandstone. Cross-lamination is defined by thin (maximum thickness 
1.2mm) layers of silt grade organic material or very fine (125J.1m) 
glallconitir sandy silt. The ripple forms, where seen in true 
cross-section r are symmetrical or near symmetrical and the internal 
structure often ~omprises asymptotic tabular cross-sets. Ripple 
height averages 3cm and wavelength approximately 12cm. Sometimes 
thAre is the development of climbing ripple cross-lamination within 
this facies but this dies out into parallel laminated or 
bioturbated sediment. 
Distribution: BHI0. LAW(a) f BI{A), BI(b), AU, AT, FT, CA. 
Interpretation: Symmetrical ripples are usually associated with 
wave action (Clifton r 1976). The concentration of heavy minerals in 
ripple laminated sets has been interpreted as the product of 
continuous reworking of the sediment with little new sediment input 
(Howard & Reineck, 1981), and the relative rarity of climbing 
ripples indicates that there is little rapid vertical accretion. 
The tabular shape of the internal foresets suggests that the 
ripples are dominantly straight crested, also a trend in 
wave-formed ripples. Studies on modern high-energy nearshore 
profiles (eg. Clifton et al. r 1971: Howard & Reineck, 1981) show 
that this type of small-s~ale wave ripple lamination is most common 
in the shoreface zone below the mean low water level. 
4.2.H. Sandstone with clay ripple drapes. 
--,--,------ -..--.-.,-.... -~ .. --,-., .... -" .". -.. -, ...... ,,~--.-~-.. -"---." 
Description: This facies comprises fine to medium grained sandstone 
with thin undulating clay horizons representing ripple drapes. With 
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Ijttle contrast in sediment colour or grain si~er the internal 
structure of the ripples cannot easily be discerned in this facies 
although the morphology of the ripple drapes suggests that the 
ripples are slightly asymmetrical. The wavelength of these ripples 
averages 40cm and the distance between clay drape horizons (i.e. 
ripple set thickness) averages 18crn. Clay ripple drapes are not 
laterally extensive over more than 1.2m and reach a maximum 
thickness of 4mm in the ripple troughs. Where thickest, silt grade 
partings are visible within the clay. These partings are generally 
lighter in colour than the clay itself and demonstrate normal 
grading in the fine sediment depositional phase. 
Distribution: BHIO, LAW(b), BI(b). 
Interpretation: Asymmetrical sand waves with ripple drapes have 
been described in detail from modern and fossil environments (see 
review by Allen, 1982). The asymmetry of the ripples indicates the 
domination of one current flow direction. This facies is typical of 
a tidal environment where sand deposition is prevalent during one 
tidal stage followed by mud deposition during slack water resulting 
in drapes over ripples or sandwaves (Allen, 1982). 
4.2.1. Massive sandstone facies. 
-"-~-~.-.....,...--. 
Description: This facj_es comprises fine to coarse grained 
sandstone, often a pure quartz arenite, which appears homogenous 
and relatively poorly sorted. Occasionally small areas of tabular 
cross-bedding are visible bl1t these are rare and non-persistent. 
Walled burrows (similar to small Thalassinoides) are picked out by 
the concentration of iron minerals in the walls. The burrows are 
mainly vertical, up to 1.2cm in diameter and range from 3 to 17cm 
in length. Where apparently unstructured, the grain size ranges 
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from 187 to 700~~ and the largest grains tend to be near spherical 
and well.-rounded. 
Distribution: BT(A), BT(b), LAW(a), AT, LG. 
Interpretation: The primary sedimentary structure was tabular 
cross-bedding (see 4.2.E) but post-depositional bioturbation has 
largely destroyed this primary fabric and homogenized the sediment. 
The lack of clay and glauconite characteristic of this facies has 
been interpreted as the result of constant high energy reworking of 
the sediment (Humphries r 1961). No shell material was recorded from 
this facies: this could bp a primary or a diagenetic factor. If the 
former, then the lack of a shelly fauna might support a high 
energy, shallow water interpretation for this facies, as does the 
presence of walled burrows (sep Section 6.2.ii). 
Description: This facies comprises fine to medium grained sand 
containing abundant, randomly orientated, shells and shell 
fragments (see Fig.4.5). The bioclasts are distributed fairly 
evenly within the sand. Both thick and thin shelled genera are 
present and fragments tend to be large (>1.3cm). Some shell 
material in this fa~ies shows signs of abrasion and boring yet 
much appears little damaged. 
Distribution: BI(A), BHI0, LAA, LAW(b), AT, GR, CR. 
Interpretation: Shell beds in which there is no sign of size 
sorting or concentration of bioclasts are most likely to result 
from in situ storm reworking of materia) (Fursich, 1982). 
Significant lateral transport of the shell material is unlikely 
since signs of abrasion are rare and many shells are well 
preserved. The sand shows no sedimentary structures and thus 
Fig.4.5. Shelly bed, Beinn Iadain Section A. The shell material 
appears to be randomly distributed in the bed above 
the basal lag in the middle of the picture. 
appears to have been thoroughly homogenized by bioturbation, 
resulting in the apparently random distribution of the shelly 
mat~rial.. 
4.?.K. Shelly "limestone" facies. 
""-'~ ~-"-"--""'-"""""''''''-''---''---
Description: This facies comprises a highly fossiliferous sandy 
biomicrite. Th~ fauna is relati.vely diverse and includes abundant 
serpulid worm tubes. Most bivalve valves appear whole but shell 
fragments are common thrnughout. The matrix material consists of a 
sandy lime mud. Bioclasts appe~r evenly distributed within the 
facies but they tend to be orientated with their long axes parallel 
to bedding ~t the top_ 
Distribution: BI(A), AT, GR r AU. 
Interpretation: This fa~ies probably represents more than one 
period of deposition and reworking since carbonate mud deposition 
normally occurs under a lower energy regime than that required for 
the deposition of medium to fine sand (Selley, 1982; Leeder, 1982). 
The fauna is mainly epifaunal or shallow infaunal, indicating that 
the substrate surface was relatively solid. Mixing of the sediment 
may have occurred largely through bioturbation but high energy 
storm events may aJso have had an effect, accounting for the 
abundance of shell fragments (Fursich, 1982). The orientation of 
bioclasts at the top of the facies indicates increasing energy 
conditions. resulting in a winnowing effect. 
4.2.L. Organic rich mud facies. 
--- ----.-._-. --... --.... --.~""-............ ---." 
Description: This fa~ies comprises silty mud containing 
organic-rich silt horizons andlor plant debris* The mudstone 
oc~asionally appears finely laminated and the organic rich 
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horizons (which never exceed Rmm in thi~kness) have a 
non-persistent flaser type morphology. Plant debris appears to be 
randomly orientated on bedding surfaces and consists mainly of stem 
material. Any lamination within the mudstone is on a <lmm scale. 
Distribution: BHlO, LAW{b) I BT(I), BT(b), FT. 
Tnterpretation: The lamination in this facies is the result of 
grading from silty mud to fine mud and reflects regular alternation 
in either sediment input or current flow. The apparently random 
orientation of the plant debris suggests that current flow was not 
significant during deposition and that the plant material simply 
settled down through the water column when waterlogged. Organic 
rich silt flasers are interpreted as drapes over irregularities in 
the mud surface. This facies c~n be interpr~ted as the product of a 
low ~nergy environment near to a terrestrial source for the plant 
materia] . 
4.2.M. Hetero]ithic parallel laminated facies. 
-., ... _ ... _- -- ... ~ .. --..... -.- .. ---.. _- .. _._._---".,.,._ ..... -_ ...... -.... .,.,.,. ......... , ... _----- ..... _---_. 
Description: This facies comprises finely laminated silt and 
clean, fine grained sand. The sand laminae average Imm thick and 
are sharp-based and grade into clayey silt at the top. The clayey 
silt laminae tend to be slightly thicker (up to 1.4mm). Lamination 
is parallel but may be slightly inclined with respect to the 
bedding surfaces. 
Distribution: BHIO. 
Interpretation: The marked difference in grain size of the 
sediments in this facies suggest~ a higher degree of energy 
fllirtuation or variation in sediment input than that descibed in 
4.2.1 ..• The lack of biot.urbation and macrofauna is indicative 
either of a high rate of sedimentation (unlikely, given the 
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generally fine grain size), or of unfavourable ecological 
conditions e.g. fluctuating salinity in a tidally influenced 
estuarine or lagoonal environment. 
4.2.N. White chalk facies (silicified). 
- ._--- ,----
Description: The sediments which are here described as "chalk" 
have been almost totally silicified by diagenetic processes and the 
original composition of the sediment is not preserved (see 
Fig.4.6). Some calcite remains within the silicified rock but it is 
rare and may not be primary. The main physical properties of chalk 
facies limestone (sensu Hancock, 1976), remain however: (i) high 
porosity (which has resulted in the extremely brittle nature of the 
silicified chalk) (it) low permeability (iii) whiteness (this 
varies from locality to locality but at worst is a pale greyish 
cream hue). Whether the rock is in situ or hand specimen l no 
convincing macrofossils are visible and the rare flints are 
identifiable only on colour (medium to dark brownish grey), and 
their non-porous texture. In thin section, foraminifera, 
dinoflagellate cysts, calcispheres l echinoid plates, echinoid 
spines and bivalve shells can be discerned, either by the 
concentration of iron minerals in and around them, or by the 
coarsely crystalline replacement of the original calcite, both of 
which serve to provide a contrast with the cryptocrystalline silica 
of much of the matrix. 
Distribution: RI(A), BI(b), AT. 
Interpretation: The diagenesis affecting this facies will be 
discussed in Section 4.5. Chalk facies limestone is an extremely 
pure biomicrite composed largely of coccolith and other. microfossil 
debris (Hancock, 1976), and its deposition is therefore controlled 
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Fig.4.6. Silicified chalk, Gribun Boulder C. Note its very 
weathered and brittle appearance~ 
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by productivity, the level of the CCD and water movement. Such fine 
materjal could only be deposited tlnder extremely low energy 
conditions but there is evidence for the winnowing of Rome 
bioclasts which show a marked preferred orientation in thin section 
probably caused by current or storm activity (see Section 6.3.ii. 
and Fig.6.5). Flints are thought to form within the chalk sediment 
under specific geochemical ronditions where there is a permeability 
contrast given suffi~ient silica supply (Clayton, 1986). The fauna 
will be discussed in Chapter 5 but is indicative of open marine 
conditions. 
4.2.0. Biomicritic limestone facies. 
Description: This facies comprises dark grey to pale bluish grey 
limestone (See Fig.4.1a). The limestone is a fine-grained 
biomicrite. bioclasts being dominated by foraminifera, 
calcispheres, echinoid plateR and inoceramid valves and prisms (see 
Fig.4.1b). Rare sub-rounded quartz grains occur throughout this 
facies, reaching a maximum diameter of 181pm. The bioclasts pick 
out a definite lineation which persists throughout this facies, 
bioclasts being orientated with long axes aligned parallel to 
bedding. The matrix comprises a brownish grey-green lime mud with 
very fine-grained pyrite disseminated throughout. Stylolites are 
common, concentrating iron and clay minerals along their length. 
The stylolites are roughly parallel (in the majority of cases) to 
the lamination defined by the orientation of bioclaRtic material. 
Distribution: 'fe:, r,G, ST,AE, eN, AL. 
Interpretation: There is a higher clastic component to this 
limestone than to the chal.k facies limestone (Facies N), suggesting 
that this is a more marginal deposit. The linear orientation of 
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Fig.4.7a. Grey biomicritic limestone, Strathajrd. 
Fig.4.7b. Thin section of the ~ame limestone. Note the 
abundance of calcispheres and concentration of 
minerals in the stylolite crossing the picture. 
Field of view 3mm. 
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Fig.4.8. Bioturbated micrite, AlIt Eoghainn, Skye. Note the 
light colour of the Thalassinoides infills and the 
dark Chondrites overprinting (arrowed). 
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most of the bioclastic material indicates periodic higher energy 
events than the background low energy depositional regime 
represented by the micrite matrix. The fauna is indicative of 
marine conditions (see Section 6.2.iii). The occurrence of 
disseminated pyrite may indicate reducing conditions just below the 
sediment/water interface (e.g~ Lover 1967), or could reflect a 
later diagenetic phase (e.g. Curtis, 1977). The lack of bioturbation 
may support the former. 
Variations: 
Facies Oi: This facies differs from Facies 0 in being intensively 
bioturbated. Small Chondrites and Rhizocorallium type burrows are 
fairly common and are infilled with light fawn silt(see Fig.4.8). 
In thin section, the bioclasts, dominated by foraminifera and 
calcispheres, show apparently random orientation. 
Distribution: AE. 
Interpretation: The thorough bioturbation of this facies indicates 
a slow rate of deposition. The material forming the burrow fills 
suggests sediment input from a different source than the background 
lime mud, and the fact that this is not preserved as a separate 
layer jndicates either erosion of the overlying silt or thorough 
mixing and homogenization of the sediment by a later phase of 
bioturbation than the burrows with the silty fill. 
4. 2. P. Nodular hard.gr_c:?und facies. 
Description: This facies is characterized by the concentration of 
cemented burrow fills (predominantly Thalassinoides) below an 
irregular erosion surface (see Fig.4.9). The matrix between the 
burrows is a calcareous medium-grained sandstone; the burrow fills 
comprise hard micritic limestone. 
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Fig.4.9. Hardgrounds, Laig Gorge, Eigg. The Thalassinoides 
burrows are infilled with finer, more micritic 
material than the surrounding coarse sandstone. 
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Di~tribution: LG. 
Interpretation: Thi~ facies is interpreted as a nodular omission 
surface (sensu Kennedy & Garrison, 1975), representing a period of 
non-deposition wi.th some erosion.Discolouration around the burrows 
and on the erosinn plane surface may indicate the start of 
sea-floor diagenesis i.e. limonitization or phosphatization, but 
could equally be dl1P to prefprential concentration of minerals on 
the sea floor Cop cit.). 
4.2.R. Matrix-supported boulder bed facies. 
, .. , ........... ,.,-,---_ ... -.. --.. ~ ... ~.~ ... __ ... _-_._-_., .. ", .. _--_ .. -..-_ .. __ ... _ .. __ .... _.. -
Description: This facies can be subdivided according to the matrix 
material into: Ri - sandstone supported boulder bed and Rii - mud 
supported boulder bed. However, the primary interpretation applies 
to both sub-facies. Rpqardless of matrix type, this facies is 
characterized by angulRr to sub-angular clasts of silicified chalk 
and flint which Rre supported by the matrix material (see 
Fig.4.10). The general structure of the facies is chaotic although 
there may be a crude grading in the size of clasts (decreasing 
upwards). The base of this facies is always an irregular scoured 
erosion surface with reworked mRterial from the underlying unit 
often comprising a basal lag. Clast size ranges from grains to 
boulders up to 1.Sm in length. 
Facies Ri: The sandstone forming the matrix to this facies is 
coarse (avera,ge grain size 750pm) and poorly sorted. Th~ grains are 
generally sub-angular hut granllles tend to be angular and often 
comprise silicified chalk fragments. Occasionally shelly material 
is included. The matrix materi.al is mainly poorly sorted but 
sometimes l.aminae can be found partially enclosing clasts or 
picking out scour fills. 
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Fig.4.10. Matrjx-supported conglomerate, Clach Alasdair, Eigg. 
The chisel is at the erosive boundary between a 
limestone-Rllpported conglomerate and one with a sandy 
matrix- The clasts comprise silicified chalk. 
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Distribution.: CA, S'1\ FT, eM. 
Fa.ci~s Ri i: The limestone matrix comprises a ~andy biomicrite. 
Rioclasts are identical in type to those in Facies 0 but quartz 
grains comprise a higher proportion of the sediment (approximately 
16%). These grains are mainly sub-angular and reach a maximum size 
of 500~~. Granules of silicified chalk up to 1.2mm long are common 
and are ll~ua]ly highly ~ngular. Silicified chalk clasts over 5cm 
long in this matrix tend to show a rough preferred orientation with 
their long axes parallel or ~ub-parallel to bedding. 
Distribution: AE, AU, TC, AL. 
Tnterpretation: Chaotic paraconglomerate deposits indicate 
extremely high energy events e.g. debris flow~ where downslope 
forces exceed the shear ~trength of the sediment (Hilbrecht, 1989). 
When the downslope forces equal the shear strength of the debris 
mass, the flow "freezes", leaving a matrix-supported "debrite" 
deposit (Reading, 1986). 
The differences in matrix composition may reflect the 
provenance of the material forming the whole flow rather than 
distance from the origin of the flow, since boulder sized clasts 
are found in deposits of both matrix types, and the internal 
strncture appears equally chaotic. However, some of the 
micrite-supported examples of this facies are extremely thin and 
clasts show a clear preferrAd orientation (i.e. AE, TC), possibly 
indicating deposition during waning energy conditions at a more 
distal position on the flow. On a small scale though (particles less 
than 2~m long), bed structure is still chaotic. 
The angular nature of the clasts indicates an extremely 
immature sediment but is also a product of the brittle texture of 
the silicified chalk. Many of the clasts show evidence of 
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sllb-a~ri.al weathering (discoloured rinds with enhanced 
permeability), yet are still sub-angular in form. Differences in 
~'a~t composition (i.e. ClAst type is dominated by micritic 
limestone in the At, deposi t) r ("'an be interpreted as reflecting 
variations in source area (and/or relative timing of the flow). 
4.3. Facies associations. 
The main criteria for the identification of facies 
associations in this stlldy are (i) that a sequence of two or more 
individual facies is repeated (preferably in more than one 
section), and (ii) that the facies are realated by the processes 
responsible for their developmpnt. It is essential that the facies 
Are conformable upon one another although there may be periods of 
non-deposition within an individual facies (e.g. between ripple 
sets). 
4 .. 3.i. Cobble conglomerate: hummocky cross-stratified 
__ ,-___ ~_._~_ •• ___ , ... _.~ • ....__ ... ...,., _ _r_. __ ,_ " ___ ~""'_""_"" ____ ~ __ , •• - ____ ~. ___ ~ ____ •__ ._. ____ • _._._ .... __ ... __ _
con 9.' orner ~ !~.2 a,c i ~_~_~._:_~l.-:. 
Both these facies are rare but they occur in clear 
association, the cobble conglomerate facies grading into the 
hummocky cross-stratified sand with conglomeratic lenses. Both 
facies record alternations of high energy conditions with reworking 
of pebble or cobblp si~e clasts and slightly lower flow regime 
conditions allowing the deposition of laminated sand. Overall, 
therA is a reduction in flow energy and/or coarse sediment supply 
reflected in this facies association, possibly related to the 
waninq of individHal storm events or the movement of storm wave 
base related to transgres5ion. 
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4.3.ii. Pebble lag: tabular cross-bedded sand with pebble 
stringers (Facies C:Ei). 
As already described, the pebble lag deposit is typical of 
high energy conditions, pebble deposition following an erosive 
stage. For the pebble lag to be preserved, energy levels would have 
to decrease, a moderate flow regime combined with sufficient 
sediment supply resulting in the formation of sandwaves. The 
occurrence of pebbles on the foresets and reactivation surfaces 
within the cross-bedded facies suggests the reworking of pebble 
beds during periods of sandwave migration or erosive storm events. 
Landward migration of storm wave base would account for the 
preservation of this association. 
4.3.iii. Shell lag: tabular cross-bedded sand with shell debris 
stringers (Facies D:Eii). 
The interpretation of this facies association is essentially 
the same as that for Facies C:Ei, the main difference being that 
shell debris forms the lag sediment and is concentrated on 
cross-bedding foresets. This suggests the occasional reworking of a 
shelly accumulation or lag during sandwave migration, and a lower 
velocity energy regime than that required for pebble transport. 
4.3.iv. Parallel laminated sand: ripple cross-laminated sand 
(Facies F:G). 
Parallel laminated sand has already been described as being 
typical of a high energy flow regime coupled with shallow water 
conditions (Section 4.2.F.). This facies often grades into 
small-scale ripple cross-laminated organic-rich fine sand. This 
indicates a decrease in overall energy conditions and/or an 
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increase in water depth, allowing ripple formation, and the 
deposition of v~ry fin~-grained sediment from suspension. 
4.3.v. Shelly limestonp : shelly sandstone (Facies K:J). 
- ·""'._r_·."'~""" ___ '''''''_ ........ _,., .. ,,.,~ •. --,,- - ......... , .. ..,.... , .... '" "" . ,'-" ... ..-.. __ ...... ' ......... ",. ,." ........ _ ... _. . ._ ...... ~,_ .. "'_, ..... ,.,_ ...... "-_""'V" .•.. , .. ~,, __ ....... ,. 
Tbese facies often occur together and are apparently 
conformable on each other althol1gh the boundaries between the 
calcareous and non-calcareous units are sharp. This association is 
problematical because although many of the featllres such as 
bi o("las tori. enta ti on a re primary, the calcareous cement is probably 
diagenetic .. The poorer fanna (hoth in diversity and abundance) in 
the sandstone facies may be the result of selective dissolution. An 
analogous situation was discussed in some detail by Fursich (1982), 
who argued that diagenetic processes commonly enhanced the 
distribution of the shelly fauna by cementation rather than 
drastically altered it. The percentage of quartz grains decreases 
in the calcareolls facies which might support a non-diagenetic 
origin for the fauna] distribution since primary differences 
between the facies do exist. The variation in matrix material can 
be interpreted as the result of fluctuating energy conditions, 
carbonate mud being deposited during quiet periods. 
4.1.vi. Ripple cross laminated silty sand: organic-rich mud 
-----_.=-=--"-". . ... - ........ ~-.~ .. '"-_'''-- ...... _ .. _ ....... _-_ ...... _"_ ..... _ ...... __ ._---",, .. .. 
(Facies G:l,). 
These facies commonly occur together, the ripple 
cross-laminated silty sand grading into the mud. The ripple 
cross-laminations are uSllal1y pick~d out by fine organic-rich silt, 
the organic content increasing towards the mud only facies. The 
association indicates a decrease in clastic input and/or energy 
conditions: small-scale ripple development giving way to low energy 
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sedimE=!ntation of fl.· .. nes. f.rom "",spe ",,' 
- ;:>. n;:-.. on. 
4.4. Facies groups. 
Facies can be broadly grouped on sediment type, which 1S a 
product of sediment supply, depositional regime and 
palaeoenvironment. ThE=! value of facies grouping is that related, 
rather than associated, facies can be recognized. The 
palaeoenvironmental significance of these facies groups 15 
evaluated further in Chapter 6. ThllS far, facies have been 
described 'lsing criteria of sedi.mentary structures and broad 
sediment type but many of these can be further subdivided according 
to the maturity of the sediment without invalidating the original 
facies description or primary interpretation. Thus the same facies 
may appear in more than one facies group. 
4.4.i. Mature clastic faciE=!s. 
Facies belonging to this groHp are characterized by well-
sorted sediment with a stahle heavy mineral assemblage and 
sub-rounded to well-rounded grains. The group includes facies 
resulting from high energy events and extremely low energy 
condi tions. PebbJ e and shell lag faci.es satisfy the cri teria of 
being well-sorted, and even in the latter case of being relatively 
mature where the shelly material shows evidence of transport and 
reworking. Allogenic glauconite is a common component of the 
sediment in this facies group (see Sect jon 6.2. for further 
discussion). 
The facies classified under this group and the sections in 
which they occur are: 
A - Cobble conglomerate facies: BI(A). 
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B - Hummocky cross-stratified facies: BT(A). 
C - Pebble lag facies: BI(A) r CR r GR, ST. 
D - Shel1 lag fa~ies: SI(A) r LAA, LAW(b), BHIO, AT, GR, CR, AU. 
E,Ei,Eii - Tabular crogg-bedded facies: BI(A), LAA. eRr GR, AT, 
AU. 
F - Parallel laminated sandstone facies: BI(A), LAW(a), BHIO, LAA, 
.AT, .~n. 
G - Ripple cross-laminated facies - BI(b), BH10, LAW(a), AU, FT, 
c.~ . 
H - Sandstone with clay ripple drapes: BI(b), BH10, LAW(b). 
I - Massive sandstone facies: BT(A), BI(b), LAW(a), LAA, AT. 
J - Shelly sandstone facies: BI(A), BHIO, LAA, AU, AT, GR, CR. 
L - Organic-rich mud facies: BI(A), BI(b), BHIO, LAW(b) r FT. 
M - Heterolithic parallel laminated facies: BRIO. 
4.4.ii. Immature clastic facies. 
This group compriges those facies characterized by poorly 
sorted to extremely poorly sorted clastic sediments. Grains and 
clasts are generally sub-angular to angular. These facies are 
mainly the product of moderate to high energy conditions. 
Facies classified under this group and the sections in which 
they occur are: 
A - Cobble conglomerate facies: LG, AL. 
Ei - Tabular cross-bedded sandtone with pebble stringers: LG. 
F - Parallel laminated facies: ST. 
I - Massive sandgtone facies: LG. 
Ri - Matrix (sand) supported boulder bed: AU, FT, CAr AL. 
(Rii - Matrix (micrite) supported boulder bed: ST, AE r Te, AL. 
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4.4.iii. Carbonate facies. 
_ .............. ,. ,-~.-.. -........ ,~. -......... -.-..... .,----" .... -. ,_ ... ,-,. . .~ .... -...... - .,' .-.. " 
This group comprises those carbonate facies which reflect 
generally low energy depositjonal conditions and is typified by 
biomicrites. 
Facies classified under this group and the sections in which 
they oCe'ur are: 
K - Calcareous shelly facies: BI(A), AU, GR, AT. 
N - White chalk facies: BT(A). BI(b), AT. 
o - Biomicritic limestone facies: TS, LG, ST, AE, AL. 
Oi - Bioturbated biomicritic facies: IE. 
Facies which do not comfortably fit into this classification 
are Facies Rii which is included in the immature clastic facies 
group as it satisfies the main criteria of the group despite being 
characterized by a carbonate matrix, and Facies P (nodular 
hardgrollnd). The latter is the product of a period of 
non-deposition and cementation rather than being the product of 
sedimentation and thus does not strictly fit the definition of a 
sedimentary facies outlined in Section 4.1. However. it is a 
recognizable unit whose characteristic features are the product of 
specific environmental processes and sediment supply, and is 
therefore included as a separate facies. 
4.5. The effects of diagenesis. 
The recrystallization and/or replacement of calcium 
carbonate material in the sediments described is extremely common 
and ranges from silicification of bioclasts in the glauconitic 
f · ttl' ]' . f . t . f th h 1 k f . sandstone aCles to .. 0 a .. S1 ~lCl .. lea .,10n 0 . e c a,_ aC1es 
b ' l'cr1'te All the sections l'n Mnrvern have been at least 10m ,.. .• .. " 
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partially decalcified (regardless of sedimentary facies), but there 
is little evidence (such as moulds in the matrix sediment) that any 
macropalaeontological material has been lost. Valve wall material 
in silicified bivalves appears to have been rppla~ed on a very fine 
scale in most cases, since the wall. detail is preserved, but the 
inside is usually filled with sparry silica crystals. Such 
silicification of bioclasts in sediment is very common (e.g. see 
Carson r 1987). 
Th . l' . f . t ' f . e Sl lCl._lca.l on 0 the chalk facies sedlment has been 
briefly discussed in Section 4.4.N. where it was pointed out that 
the silicified infil1 of bioclasts in this facies is much coarser 
than the silicified matrix. In fact, the matrix material in its 
unweathered state, appears glassy in thin section (see Fig.4.11). 
The sparry and drusy infill of some of the bioclasts may therefore 
indi~ate the formation of calcite infills prior to silicification 
although virtually none of this calcite remains. Details of other 
binclasts sllch as bryozoans and echinoderm ossicles are well 
preserved through the con~entration of iron minerals in textural 
features of the fossil material. Organic material e.g. 
foraminiferal test lininqs is sometimes preserved as moulds in near 
oerfect three-dimensional detail (see Fig.4.11). 
~ 
The preservation of "ghosts" of such micron-scale features 
as stereom pores in echinoderm ossicles can be interpreted as 
res1llting from simultaneous silica precipitation and carbonate 
dissolution along thin solution films (Maliva & Sjever, 1988), and 
the silicification of coarse cal~ite ~rystaJs may have occurred by 
the same mechanism. Evidence from silicified bioclasts and nodules 
in chalk facies rocks from Northern Ireland and southern England 
g ests t.hat silicification occurred at a relatively shallow 911. g ... ,~ 
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Fig.4.11. Mould of foraminiferid lining preserved 1.n three-
dimensional detail in silicified chalk, Beinn Iadain. 
Note the glassy nature of the silicified matrix. 
Field of view 1mm . 
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burial depth in a meteoric phreatic environment (Carson, 1987; 
M~liva & Siever, 1988). 
The effects of diagenesis on flints within the chalk is 
difficult to evaluate but appears to have been insignificant. The 
non-porous texture of the flint has been retained, and the contact 
between flint and the m~trix material is sharp. 
All the micritic limestones (Facies 0 & Oil encountered have 
been recrystallized to some degree. Least affected are the 
limestones of the LG and ST sections where the formation of 
microspar infills of foraminiferid tests and other bioclasts is the 
most marked indication of recrystallization. Limestones from the 
TC, AE and AL sections are far more severely affected, with 
extremely coarse recrystallization of the matrix material 
overprinting or replacing all except the thickest walled bioclasts 
e~g. inoceramid valves. 
Pressure solution has led to the formation of stylolites in 
all examples of Facies 0 & Oi described. It is most marked in 
section AE where remobi1ization of fine ?clay and iron minerals has 
also led to the formation of wavy and flaser type structures (see 
Fig.4.12). These are similar in form (though more diffuse) than 
flaser marls described by Hancock (1976). Stylolites are extremely 
common at this locality, occasionally cutting across "flasers" 
which indicates that stylolitization post-dated the initial 
pressure solution phase. 
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Fig.4.12. Wispy flaser strllctures formed by pressure solution 
in biomjcritic limestone, Allt Eoghainn (1) r Skye. 
1~ 
5.1. Introduction. 
As already di~r\1ssed (Sect.ion 1.2), the only prfrt of the 
Creta.reous ~u~res~:ion thMt has previollsly been dated with any 
rertainty is the Korvern GreAn~and. A major aim of this project. 
was therefore to refine and expand the biostrat~graphy to cover the 
whole of the Cretacenu~ su~rp~sion in the area using microfossils, 
concentrating on foraminifera and dinoflagellate cysts. 
Tn this chanter, the macro-biostratigraphy is reviewed 
fir~t in order to identify t.he gaps in the biostratigraphical 
record. The remainder of the chapter is concerned with 
micropalaeontology and palynology, with a brief discussion of 
processing methods used and then a section by sertion de~cription 
of the microfn~si] assemhlages (calcareous and organic-walled 
forms) from the samples stlldied. This is followed by a discllssion of 
the implications of the results for both groups. 
5.2. Sampling methods. 
Tnitially, joint samples of at least 750gro~ were taken, to 
be split in the laboratory for mirropalaeontologi~aJ and 
palynological proces~inq. Great rare was taken to avoid 
contamination by geological or organic material; ~ome contamination 
by the latter was, however, inevitable when sampling from 
algae-rich stream R2rtions. Tn the laboratory, sllch 
organically-contaminated sampl2s, after ~plitting for 
micropalaeontology, were cleaned by chipping off the contaminated 
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surface and/or vigorO\lS ~rrubbinq and washing with distilled water 
before processing (see Section 5.8). 
When it w~s realized that the Korvern Greensand is 
effectively ~lmost barren of calcareous microfossils, smaller field 
samples of this unit were taken (approximately 100gms), for 
palynology only. The other lithostr~tiqraphic tlnits were sampled 
jointly, large cobble si~ed specimens being needed where thin 
sectioning was thouqht necessary for micropalaeontology. 
5.3. Stratigraphic macropalaeontology. 
Sections will be discussed in broad lithostratigraphic 
order, starting with the Horvern Greensand. 
The Morvern Greensand Formation is characterized by shell 
lags, shelly sandstones and shelly limestones (Faries D. J & K). 
but the fauna of most of the former horizons is extremely limited 
in diversity, often comprising almost monogeneric assemblages of 
Exogyra spp. accompanied by shell d.ebris. 
The total fauna recorded from the Morvern Greensand is as 
follows; those forms also found dtlring this study are marked with an 
asterisk, and the original reference for the occurrence of the form 
in N.W. Scotland is given: 
* Exogyra ob.1iquata (Pulteney) - Judd, (1878) 
* Aeq1.lipecten aspera (T.amarrld - Judd, (1878). 
* Ne.7:thea quinquecostata (Sowerby) - ,Judd, (1878). 
* Entolium orbico7are (Sowerby) - Judd, (1878). 
* Serpula sP. - ,Judd. (1. 878) • 
Nautilus sp. - ,.1urld, (1878) ~ 
Schloenbachia .intermedia (Mantel) - Lee & Bailey, (1925). 
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Turritel1a granulata Sowerby - Lee & Bailey, (1925). 
Grammatodon carinatus (Sowerby) - Lee & Bailey, (1925). 
? CaJ.liderma sp. - MacI,p.nna.n, (1949). 
Gervil1ella sUblanceo.lata (d 'Orbigny) - Richey, (1961). 
* Neitbea sexcostata (Woodward) - Richey, (1961). 
This list represents the best preserved forms. Rhynconellid 
and terebratulid brachiopods have also been reported from the Beinn 
Iadain section but not identified further (Richey, 1961) • and 
small, broken gastropods similar to Natica sp. were found at the 
AlIt na Teangaidh section during this study. The fauna listed 
constrains the Korvern Greensand to a Late Albian - Middle 
Cenomanian age (on ranges given in Castell et al., 1975). 
As already noted (Section 1.2), the silicified Gribun Chalk 
was placed in the Belemnitella mucronata zone of the Upper Chalk by 
J.W. Judd r who reported finding the zonal belemnite at Beinn Iadain 
(Judd, 1878). The only macrofossils encountered during this study 
were those seen in thj.n section, including echinoid plates, 
sections of inoceramid valves, and other bivalves. Macrofossils 
previously recorded from the Griblln Chalk are as follows: 
Belemnitella mucronata (~chlotheim) - Judd, (1878). 
Sa.Zenia? sp. cf. S.geometrica Agassjz - Kitchin, (1934). 
Inoceramus sp. - "Judd, (1878). 
The single specimen of Belemnitella mucronata recorded by 
Judd (op cit.) has apparently been lost (Rawson, 1978), and no 
further examples of belemnites from the Gribun Chalk have been 
recorded. In addition, the original identification of Salenia? ct. 
S.geometrica was doubtful (Kitchin, 1934). Given the highly 
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we~thered, totally silicified and extremely brittle natllre of the 
Gri.blln Chalk (especially at the: Beinn TadAin ~ecti.on, from whi.ch 
both fo~sjls were reported) r it seems highly unlikely that either 
cn\} 1 d have been pre~erved J. n a form recogn j zabJ e to ~l1b-generj C 
level. The macrofauna1 evidence on which the Gribun Chalk has 
previously been dated therefore appears doubtful. 
The members of the Strathaird l~imestone Formation are 
generally poor. in macrofos~ils although: as with t.he Gribun Chalk, 
macrofossil fragments are broadly recognizable in thin section. 
Macrofo~~ils reported from the TJaig Gorge Sandstone Member and the 
Strathaird {,imestone are as fol.lows: 
Ostrea sp. - Barrow. (1908). 
Cucul1ea sp. - Barrow, (1908). 
Ast~rte sp. - 8arrow~ (1908). 
Terebrfltula sp. - Ilee & 8ailey, (197.5). 
* Tnoceramus sp. - Lee & Pringle, (1932'. 
Barrow also reported findinq other piece~ of fossil 
material, not recognj~able to generic level, from the base of the 
Laig Gorge Sandstone on Eigg t including a bone fragment, reptile 
tooth, gastropod and lamellibranch (Barrow, 1908). Abraded fish 
teeth and small bone fragment~ were al~o found from the same unit 
during this study. How~verr none of the macrofauna] assemblage from 
the Strathaird Lime~tone Formation is stratigraphically diagnostic. 
Hudson (1960) rAported the finding of a reworked and 
phosphatized ammonite from the basal conglomerate of the Lajg Gorge 
Sandstone Member. The ammonite was identified as belonging to the 
sub-genus Cardioceras (Scarburgiceras) which makes its age F.arly 
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Oxfordian (Howarth. cited by Hudson, 1960). 
No macrofossils, apart from indeterminate plant material, 
have ever been reported from the BAinn Iadain Formation. 
To summarize, macropalaAontological evjdencp constrains the 
age range of the Morvern Greensand relatively tightly, but is of 
limited use jn the younger parts of the CretaceOllS succession in 
the Inner Hebrides area. The OCCllrrence of inoceramids throughout 
the Strathaird Ljmestone Formation at least constrains this unit 
to the Cretaceous. 
5.4. Micropalaeontology: Introduction. 
This section is mainly concerned with foraminifera since 
these are the most st.ratigraphically llseful cal("areous microfossils 
found in the Cretaceous rocks of the Tnner Hebrides area. The 
processing methods will be described first, then the results will 
be reviewed in Section 5.6. 
5.5. Processing methods (for micropalaeontology). 
Clay and sandstone samples were relatively easily processed 
using the solvent method (Brasier. 1980) to disaggregat.e the clay 
matrixes. Samples were first weighed to a standard size of 300gms 
and broken up with a hammer before being dried at 60°C for 24hrs. 
The dried samples were then soaked for approximately 40 minutes tn 
white spirit (turpentine substitute) inside a fume cupboard. Once 
the samples were jl1dged to he saturated, the solvent was filtered 
off, and the sample residue covered with distilled water. After 
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30-40 minutes most samples were disaggregated and ~ould be 
wet-sieved, using a 63pm mesh, the remaini.ng r~sidue be'ing dried in 
the oven as before. For samples which had only partially 
disaggregated, the process was repeated. 
Samples were then sieved through a standard 500~®: 250~m: 
12Spm mesh sieve nest a.nd p;C"'ked, llsing a binoC!\I1ax microscope. All 
sieve fractions, incl\ldinrr the <125pm fraction were picked. 
The sili("ified chalks and recrystallized limestones were too 
hard to proC"'ess and therefore had to be thin sectioned. To maximize 
the chances of obtaining trll€: longitudinal and cross-sections 
through foraminiferids, thus facilitating identification, six 
seC"'tions were taken through each sample, each section being at a 
differnt orientation. This method is of especial value where the 
microfacies of the sediment shows a preferred orientation of 
grains/bioclasts not visible in hand specimen, as in the ("ase of 
some samples of the Strathaird T,jmestone. In such a case, thin 
sections made at one orientation with respect to the sample might 
be at such an angle to the preferred orientation of the bioclasts 
as to make the sections through foraminiferids useless for 
identification purposes. Thin sections were made to a standard 
thi ckne~s of .10pm. 
5.6. Micropalaeontological results. 
The results of all picked samples are summarized in Fig.5.1. 
It is important to note th~t the identification of 
foraminiferids from thin section is, at best, spec11lative, since in 
most cases no details of the aperture or aC"'cessory strllctures C"'an be 
seen. a true cross-section of a formaniferid being obtained purely 
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by chan~~. In the ~amples studied there is the additional problem 
of r~~rystallization of the te~t wall, ~ausing the loss of such 
important diagnostic feat\lr~S as the wall structure and the 
presence/absenc~ of keelR. Cons~qllentJy, identifica.tion to specific 
level is rather often tentative, and this has to be considered when 
attempting to erect a biostratigraphy using "species" identified 
from thin sections only. 
Because of the poor preservation of picked foraminifera and 
the necessity of uRing thin sections, no formal taxonomy is 
attempted. However, Appendix I comprises notes on those taxa 
identified with some certainty. 
5.6.i. Microfossils from the Horvern Greensand. 
Samples of the Morvern Greensand were processed using the 
solvent method. Total TeRidues were picked, including the <125J1m 
fraction. In addition to foraminifera, representative assemblages 
of other bioclasts were picked, including calcispheres, siliceous 
spherules, sponge Spicllles, fish teeth and shell fragments. 
Because of the rarity of foraminifera in the Greensand 
samples, the results are discussed for the whole lithostratigraphic 
unit and not locality by locality. Sample locati.on and spacing 
within individual sections can be seen on the logs in Chapter 3, 
samples processed for micropalaeontology being as follows: Loch 
Aline Adit - samples LAA1-1~; Loch Aline Waterfall (a) - samples 
LAWal-6; Loch Aline Waterfall (b) - samples LAW(b)1&2; Loch Aline 
Waterfall (c) - LAW(c)1-3; Beinn Iadain (A) - samples BI1-5 & 
8I7-11. 
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The only foraminiferid species found in these samples were: 
Gavelinella ~p. 
? Hedbergel1a sp. 
Hedberge71a sp. cf. H.delrioensis (Carsey) 
All th~ foraminifera found came from the <125J..lI1l fraction: 
those identified only to generic level were extremely poorly 
preserved, and in nearly all cases broken. The best specimen of 
Hedbergella sp. cf.H.de7rioensis was preserved as a glauconitic 
cast. 
The stratigraphical range of H. delrioensis is mid-Albian to 
late Turonian (Robaszynski & Caron, 1979) (see Appendix I). 
5.6.ii. Microfossils from the Gribun Chalk. 
Foraminifera were first described from the Gribun Chalk by 
T. Rupert Jones (in Judd, 1878), from thin sections of silicified 
chalk from Gribun, Carsaig and Beinn Iadain, but the only form 
identified to sub-generic leve 1 wa,s Globigerina cretacea d t Orbigny. 
However, during the late 1870's, G.cretacea covered any 
hedbergellid/whiteinellid of Cretaceous age. 
Rawson et al., (1978), report Gavelinella thalmanni (Brotzen) 
and Stensioeina gracilis Brotzen from the silicified chalk at 
Gribun, but cite no original reference. G.thalmanni, 
in thin section, would be almost impossible to separate from 
G.baltica Brotzen and G.intermedia (Berthelin) which are indicative 
of a Cenomanian age; G.ammonoides (Reuss), which is indicative of a 
Turonian age, and G.lorneiana (d'Orbigny) which i,s indicative of 
the Santonian. Some Lingulogavelinella spp. also appear similar to 
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G.thalmanni in thin section. S.gracilis has a distinctive outline 
which would be readily identifiable in a good section but no 
similar form was seen in thin sections of the Gribun Chalk, the 
nearest being G.tourainensis (Butt), a gavelinellid with a 
moderately-sized boss. 
Six randomly orientated thin sections were made from each of 
the following samples: Beinn Tadain - 8112; Gribun - GR3. The 
combined assemblage from both samples was as follows: 
Textularia sp. ct. T. chapmani IJalicker 
Hedbergella de_lri oens.is 
Gave.1ine71a sp. 
Heterohelix sp. ct. H.reussi (Cushman) 
Heterohelix globuZosa (Ehrenberg) 
Hedbergella sp. 
Lingulogavelinel1a sp. 
Globulina sp. 
Gyroidinoides sp. ct. G. nitida (Reuss) 
Whiteinella sp. ct. W.aprica (Loeblich & Tappan) 
Globigerinelloides sp. 
?Rotalipora sp. 
On ranges given in Robaszynski & Caron, (1979) and Jenkins & 
Murray (1989) this assemblage indicates a maximum range of Late 
Cenomanian to Late Turonian., Textularia chapmani Lalicker and 
Hedbergella globulosa ranging from the Albian to Late Turonian, 
wi th Whi te.ineJ la aprica Loebl i ch & Tappan being resticted to the 
Turonian. The genus Rotalipora would be indicative of a 
Cenomanian age. However, it must be stressed that these diagnoses 
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are tentative, given the problems of identifying foraminifera in 
thin section. 
5.6.viii. Microfossils from the Strathaird Limestone Formation. 
In prevjous work (Hill, 1915: Adams, 1960), foraminifera 
have been described from the matrix of the Laig Gorge Sandstone and 
from the Strathaird limestone. The only stratigraphically 
significant forms identified in these studies were: Heterohelix 
cf.globulosa (Ehrenberg), ?Praeg7obotruncana (Hedbergella) sp., and 
Globotruncana sp. (Adams, 1960). This assemblage was interpreted by 
Adams to indicate a Senonian age (on the occurrence of 
Globotruncana sp.) (op cit.). His ?Praeglobotruncana (Hedbergella) 
sp. would probably now be classified as Hedbergella or Whiteinel1a, 
and in 1960 Globotruncana would have included any twin keeled 
planktonic morphotype. Globotruncana now ranges from the Santonian 
to the Maastrichtian but twin-keeled marginotruncanids range down 
into the earliest Turonian (Robaszynski & Caron, 1979~ Robaszynski 
et al., 1984). 
Samples studied were as follows: 
Laig Gorge Sandstone: Laig Gorge - LG2, LG4~ Strathaird - ST4; 
Kirkibost (Strathaird) - KR1. 
5trathaird Limestone: Laig Gorge - LG6; Strathaird - ST2,ST3; AlIt 
Eoghainn - AEl; Torosay Castle - Tel. 
Results for LG2 which was a picked sample, are summarized in 
Fig.6.1. Samples LG4 and KR1, both sandstones which were thin 
sectioned, were barren. Results for those samples of Strathaird 
Ilimestone which were thin sectioned (JJG6 & 5T2) were as follows: 
Hedberge.11a sp. cf~ H.praehelvetica (Trujillo) 
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flhiteinella a.rchaeocretacea Pessagno 
flhi te.inella sp. cf. fl. bal tica Douglas &: Rankin 
flhi teine17 a aprica 
Eouvigerina sp. 
Hedbe.rgella sp.cf. delrioensis 
Hedbergella praehelvetica (Trujillo) 
Globigerinelloides sp. 
Heterohelix globulosa (Ehrenberg) 
Gaveline.Ila tourainensis (Butt) 
Calcispheres 
The samples of Strathaird Limestone were dominated by 
calcispheres and almost devoid of a benthonic fauna. The 
foraminifera are indicati.ve of a Turonian age with Hedbe.rgella 
praehelvetica being diagnostic of the Lower to Middle Turonian. 
Thin section LG6c yielded good cross-sectional views of 
H.p.raehelvetica. Samples from Strathaird contained a poorer fauna 
than those from Laig Gorge, Eigg but assemblages from both 
localities were dominated by planktonic forms. 
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5.7. Stratigraphic palynology - Introduction. 
PalynomorphR through the Tnner Hebrides Group are dominated 
by dinoflagellate cy~ts. Tn thj~ Rection, the palynological 
assemblage will be considered for its biostratigraphical 
Rignificance, palynofacies being discussed in Chapter 6. Processing 
methods are described, then the reRults discussed section by 
Rection and presented on range charts (Figs.5.2-5.7). ~ystematic 
palynology is described in Appendix TI. 
Tnitially, three widely spaced samples were selected and 
processed from each section, in order to identify those lithologies 
and loca1ities which w0111d yield the best results. Where 
palynomorphs were so badly preserved that they were no longer 
recognizable to generic level r or all three samples were barren of 
palynological material, no further samples were processed from that 
section. 
5.8. Processing methods (for palynology). 
To extract acid-resistant organic material from sediments, 
it is necessary to remove all mineralogical matter from the sample. 
Samples were first weighed to a standard Rize of 60gms and then 
broken up into granl)les between 2 and 6mm long, usinq a pestle and 
mortar. All equipment was kept sr:ruplllou~ly clean between samples, 
to minimize cross-s~mp]e contamination. The cr'lshed m~terial was 
then immersed in concentrated hydrochloric acid (35% HeI) in order 
to remove any carbonate material. Where there was a strong 
reaction, He] was added until no trace of a reaction could be seen, 
even after stirring. Samples were then neutralized by decanting off 
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some of the acid and adding distilled water. (Sieving was not 
practjcable at this stage due to the danger of the HCI attacking 
the sieve mesh material). The decanting and addition of distilled 
water was repeated until the sample was neutral. Technical grade 
hydroflouric acid (60% HF) was then added (with extreme caution). 
Very fine-grained samples such as mudstones tended to react 
vigorously, but other, highly siliceous samples, such as the 
silicified chalk, often showed no visible reaction with HF. As it 
was essential that all siliceous material was removed, after 5 days 
in HF (during which the sample was stirred), the spent acid was 
decanted off and fresh HF added. This process was repeated until 
all the samples had broken down to a very fine organic residue. 
Following thorough removal of the siliceous fraction of the 
sediment in this way, the remaining liquid was decanted off and 
distilled water added until the sample was neutral. 
The neutral liquid and residue was then sieved. Initially, 
samples WetA wet-sieved using distilled water through. a 10pm mesh 
but it was found that too much amorphous organic material was 
retained with this mesh size, and a 20~b mesh was used instead. To 
check that no valuble palynological material was being lost with 
this mesh size, the material going through the mesh was caught, and 
some of the residue kept and made into slides. 
In some samples, flouride crystals had formed through a 
reaction between remaining carbonate material and HF. This was 
removed by adding 20% HCl to the residue and boiling for 5 - 10 
minutes in a fume cupboard. 
Where a large amount of amorphous organic material remained 
in the >20pm fraction f an ultrasonic water bath was used to 
disaggreqate the unw8nted material whiC'!h could t.hen be removed by 
further sievina. The ~ample was always ~plit and only half 
sllbjected to the u1 trN.soni c trentment in case of d.amag~ to 
~tr\lct.\lred organic mater;81. ~l;dps were made of both treated and 
untreated mater; a.l where 111 tr8sonic exposure had been thought 
neces~ary. The length of treatment was dependent on the amount. of 
unwanted material present and ranqed from 1.0 seconds where the 
method was used simply to disaggreqate clumped pnlynological 
material, to 120 second~ where structured organic material was 
almost totally obscured by amorphous organic matter. Oxidation 
US] ng fuming nitr; c aci.d (HN0
3
) was not used since this method is 
known to preferentially destroy some dinofJage11ate cysts. thus 
producing bias in the as~emblage (Duane, 1989, pers.comm.). 
Fo 110wi ng treatment {where thought necessa.ry), the r.e~ i due 
in the sieve was pjpetted off and stored. in plastic bottles. a drop 
of phenol being added to prevent algal growth during storage. Part 
of the residue was then concentrNterl by centrifuging and mounted on 
slide~, u~ing a glycprinp-qlycero) qel ;is the mounting medinm. 
5.9. Palynological results. 
Sampled sections wi 11 be dj sC1Issed in brortd 
lithostrrttigraphic ordpr. From rt totrtl of 19 sample~ investigated, 
49 yielded dinoflagellate ~ysts; 9 yielded. pollen and/or spores 
and/or acritarchs only~ 6 yielded structured woody and/or cuticle 
material only, and 15 were barren of structured organic material. 
5.9.; . 
Sampling from thi~ core wa~ restricted and therefore only 
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Splniferites ramosus 
SurculosphBeridium longifurcatum 
Exchosphseridium phragmites 
Heterosphseridium heteracanthum 
Exchosphaeridium b/fldum 
C/elstosp/l8eridlum anna tum 
EpelldosphaeridJa spinosa 
Fromes granulosa 
GonyauJacysta helicoidea 
Ollgosphaeridium complex 
Hystrlchodlnlum pulchnln 
CaJlalospluJerldlum ssymmetrlcum 
Achomosphsera neptuni 
A.ramullfera 
C.hugloniotJI 
ClrcuJociitWm d istinctum 
O"o/d/nium "errvcosum ostium 
Florentinla deane; 
L/tosphserldium Siphoniphorum siphoniphOl1lff 
F.ferox 
Microdinium setosum 
O.proho~um 
c. sp. cf. "dls/unctum" 
7Valenslela sp. cf.o "u/a 
GonyauJacysta cassidata 
Veryhachium metum 
Blsaccate pollen 
Trilete s o ores 
the most relatively low-en~rgy and organic-rich beds were sampled 
for palynology_ nllring processing it was discovered that the silty 
clay material from this locality was ri.ch in pyrit~. Palynomorphs 
were generally well-preserved, dinoflagellates being very pale 
light brown in cnl.OUT with spores bejng a slightly darker 
reddish-brown and hisaccate pollen heing a pale light brown to 
light straw yellow. 
The dinoflagellate cyst assemblaqe 1S dominated by chorate 
cysts. their relative abundance appearing to increase in the first 
three samples r then rapidly falling off to only one specimen of 
01i('fo.c;phaeridiwn prn7ix().c;pin()s1JJn Da'Jey & Wi.lliams, in sample 10/48. 
The forms occurrinq in 10/12 are long-ranging through the 
Cretaceous; Spiniferl:te.c; ra:moslls (Ehrenberg) fixst appearing In the 
middle Barremian rand SlIrcuJosphaeridium Zongifurcatl1m (Firtion) 
appearing in the late Aptian (Davey et al., lQ66). 
A total of eight species of dinocyst were recorded from 
sampl e 10/24-20, ; nc Iud ing S. ramosus and. S. 7 ongi tu rr.it t 11m. The 
assemblage is dominated by Epe7idosphaeridia spinosa (Cookson & 
Hughes), indicating an early Cenomanian age (Davey, 1969), which is 
supported by the CO-OC~l1rrence of Fromea granu70sa (Cookson & 
Eisenack) (Tocher, 1984). No bisaccate pollen grains or spores were 
recorded frnm this sample. 
Sample 10/32 yielded a relatively diverse assemblage 
including Cleistosphaeridium huquoniotii (Cookson & Eisenack) , 
Ovoidin.ium verrucosvm ostium (navey), LitosphaArid,ium siphoniphorum 
s.iphoniphorum (Cookson & Eisenack) and Hicrodinium setosum Sarjeant 
emend.Below, probably ind.icative of a late Albian to middle 
Cenomanian age (Davey et aL, 1966, 1969; [lucas-Clark, 1984; ,Jarvis 
At al.(1988). Spore~ and pollen were rare in this sample. 
~ pronnunced drop 10 both diversity and abundance of 
dinoflagellate ~ysts orrllrs in sample IO/JR, the number of species 
falling from ninete~n in 10/32 to ten. seven of which are based on 
single speC'imens. GonYfl1J7acysta cas.cddata (Eisenack &. Cookson) 
appears in this sample, which with the occurrence of C. huguoniotii 
and O.prolixospinosum, indi~ates a Cenomanian age (Davey et 
al.,1966). This ~ample is dominated by bisaccate pollen. 
O.prolixospinosum is the only dinocyst species seen in 
sample 10/48. Bisaccate pollen is. however, relatively abundant. 
The initial three samples from this section (LAAS, LAAIO, 
LAAI3) (see Fig.3.S for sample location), were barren of 
dinoflagellate cysts. Sample LAA5. comprising fine to medium 
grained glauconitic sandstone, yielded bisaccate pollen grains: 
these were medium to dark red-brown in colour. Dark brown to black 
structllred cuticle material was also common in this sample. LAAlO, 
comprising fine grained, glauconitic silty sandstone, contained 
rare black cuticle and ?woody material up to 125J1In in length. 
LAAl3, comprisinq the red-brown mudstone between the Lochaline 
White Sandstone and the basalt. contained abundant dark brown to 
black degraded cuticle material. 
No further sample~ were processed for palynology from this 
section~ 
S.9.iii. Palynomorphs from Loch Aline Waterfall (a). 
__ .. _......... _,~ ___ ••• .,. ... --o •• ___ ....... _ ... ,.,. __ ~ ... ,.,. ............. _ .. _____ ,_ .... _-., .•••. _.~_ .... ~-, "-'---'-'" -. __ •.....,.. •. ., ... -_.-...--. ...... - •••. _., •• 
Three samples were processed from this section, LAV(a)l, 
LAW(a)4 and LAW(a)5. Sample LAW(a)1, comprising fine to medium 
grained glauconitic silty sandstone, yielded very rare but 
well-preserved plant cuticle but no other structured organic 
material. Finely diRseminated, amorphous organic matter was common, 
however. See Fig.3.6 for sample location. 
Sample LAW(a)4, comprising dark reddish-brown clayey silt, 
yielded no structured organic material, although pale brown 
amorphous organic matter was relatively common. LAW(a)5, (organic 
rich medium grained glauconitic sandstone), yielded a few red-brown 
pollen grains and rare dark brown cuticle material. Amorphous 
light brown organic materia) was common in this sample. 
No further samples were processed for palynology from this 
section. 
5.9.iv. Palynomorph? ~!Em Lo~~Ali!le Waterfall (b). 
Palynomorphs from this section are dominated by 
dinoflagellate cysts. Both relative abundance and diversity 
of palynomorphs decrease moving up the section (see Fig.5.3), yet 
this does not appear to be related to sedimentary facies. 
The dinocyst assemblage is dominated by Oligosphaeridium 
complex (Whitf:), S .. longifurcat!1m, Cleistosphaeridium armatum 
(Deflandre), and O.prolixospinosum, all of which occur in all the 
three samples logged, though in decreasing relative abundance from 
LAW(b)A to LAW(b)B. 
Sample LAW(b)A yielded a total of 16 species of 
dinoflagellate cyst, including the Rtratigraphically useful 
Cleistosphaeridium huguoniotii, Florentinia deanei (Davey & 
Williams), and Hicrodinium setosum which indicate a Cenomanian age 
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OlgosphaertJjm complex 
OdontochltkJa operculata 
SPkJiferites ramosus 
HystrichosphaeikJim tWletun 
Surcdosphaeridjm /ongIIIcatlm 
Achomosphaera ramulfera 
Cleistosphaeldm IqporiotI 
Circulodinium distinctum 
C/elstosphaerldium armatum 
Florentinia deanei 
Batiacasphaera euteiches 
Florentinia ferox 
Mlcrodinium setosum 
Ollgosphaerldium proUx ospinosum 
C/elstosphaeridium sp.cf. "disjunctum-
OllgosphaerkJium pukherrlmum 
Hystrlchodln!um pulchrum 
HeterosphaerkJlum heteracanthum 
EpelkJosphaerldia spinosa 
ProllxosphaerkJlum parvlsplnum 
ExchosphaerJdlum phragmltes 
Bisaccate pollen 
(Davey et al.,1966; 1969). This supported by the occurrence of 
Epelidosphaeridia spinosa in sample LAW(b)l. 
Bisaccate pollen was found to be rare, but when found was a 
pale brown hue and, like the dinoflagellate cysts, was relatively 
well-preserved. 
5.9.v. Palynomorphs from Loch Aline Waterfall (c). 
Only one sample was processed from this section (LAW(c)1), 
this being the most likely to contain palynomorphs since it 
comprises fine grained glauconitic sandstone (see Fig.3.B). 
LAW(c)1 yielded a few very poorly preserved dinoflagellate 
cysts which were dark brown in colour and badly corroded. ?O.complex 
and Circulodinium ?distinctum (Deflandre & Cookson) were recorded; 
these make the sample younger than late Aptian (Deflandre & 
Cookson, 1955). A few dark brown, badly corroded pollen grains were 
also seen. 
5.9.vi. Palynomorphs from Beinn Iadain Section A. 
Palynomorphs from this section are dominated by 
dinoflagellate cysts. In samples BI1-BI14 (see Fig.5.4), 
palynomorphs were relatively well-preserved and very pale light 
brown in colour. In samples BI16 and UES2-5 palynomorphs were a 
darker hue and rather poorly preserved. Samples BI15 and UES5 were 
barren of structured organic material. 
Overall, the dinocyst assemblage is dominated by long-
ranging forms such as O.complex, S.longifurcatum and C.armatum. 36 
species of dinocyst were found but the maximum nuber for one sample 
was 19 (in BI5 and BI14). 
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Hystrlchodinium pulchrum 
Odontoc!JItlna opcrculata 
Spiniferltes rnmosus 
Surculosphaeridium longifurcattITI 
Clelstosphacridium huguoniotii 
Circulodinium distUJCtum 
Ex chosphaeridium phf8gmites 
OvoJdinium scabrosum 
Clelstosphaerldium armatum 
Florentinia deanei 
Litosphaeridium siphoniphorum 
siphoniphorum 
OdontochittJa costata 
Chlamydophorella discreta 
OIIQosphacridit/m prolixospinosum 
Batiacasphaera euteiches 
Microdinium setosum 
Hystrlchosphaeridium bowerbankli 
Fromea granulosa 
Achomosphaera ramuffera 
Epelidospl.i>cridtJ spinosa 
Florentinia terox 
Hystrlchosphaeridium tubiterum 
Heterosphaerl:::ium heteracanthum 
Microdinlum omatum 
Prolixosphaeridlum parvlsplnum 
" Fromea amphora 
Gonyaulacysta cf.helicoldea 
Pervosphaeridium truncatum 
Cle/stosphaerldium sp_ cr. "disjunctum' 
lionyaulacysta cassidata 
Oligosphaeridium pulchernnum 
Palaeoh ystrlchophora intusoriodes 
Ex chospIJ.-.cridiurn bJTrdum 
Odontoch/tina sp.ci.poritera 
TubulospinB oblongata 
Alicrl,yst/klium s;"g .. /''''' 
VuryilOCh/um meltlm 
Cymatiosphaera asarota 
B"accate pollen 
Tnlete spore 
Sample BIl yielded C.hugl1oniotii, Ovoidinium seabrosum 
Cookson & Hughes, L. siphoniphorum siphoniphorum and C.armatum, 
which with the occurrence of Chlamydophrella disereta Clarke & 
Verdier and O.proZixospinosum, are indicative of an earliest 
Cenomanian age (Foucher, 1979). Ratiaeasphaera euteiches (Davey), 
which appears in sample BI3; .E.sp.inosa, .F'lorentinia ferox 
(Deflandre) and M.i erod.tn.tum setosum Sa.rjeant emend. Below t which 
appear in sample BI5, are all typical Cenomanian species (Jarvis et 
al., 1988), most of which persist up to sample BI14. The 
continuation of Ovoidinium scabrosum to this level however, 
sllggests a mid-Cenomanian age at the youngest for this part of the 
section (Davey, 1970). 
The dinocyst assemblage yielded in BI16 was restricted to 
C.armatum and Fromea amphora Cookson & Eisenack, both of which are 
relatively long-ranging. 
Sample BI12. comprising silicified chalk, was totally barren 
of structured organic material although amorphous organics were 
common. However, a possible dinoflagellate cyst, tentatively 
identified as Odontochi t.ina sp. was seen in a thin section of the 
same sample (see Fig.5.S). 
Samples UES2-4 were dominated by cuticle and woody material, 
yielded a few dinoflagellate cyst, none of which were 
stratigraphically signi fi~ant, o. comp.lex, and Achomosphaera 
ramulifera (Deflandre) all ranging well into the Palaeocene 
(Foucher, 1979). 
The a~ritarch Cymatiosphaera asarota Davey occurred in 
samples BI2 and BI3, and Micrhystridium singulare Firtion was found 
in BI5. Both these support a Cenomanian age (Davey, 1969). 
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Fig~5.5. Thin section of Gribun Chalk from Beinn Iadain 
with possible Odontochitina sp. Overall length of 
cyst 184~M. 
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• Olloidinium scabrosum 
• Olloidinium IIerrucosum ostium 
.-. - -181-" C.armatum 
• Florentinia deanei 
CJ - - -0 C. sp. ct. -disjunctum'" 
I!!I- -·0 Spiniferites ramosus 
181- - 0 Hystrlchosphaerldlum tubifer.ll1l 
o S.longifurcatum 
o Achomosphaera ramulifera 
• - -. L.slphoniphorum siphonlphorum 
• Mkrodlnium setosum 
o Psallgonyaulax deflandrei 
0-181 Batiacasphaera euteiches 
0-0 Exchosphaeridium phragmites 
0- 0 C.huguoniotll 
o Pslaeohystrichophora intusorloides 
o Fromes amphora 
o Achomosphaera neptuni 
• SubtiBsphaera pont/s-mariae 
• C. sp. ct.flexuosum 
0- -.-.-0 Bisaccate pollen 
Bisaccate pollen is relatively common through the section 
and occasional trilete spores appear in BI5 and range sporadically 
up to UES4. The pollen grains are a reddish-brown colour in the 
greensand samples but become darker in BI16 and UES4. 
Tn addition to those samples collected during this study, 
five samples from a greensand exposure in a road cutting at 
Claggan, Horvern, were kindly lent to the author (see 
acknowlegements). IJnfortunately no log was available. The samples 
yielded an assemblage typical of the Horvern Greensand, with the 
occurrence of Ovoidinium scabrosum, Ovoidinium verrucosum ostium 
(Davey) and L.siphoniphorum siphoniphorum indicating a late Albian 
to early Cenomanian age (Foucher, 1979; Lucas-Clark, 1984; 
Wilkinson, 1988 r pers. comm.). Organic material was well-preserved, 
being light brownish-yellow in colour, or almost colourless. 
Palynomorphs from this ~ection are dominated by 
dinoflagellate cysts (see Fig.5.7). These were generally 
well-preserved, being a very pale light brown hue. 
The assemblage is dominated by S. longifurcatum and O. 
complex through the section. The additional occurrence of E.spinosa 
in samples AT1 and AT2, and the presence of C.huguoniotii in AT1 to 
AT7, suggests a Cenomanian age. The absence of Spiniferites and 
-A~~osphaera spp. from this section is noteable. AT10, a sample of 
silicified chalk, yielded one bisaccate pollen grain and amorphous 
organic material. 
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0 Exchosphaeridium bifidum 
.-0 • Cleistosphaeridium huguoniotii 
• • Fromea amphora 
• Micrhystridium singu/are 
• • Bisaccate pol/en 
Overall, 14 specie~ of dinocy~t were logged from this 
section. Both AT2 and AT7 also contained a relatively high 
proportion of dinocyst fragments, including operculae with 
processes attached. 
?_ ... ,~ .. : ~:."~. ~_. " .... ,,~ a,,]Yl!. 0 m 0 r p ~!?, .. ,f r 0 m .. ~.. g r L~l~~, .. " .. ,~:?_lt .. !~:.~. r s " 
Two samples were prnce~sed from this locality, GR1, 
compri~ing the basal qreen~and bed of Boulder A, and GR3, 
comprising ~ilicified chalk (see Figs.3.I) & 5.6). The latter sample 
wa,s barren of strllctured organ; c mater; aI, yi elding only a few 
patches of amorphous brownish qreen organic matter. 
Sample GRI yielded 15 species of dinocyst and 2 species of 
acritarch. The dinoflagellate assemblage. which includes C.armatum, 
l.r.siphoniphorum siphoniphorum .. Ch.7amydophorel1a discreta and 
M.sptosum, is typic~l of an early Cenomanian age (Foucher, 1979). 
Achomosphaera ramu.1ifera appears in this sample but no Spiniferites 
spp. were encountered. 
~.~_~_ :~_. __ P a ~'y~ om 0 ~'ph s_,_~_!,_,?~_.,~_llC~. fl~ .. C:,!,:.~~[" C 1 .. ~ f!.: 
Six samples were processed from thi.s section, three of these 
(AU8, AU9, AUll) bejng concentrated in the top 75cm of the section 
(see Fig.3.15). These three samples were all barren of 
dinoflagellate cysts, the only structured organic materi.al found 
being some corroded bisaccate pollen grains from AU8 (see Fig.5.6). 
Samples AUI and AU3 (both from the basal 1,5m of greensand) 
were barren of dinoflagellate cysts. Both were rich in 
greyish-brown amorphous organic material. only AU3 containing any 
structured matter, this comprising occassional black woody 
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fragments and pieces of plant cuticle. 
Sample AU7, comprising fine grained silty sandstone, 
contained four identifiable species of dinoflagellate cyst: 
C.huguoniotii: O.comp7Ax, S.longifurcatum and E.spino.t;a. There was 
al~o one broken ~peci.men of ? Hystrichosphae.ridium bowerbanki i Davey 
& Williams. This as~emblaqe confines the age of the sample to the 
Cenomanian. 
5. 9 ._x.~: __ "!c~}Y!1_<2.~0~_E.~s_!r~E'_~2!5?~_<lY ~.i~S~}_~..:. 
Two samples were processed from this locality, Tel and TC2 
(see Fig.3.17). Both were rich in leiospores and ?alga] filaments 
but yielded only one dinoflagellate cyst, a badly corroded 
?Oligosphaeridium sp. (from TC/.). The organic material in both 
samples was dark reddish-brown in colour. 
?~?~x~~_.~~a!y,?om~rp~~ fr()m X~()r!: i!,l Tributary. 
Three samples (FTl-3) were pr.ocessed from this section (see 
Fig.3.19), but all were barren of dinoflagellate cysts. FT2 and FT3, 
comprising organic ri~h mudstone and silty sandstone respectively, 
were dominated by dark brown to black amorphous organic material 
but structured cuticle and woody fragments were also common. 
? 9. xji i ~ ___ Paly_n()mor.Eb_~_ ... ~Eo~",,_ C~~"~~_~!.~sdair '._ Eigg ._ 
Five samples from this secti.on were processed (E720-723 and 
CA4) (see Fig.1.23). Of these, only the lowest sample, E721, 
comprising glauconitic sandy siltstone yielded structured organic 
material in the form of a few hisac~ate pollen grains and some dark 
brown cuticle. Samples E720. E722, E723 and CA4 contained rare 
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piece~ of amorphous organic material and fine grained pyrite. 
Five samples were prn~e~~ed from this se~tion (LG2, LG3, 
LG5-7) (see Fig.3.24) I only one of which yielded dinoflagellate 
cysts. LG7 yielded O.comp.lex and Membranilarnacia sp. cf.reticulata, 
both of which are long-ranging (Lentin & Williams, 1989). The 
organic material from this sample was very dark brown to black in 
colour. Very little organic material was found in any of the other 
samples, but finely disseminated pyrite was common in all the 
samples of the biomicritic limestone (LG5-7). Samples LG2 and LG3 
contained some dark brown amorphous organic material. 
5.9.xv. 
Three sample~ were processed from this locality (STl-3) raIl 
of which yielded dinoflagellate cysts (see Fig.5.8). In sample ST2 
especially, the a~semblage appeared to be diverse but the state of 
preservation of the material in all samples from this section was 
so poor that no details of archaeopyle r paratabulation or wall 
morphology could be discerned, the cysts appearing black in colour 
and at least partially corroded. Overall, chorate cysts appear to 
dominate the assemblage. Identification, even to generic level 1S 
tentative, due to the lack nf detail preserved. 
The species which have been identified tend to be 
long-ranging, with a maximum age of Albian (on Achomosphaera 
ramulifera and Circulodinium distinctum) r ranging to Coniacian (on 
Florentinia deanei) or early Campanian (on S.longifurcatum and c. 
armatum) (Foucher, 1979). One rather corroded specimen tentatively 
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Fig.5.9. Heterosphaeridium sp. cf~difficile (x400) from sample 
ST2. Note the very dark colour and rather poor 
preservation. 
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identi fi.ed as Het:erosphaer.idium difficile (Manum & Cookson) was 
also found (see Fig.5.9): this species is indicative of a Turonian 
age. 
Tn all three ~amples, no pollen gr~ins or spores were 
recognized. though hlack corroded cuticle materia] was relatively 
common. 
2:_~ .. x~.i: .. _."!:~} y~o~o!:'.p."~ .. ~. fE9m. .A.} 1 t "F:og~~~!l.f.l . '._~~X~~. 
Four samples were processed from this locality (AEI, AE2, 
AE2-1 and AR2-2) (see Figs.J.2Q. 3.30), two of which, AE2 and AE2-1, 
were barren of structured nrganir material. Sample AE2-2 yielded 
one bisaccate pollen qrain and a chorate cyst so corroded as to be 
unidentifiable to generic level. Sample ~El yielded rare bisaccate 
pollen, also corroded. All organic material in these samples was 
black and at least partially corroded, and fine grained pyrite was 
common. 
5.10. Summary of palynological results. 
Samples of the Morvern Greensand from Mull and 
Morvern, yielded a consjstant. though never particularly diverse 
dinoflagellate cyst assemhlage, generally indicative of a late 
Albian to mid-Cenomanian rlge" T,ittle difference in the relative 
diversity and abundance of dinocysts from sections in Horvern and 
Mull was noticed, except for the rlhsence of Spiniferites spp. from 
the latter. 
The l.ack of structured organic material in silicified chalk 
samples BT12, A'flO and GR.3 may snggest that the ?Odontochitcina sp. 
and foraminiferid linings seen in thin section (see Fig.4.11) are 
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preserved as moul.ds, with none of the original organic material 
surviving. 
Samples of the Str~thaird Limestone and taig Gorge Sandstone 
yielded little of stratigraphic significance, the colour and 
corrosion of those dinoflagellate cysts seen indicating that they 
had been sllbjected to very high temperatures. A maximum range of 
Albian to Campanian can be tentatively construed for sample ST2 on 
dinoflagellate cysts with the OCf:UrrAnCe of HetArosphaeridium sp_ 
cf.difficile indicating a possible Turonian age. 
Few stratigraphically significant palynomorphs were 
encountpred in samples of the Beinn Iadain Formation (samples DES 
from the Beinn Iadain section, and FT). However, the 
long-ranging species of dinoflagellate cysts found in sample DES3 
confine the age of this unit to a range of Albian to Palaeocene. 
5.11. Summary of the biostratigraphical results. 
The stratigraphic position of the Morvern Greensand 
Formation, previously pl1t at a Late Albian to Middle Cenomanian 
age, is confirmed by the palynological evidence on the relatively 
diverse dinoflagellate cyst assemblage. The foraminiferal 
assemblage was almost negligable from this lithofacies. 
Conversely, the Grihun Chalk was effectively barren of 
palynomorphs but yielded a relative diverse assemblage of 
foraminifera in thin section. These are broadly indicative of a Late 
Cenomanian to Turonian age but this biostratigraphical evidence IS 
not conclusive. given the difficulties of positively identifying 
foraminiferjds in thin section. 
The Strathaird Limestone Formation is constrained to the 
Cretaceous on the occurrence of inoceramids in this lithofacies. 
It yielded a few dinoflagellate cysts but these tended to be poorly 
preserved although possibly indicative of a Turonian age. 
Calcareous microfossils in the Strathaird Limestone were dominated 
by calcispheres and the foraminiferal assemblage was dominated by 
planktonic forms. The foraminiferal assemblage is broadly 
indicative of a Turonian age on the occurrence of Whiteinella 
aprica and Heterohelix g.lobulosa but the occurrence of Hedbergella 
praehelvetica refines this to an Early to Middle Turonian age. 
The Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation was barren of any 
macrofauna and yielded few dinoflagellate cysts. These indicate an 
Albian to Palaeocene biostratigraphic range for this part of the 
succession. 
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6.1. Introduction. 
By integrating sedimentological, palaeontological and 
ichnological evidence it i~ possible to make detailed environmental 
interpretations for each of the lithotypes encountered dllring this 
study. The integrated eviden~e i~ also invaluable in reconstructing 
palaeogeographies on a local s~ale (see Section 6.3). In Chapter 7 
the relationship between the palaeoenvironments and structural 
features of the area is dis~ussed. 
Here, factors llsed as palaeoenvironmental indicators, in 
addition to ~edimentary fa~ies, will be described. These will then 
be applied to the major lithostratigraphical units of 
Cretaceous age 1n the Tnner Hebride~ Basin. 
6.2. Palaeoenvironmental indicators. 
Sedimentary palaeoenvironments can be reconstructed using 
sedimentary facies alone, especially where exposilre is good (e.g. 
Swift et al., 19877 Massari & Parea, 1988): but where there is poor 
exposure and considerable lateral variation in facies, all 
available eviden~e is required. Therefore, in addition to the 
primary sedimentary facies described in Chapter 4, the following 
factors will be taken into consideration: 
6.2.i. Glauconite. 
A large volume of literatnre has evolved on the mineralogy! 
formation and environmental significance of glauconite (see Burst, 
lQS8, for a review of pre-1958 papers; Hower, 1961.; Porrenga, 
1967), however little is known on the details of the environmental 
~onditions necessary for its genesis (Wildberg, 1980: Williams, 
1989. pers. comm.). The term "glauconite" is here used loosely to 
des~ribe dark green to dark greyiRh green argillaceous pellets 
which give the greensand lithofacieR its characteristic colour. The 
true mineralogy of these pellets was not investigated in this study 
but most were found to be allogenic (using the criteria stated by 
Wildberg, (1980)). 
In addition to the allogenic pellets which have sharp, 
smooth, surfaces with shrinkage cracks, there is also authigenic 
"matrix" glauconite which occurs in more amorphous pellets with 
"fuzzy" edges in the more argillaceous units of the Horvern 
Greensand. This may have a diagenetic origin or may have developed 
during sedimentation and can be used aR an indicator of fully 
marine though low energy conditions since most authors agree 
that glauconite forms in marine conditions at depths between 30 and 
2000m (Cloud, 1955; Burst, 1958; Porrenga, 1967). 
6.2.ii. Trace fossils. 
Trace fossils are the direct product of animal:sediment 
interactions and are therefore related to the specific 
environmental conditions in which the trace-making organism had a 
niche. Trace fossils are particularly useful in the interpretation 
of the dynamics of the sedimentary environment in which the animal 
lived. Where there is continuous slow deposition in a favourable 
environment, biogenic reworking will completely overprint any 
primary sedimentary structures, resulting eventually in a 
completely homogenized unit with rare identifiable ichnofossils. 
Continuous rapid deposition is usually indicated by sediments in 
which primary sedimentary structures are preserved. Trace fossils 
are rare in such an environment, and those found often have 
agglutinated walls such as Ophiomorpha and Thalassinoides which may 
have formed during the primary depositional phase, or are escape 
structures, the organism moving upwards to keep pace with the 
accumulating sediment. Where there is discontinuous, relatively 
rapid sedimentation with no erosion, the same degree of 
bioturbation is pos~ible as that occurring when there is continuous 
slow deposition. However, this depends on the thickness of the beds 
deposited rapidly. If these are very thick, the top only will be 
within range of burrowing organisms. 
One of the most common depositional regimes in marginal 
marine environments is where discontinuous periods of sediment 
accumulation are preceded and followed by erosion (Howard, in Frey, 
1975). The resulting bedding is charaterized by erosional upper and 
lower boundaries and a gradation from primary sedimentary 
structures in the lower third of the bed to a bioturbated top 
third, trace fossils becoming more abundant as the sedimentation 
rate decreases. Burrows at the top of the unit are then often 
truncated by the erosive base of the next sedimentary sequence. 
Specific trace fossil assemblages can be related to 
particular benthonic environments (following Seilacher, 1967) 1 but 
have to be used with care since similar burrows can be made by more 
than one type of organism adapted to possibly different 
environmental conditions. 
6.2.iii. Palynofacies~ 
The potential of assemblages of organic-walled microfossil 
as~emblages as depth and shoreline indicators was recognized early 
in the history of palynology (~pe review by Williams & Sarjeant, 
1967). Spores and pollen, being derived from terrestrial sources, 
are generally unreliable as indicators of depth or distance from 
shoreline alone since windborne pollen can remain airborne for over 
24 hours and its distribution is highly variable (Stanley, 1965; 
Williams & Sarjeant, 1967). The concentration of water-borne spores 
and pollen has been found in stUdies of modern environments to 
increase seawards to a maximum distance of 185 miles from the 
shoreline, decreasing after this distance (op cit.). However, when 
combined with other pal.ynomorphs, eHpecialJy dinoflagellate cysts 
and acritarchs, which increase in abundance and diversity with 
distance from shoreline, spore and pollen data becomes more 
significant. Living dinoflagellates are found occasionally in 
brackish water and freshwater environments and therefore the 
presence of dinoflagellate cysts alone cannot be used as an 
indicator of marine conditions (Williams & Sarjeant, 1967; Evitt, 
lQB5). 
A possible relationship between dinoflagellate cyst 
morphology and sedimentary environment was first suggested by 
Vozzhenikova (1965) in a model where thin-walled cysts with 
elaborate processes to assist buoyancy would indicate open marine 
conditions, while cysts with a thick endophragm and periphragm 
would be pre-adapted to higher energy, more marginal environments. 
The theory is supported in some stlldies of Cenomanian deposi ts 
(e.g. Davey, 1966; Tocher, lQS4). Chorate cysts have also been 
related to warm water masses (Davey & Rogers, 1975). 
Amorphous organic material can also be an important 
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environmental indicator, fibrous, membraneous and "spongy" material 
tending to indicate non-marine sources, while granular or "flakey" 
material tends to originate from a marine environment (Batten, 
1983). The presence of woody and cuticle material, when considered 
wi.th other groups of palynomorphs, can be used as a broad indicator 
of proximity of a shoreline as such relatively heavy palynomorphs 
tend to dominate total assemblages only within the innermost shelf 
area (Farr, 1988). 
6.2.iv. Macrofauna and flora 
As already discu~sed (Section 5.3), the macrofaunal 
diversity in the Cretaceous sediments of N.W. Scotland is extremely 
poor, and this is unlikely to be due to diagenesis (Section 4.5). 
However, where the mode of life of a fossil organism can be 
inferred from analogous extant forms, important palaeoenvironmental 
inferences are possible such as rate of sedimentation, suitability 
of the substrate for colonization etc. 
6.2.v. Calcareous microfauna. 
Because planktonic foramanifera appear to occupy 
different levels in the water column during their ontogeny, they 
can be used as indicators of water depth (Leary & Hart, 1989). 
Assemblages representative of all stages in the ontogeny of a given 
species are indicative of relatively deep water in which the life 
cycle is undisturbed, whilp assemblages dominated by juveniles only 
represent shallow water conditions in which depth is not sufficient 
to allow completion of the ontogenic cycle (op rit.). The only 
other calcareous microfossils encountered during this study were 
calcispheres. These are extremely common in some beds of the 
Hebrides Greensand and Inner Hebrides Limestone, but are of unknown 
affinities, though some may be calcareous-walled dinoflagellate 
cysts (Keupp, cited in J~rvis et al. r 1988), and under some 
conditions show an inverse relationship to organic-walled 
dinoflagellate cysts (Jarvis et a7.,1988). 
All the above factors ~re closely inter-related, even 
glauconite genesis usually requiring the presence of faecal pellets 
(Wildberg, 1980). Trace fossil.s, palynofacies, macrofauna and 
flora, and calcareous microfossils can be classified together into 
specific biofacies indicative of specific ecological conditions. 
6.3. Palaeoenvironmental analysis. 
By integrating the evidence from sedimentary facies, 
biofacies and broad lithofacies, the depositional palaeoenvironment 
of sediments can be rAcnnstructed in detail. In this section each 
lithostratigraphic unit will be discussed In stratigraphic order 
and the broad environmental changes which affected the Inner 
Hebrides Basin during the Late Cretaceous will be described in 
Section 6.4. See Enclosure 2 for logs. 
6.3.i. Palaeoenvironments of the Horvern Greensand. 
Sections will be analysed moving across the Tnner Hebrides 
Basin from East to West. 
Apart from the Lochaline White Sandstone Member, all the 
sediments of the Hebrides Greensand Formation can be interpreted as 
being of marine origin on the presence of authigenic glauconite in 
the silt fra~tion and a macrofaunal assemblage which is dominated 
by Exogyra spp. and Nei thea spp .. Al though there is considerable 
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variation in sedimentary facies between geographically close 
sections (e.g. compare logs for BHlO & BT) r this is largely a 
factor of exposure and preservation. Certain marker horizons can be 
correlated however, ~l)ch as the whole shell bed which can be 
located in LAA, LAWb and BH10 (see Enclosure 2). This particular 
bed contains the same fauna and matrix material in the same state 
of preservation in all three sections and is thus considered a 
valid "event horizon" (Seilacher, 1982) for correlation. 
The maximum transgressive phase nccurring during the 
deposition of the greensand lithofacies in Morvern i~ represented 
by the organic-rich ripple cross-laminated silty sandstone 
underlying the conglomerate at the BT section. and by the 
cros~-'aminated sandy silt~ and clays of BHlO below sample 10/~4-20 
(see Fig.6.l). 
The sedimentary facies comprising this part of the 
sllccession (Fac; es F, G f H, I &: l,) are typ; cal of the lower 
shoreface to offshore - transition zone of the shelf (Hamblin & 
Walker, 1979), below mean low water level but with limited clastic 
input and within the influence of storm activit.y. These facies 
contain a relatively high proportion of terrestrially-derived plant 
cuticle and woody material in comparision to facies higher in the 
succession, indicating the close proximity of land. Disemminated 
pyrite is common and may indicate locally reducing conditions 
within the sediment (Love, 1967). 
On palynological evidence, these sediments can be dated as 
latest Albian - earliest Cenomanian in age (see Sections 5.9.i & 
5.9.vi). The ripple cross-laminated glallconitic silty sandstone at 
CA, ~igg, may also correlate with this period of transgression but 
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Fig.6.1 Morvern Greensand (latest Albian-early Cenomanian). 
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there is no biostratigraphical data to support this. 
At the BT section, the baRal ripple cross-laminated 
sandstone is "nconformably overlai.n by the start of the next 
transgressive sequence, represented by an orthoconglomerate of 
Facies A. This phase of transgression makes IlP the buJk of the 
greensand sections in Morvern and Mull (based on similarities in 
the dinoflagellate assemblage, which indicates an early to middle 
Cenomanian range). The sedimentary facies sequence at BT is 
transgressive up to 14.4m, with a general trend towards medium to 
low energy intensively bioturbated argillaceous sandstones. The 
thorough bioturbation of many of these beds, resulting in a 
homogenous mixed sediment, reflects a low background sedimentation 
rate in predominantly medtllm to low energy conditions, as does the 
abund.ance of the free-lying bivalve Exogyra. This relatively quiet 
marine environment was interrupted by high energy storm events, 
resulting in the formation of shell lag and reworked shell bed 
deposits. These facies indicate deposition in a shallow water shelf 
environment between normal and. storm wave base, but with the 
landwards movement of storm wave base being suggested by the 
decreasing frequency of storm deposits between 12.S and 14.4m in 
the section. 
Thi.s transgressive facies sequence is not so clear in the 
Mull sections where ma~River highly bioturbated beds are less 
common (see Fig.6.2). Here, the sediment appears to have a higher 
argillaceous component and shelly, impure "limestones" (Facies K) 
are relatively common. The macrofauna is al.so slightly more diverse 
than in Horvern, gastropods and serpulid worm tllbes being very 
abundant in some beds. This implies that the sedimentation rate was 
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Flg.6.2 Morvern Greensand Formation (early-mid Cenomanian) 
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generally slow. Woody and cuticle material was rare in 
palynological preparations from these sections, indicating a 
position outside the inner shelf area (see fi.2.iii) r yet the 
frequency of storm-derived shel.l beds suggests that deposition 
occurred between normal and storm wave base. 
Above 14.4m in the BT section, shallowing water is indicated 
by the re-appearence of gently inclined parallel lamination (Facies 
F). Suggestive of an increase in sedimentation rate or rapid 
reworking of sediment under moderately high energy conditions is 
the scarcity of trare fossils, only a few ~alassinoides burrows 
being seen. In this section the contact between this unit and the 
overlying quartz arenite of the Lochaline White Sandstone Member is 
not exposed, but at LAA and AT the contact appears to be 
gradational. At both these localities there appears to be little 
sedimentological difference between the two units, the main 
distinguishing feature of the Lochaline White Sandstone being its 
lack of glauconite. The heavy mineral assemblage of the two is 
almost identical, the non-opaque mineral composition being 
dominated by tourmaline and zircon while the opaque mineral 
assemblage is dominated by leucoxene, magnetite, limonite and 
pyrite. The absence of glauconite in the Lochaline White Sandstone 
was thought by Humphries (1961) to be the result of constant 
reworking of greensand in a localized high energy shallow water 
environment r although he did not cite any sedimentological 
evidence. Sedimentary structures are difficult to discern in this 
quartz arenite due to the lack of contrast in the sediment, but 
tabular cross-bedding and Thalassinoides burrows are commOD. The 
preservation of ~ starfish in the Lochaline White Sandstone Member 
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at the TJochalinA Sand mine (MacLennan, 1949) suggests that deposition 
was very rapid (Gale, pers. comm.). 
The distribution of the t.ochaline White Sandstone 
lithofacies is suggestive of a bar or shoal (see Fig.6.3), 
particularly if a river is inferred down the lineament of the Great 
Glen Fault (see Section 7.2 , Fig.7.1) r but this may be a product 
of the limited outcrop. 
Resumption of glauconitic sandstone deposition is seen only 
in the BI sertion. There is a bioturbated boundary with the 
Lochaline White Sandstone lithofacies and a hiatus can thus be 
inferred. The glauconitic faci.es is fine-grained and highly 
bioturbated, thus indicating a return to relatively quiet water 
conditions with a slow rate of deposition or lack of sediment 
input. 
Palynofacies from the Horvern Greensand are difficult to 
interpret because of possible biases in the preservation potential 
of different sedimentary facies. Such biases often turned out to be 
opposite to the expected trend, with fine-grained clay and silty 
facies (e.g. Bll & BH10/24-20) often yielding less diverse and 
abundant assemblages than relatively high-energy deposits (e.g. BIS 
& BI6). Sandy limestones and sandstones with a fine-grained matrix 
usually yielded the best assemblages. 
All the dinoflagellate cyst assemblages from sections in 
Morvern and Mull were dominated by Oligosphaeridium complex, 
Circulodinium distinctum r Surculosphaeridium longifurcatum and 
Spinifer.ites ramosus, al] of which (except S. long.7:fu.f'catum) are 
considered to be relatively tolerant cosmopolitan forms (Tocher & 
,Jarvis, 1987). 
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Palynofacies analysi~ of all samples logged from the BT 
section shows a genera] increase in the number of genera with 
ornate morphologies and/or elaborate processes e.g. Microdinium, 
Floren t _i ni a and A chomosphaera spp * r up to 13. Om. These are regarded 
as relatively deep-water ~ssociated cysts (Davey & Rogers, 1975; 
To~her & Jarvis, 1987), ~lso being indicative of warm water 
conditions (Williams, 1977). 
The numbers of spore and bisaccate pollen grains show two 
apparent cycles in the BT sAction: a rapid decrease in numbers from 
BTl to BI19, followed by a similar event from 14 individuals in a 
single slide to zero withi.n 4.5m of sediment. The acritarch genus 
l1icrhystridium r which appears to indicate shallow water inshore 
conditions, especially when associated with Spiniferites spp. (Davey 
1970; Williams, 1977), also ocurs 1n SIS but IS not found elsewhere 
In the section. Woody and cuticle material was also common in this 
sample. However, this evidence must be interpreted with caution 
since sample BIS also yielded the most abundant and one of the most 
diverse assemblages of dinoflagellate cysts in the section, 
including the species listed above as being indicative of open 
marine, relatively deep water environments. 
Palynofacies from other greensand sections In Horvern and 
Mull are dominated by chorate dinoflagellate cysts. Sample BH10/48 
contained abundant hi saccate pollen grains and extremely rare 
dinoflagellate cysts yet comprised a highly bioturbated glauconitic 
sandstone. Sample BH10/J8 was also dominated by bisaccate pollen, 
though it also contained dinocysts. However, in both these samples, 
woody and cuticle materjal, which would be expected in abundance if 
the relatively high numbers of bisaccate pollen grains were taken 
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as an indicator of the close proximity of land, was rare. Spores, 
pollen, woody and Cllticle material were rare in samples from Mull 
while chorate cysts were relatively common, supporting the 
interprptation of these sediments as being of deeper water origin 
than the equivalent greensand facies in Morvern. 
The Lochaline White Sandstone lithofacies was barren of 
palynomorphs in all the sections sampled; this supports the 
interpretation of this unit as a hiqh energy deposit in which the 
sedimentation of very fine-grained «125J1In) material could not take 
place. At BI, the glauconitic sandstone overlying the Lochaline White 
Sandstone Member yielded Cleistosphaeridium armatum, Fromea amphora 
and some bisaccate pollen grains, supporting the model of a return 
to relatively quiet marine conditions in which such fine-grained 
material could be deposited. 
6.3.ii. Palaeoenvironments of the Gribun Chalk. 
Because of its limited exposure (see Fig.6.4) and the severe 
degree of alteration of the Gribun Chalk, detailed analysis of the 
conditions under which it was deposited is not possible. As already 
discussed however (Sections 4.2.N. & 4.5), the coarse fraction of 
the bioclastic content of the sediment is recognizable in thin 
section. The assemblage comprises inoceramids, thin-walled 
bivalves, echinoid plates and spines, bryozoans, calcispheres, 
planktonic and benthonic foraminifera and very rare dinoflagellate 
cysts. The diversity of this assemblage indicates a relatively 
favourable environment for the establishment of a stable ecosystem 
with respect to nutrients, oxygen, salinity and temperature, since 
the same groups of organisms occur in thin sections of the 
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silicified chalk from BI, AT, GR, and in clasts of silicified chalk 
from conglomerates on Mull. (TC) f Eigg (CA) and Skye (AE). 
Disaggregated inoceramid valves are fairly common and may indicate 
soft substrate conditions, the large surface area of these bivalves 
being a possible adaptation to semi-fillid substrates (Kennedy & 
Garrison, 1976). 
The chalk lithofacies presumably represents sedimentation 
over much, if not all, of the Inner Hebrides basin, and the rate of 
deposition must have been slow, given the fine grain size of the 
presumed matrix material of nannofossil debris. There are 
occasional horizons where bioclasts appear to be concentrated (see 
Fig. 6.5), probably representing current winnowing, but most of the 
bioclastic material in the Gribun Chalk appears to be randomly 
scattered through the matrix, pos~ibly due to bioturbation. 
Chalks from southern England and N.W. Europe have been 
generally described as pelagic sediments deposited in an outer 
shelf environment, well below storm wave base but influenced by 
possibly storm related bottom currents (H§kansson et al.,1974; 
Hancock, 1976; Kennedy & Garrison, 1976). However. the low 
diversity and small size of planktonic foraminifera from the Gribun 
Chalk may indicate relatively shallow water conditions using the 
model of Leary & Hart, (t989). 
The silicified chalk from the B1 section contains occasional 
flint nodules. These also make up a significant proportion of the 
clasts in some of the debris flow deposits (Facies Ri & Rii). Flint 
formation is thought to occur at depths within the sediment of 
5-10m (Clayton, 1986) r thus for flints to form r the Grjbun Chalk 
must have been at least Sm thick in Morvern. 
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Fig.6.5 Winnowed bioclast horizon in a thin section of Gribun 
Chalk from Beinn Iadain. The bioclasts are mostly 
infilled with coarsely crystalline silica but in the 
small bivalve in the centre of the picture 
silicification has pseudomorphed the original calcite 
prisms of the shell wall. Field of view 3mm. 
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6.3.iii. The palaeoenvi.ronments of the Strathaird Limestone Formation. 
The members of the Strathaird Limestone Formation are here 
considered together because the lithofacies of the Laig Gorge 
Sandstone appears to grade into the Strathaird Limestone. (See 
Fig.6.6 for lithofacies distribution). 
The Laig Gorge Sandstone on Eigg is dominated by poorly 
sorted, coarse-grained deposits, and on Skye by finer-grained but 
still poorly sorted sediments. Sedimentary facies are dominated by 
conglomerates and cross-bedded sandstones r both of which are 
indicative of high energy conditions, and consequently biogenic 
evidence is sparse. Reworked bone fragments and fish teeth are 
found in the basal conglomerate of the LG section which also 
contains calcispheres and small? poorly preserved planktonic 
foraminifera. These bioclasts identify the deposit as being of 
shallow marine origin, and when integrated with the 
sedimentological evidence, as being typical of the foreshore to 
shallow shoreface zone of a wave-dominated beach system (Clifton et 
al.,1971). 
The sedimentary facies sequence at Laig Gorge is 
transgressive, with an apparently rapid grading from the coarse 
grained sandstones to fine-grained micritic limestone over two 
bioturbated hardground surfaces. These hardgrounds record 
periods of non-deposition following erosional events, and may 
represent considerable hiatuses in the sedimentary sequence. High 
energy conditions are indicated by the monospecific trace fossil 
assemblage which consists of large (up to 5cm diameter) 
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~alassinoides burrows. These are infilled by micritic material, 
marking th~ start of carbonate deposition in this part of the 
basin. 
The Laig Gorqe Sandstone on Skye comprises similar poorly 
sorted (though finer-qrained) sandstone facies, also typi.caJ of 
relatively high en~rgy environment~, b1lt there is no biogenic 
evidence to indicate whether these were deposited In a fluvial or 
marine environment. At the ST section a paraconglomeratic horizon 
representing a high energy event is unconformably overlain by sandy 
micritic limAstone which, as in the LG section, rapidly fines 
upwards to a relatively pure biomicrite. This sequence represents a 
considerable decrease in depositional energy and clastic input. In 
other exposures of the Strathaird Limestone Formation on Skye, 
these basal conglomeratic and sandy limestone units do not appear. 
The blue-grey micrite (Facies 0, Oi, P) which comprises the 
Strathaird Limestone itself, is widespread in the Inner Hebrides 
Basin r being almost identical in biofacies and sedimentology in 
Mull, Eigg and Skye. The hiofacies is less diverse than in the 
chalk facies, being dominated by inoceramids r with rare thin-walled 
brachiopods and occasional echinoid plates being seen in thin 
section. The inoceramids are large and flat, indicating soft 
substrate conditions. and are nearly always found orientated with 
their long axes parallel to bedding. The microfauna appears more 
abundant but less diverse than the rhalk faries material with 
benthonic foraminifera being rare. Calcispheres dominate the 
planktonic microfaunal aRsemblage, but planktonic foraminifera are 
also common. Palynomorphs from the Strathaird IJimestone at LG and 
ST comprise dinoflagellate cysts, dominated by chorate forms, 
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including those with elaborate processes believed to be indicative 
of deep water offshore shelf conditions e.9. Florentinia and 
Achomosphaera spp. 
Calcispheres ~re considered to be an opportunistic group 
(Jarvis et al. r lQ88', often proliferating in neritic conditions or 
where surface water conditions are unfavourable to the normal 
plankton (Arthur et al., 1987). The relatively low diversity in 
planktonic foraminifera and dinoflagellate cysts in this facies may 
therefore be a primary ferlture dne t.o hostile surface water 
conditions in which calci~phere~ took advantage of the available 
nutrients. 
Tn thin section, rI clear linear orientation of bioclasts is 
visible with more bioclast-rich layers alternating with more 
mud-rich layers. This crude lamination is very fine, laminae being 
less than Imm in thickness. The preservation of such laminae 
indicates a low degree of bioturbation and periodic higher energy 
events than the quiet conditions necessary for the deposition of 
fine mud, which effectively concentrated the bioclastic material by 
suspending mud sedimentation. At the AE section, this finely 
laminated biomicrite grades into highly bioturbated biomicrite in 
which the bioclastic and matrix material is thoroughly mixed. Some 
of the burrows are infilled with pale silty material, testifying to 
the deposition of units now only preserved as burrow fills. 
Rhizocora7lium and MonocratArion type burrows are overprinted by 
Chondrites burrow systems. Chondrites is often found., as here, to 
be the last phase in a bioturbrlted sequence, and may represent 
dysaerobic conditions within the sediment (Bromley & Ekdale, 1984). 
Disemminated pyrite is common in the matrix and may indicate 
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organic-rich reducing environments within the sediment (Love, 
1967) . 
The low energy conditions in which these biomicritic facies 
were rteposited were interrupted by occasional high energy events 
rp.sul ting in the formation of scoured erosion 51.rfaces and the 
deposition of matrix-supported conglomerates (Facies R). These 
"event horizons" are wi despread wi thin the Strathaird llimestone, 
being mi.ssing on.ly at the T,G section. Clasts in these 
paraconglomerates are generally angular to sub-angular, suggesting 
a very immature sediment, ~nd comprise, almost exclusively, 
silicified chalk and flint clasts. The matrix material, where 
micritic, tends to be rather sandy and does not contain any 
recognizable fauna. This facies is very similar to pebbly debris 
flow deposits from the mid-Tl1ronian of the Lower Saxony Basin 
related to synsedimentary tectonic movements (Hilbrecht, 1988; 
Dahmer, pers. comm., 198q). 
At AU and CA, thi~ high energy facies is unconformable on 
the Morvern Greensand and at both these localities the clasts tend 
to be larger than those in the flows intercalated with the 
biomicrite facies. This may indicate relatively higher energy in 
the former, or a more proximal position on the flow. However, 
no evidence is available on which individual debis flow events 
could be correlated between sections. 
6.3.iv. Palaeoenvironments of the Beinn Iadain Mudstone Formation. 
Sedimentary facies within the Betnn Iadain Mudstone 
Formation are dominated by low energy, organic rich clastic facies. 
Plant stems and rootlets are common throughout, but no other 
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macrofossils were found. Palynofacies were dominated by structured 
cuticle and woody material. 
In the 81 sections, this sequence starts with organic rich 
clay containing large plant fragments. This is interpreted as a low 
energy water-lain deposit, there being no biogenic evidence for the 
salinity of the environment. Unconformably overlying this 1S a 
laminated sandstone facies. This is also organic rich and contains 
rare dinoflagellate cysts althouoh the palynofacies is dominated by 
woody material and plant c1lticles r indicating close proximity to 
land. This is overlain by organic-rich silt. This facies sequence 
is interpreted as probably representing a backshore swamp to 
estuarine environment r dinoflagellate cysts and terrestrial plant 
material being found in association up to the upper tidal reaches 
of modern estuarine environments (Farr, 1989). 
Sedimentary facies belonging to this Formation at FT are 
dominated by an apparently massive (probably highly bioturbated and 
therefore relatively slowly deposited) sandstone (the Feorlin 
Sandstone Member) which contains a thin conglomeratic horizon 
representing a high energy event. There is no biogenic evidence for 
the deDositional environment of this sandstone, but at the top it 
~ 
grades into heterolithic, ripple cross-laminated silty sandstone. 
The ripples appear to be ~ymmetrical, suggesting wave action,the 
clay indicating very low energy conditions and/or high rates of 
flocculation. There is no bioturbation at this boundary and the 
facies sequence is therfore interpreted as being continuous. The 
silty ripple cross-laminated facies grades into silty mudstone with 
numerous plant fragments reflecting extremly low energy conditions. 
The muddy part of this sequence, like that at BI. is interpreted as 
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a backshore lagoon/estuarine type environment while the sandy 
facies could represent a marine sho~l or fluvial bar in which a 
Ringle high energy (storm?) event is recorded. 
6.4. Broad palaeoenvironmental changes in the Inner Hebrides Basin 
during the Late Cretaceous. 
From the evidence described above, two major, and at least 
one minor, transgressive changes can be recognized within the 
Cretaceous sediments of the Inner Hebrides Basin. The first of the 
major transgressive sequences resulted in the deposition of the 
gla1lconitic shoreface to offshore facies of the Morvern Greensand 
and was widespread within the southern half of the basin, but there 
is no evidence that water depth ever exceeded severe-storm wave 
base during greensand deposition. A minor regressive event during 
the initial transgressive phase is represented by the erosion 
surface at the base of the ~nnglomerate llnit at the BT section but 
the resumption of transgression is recorded in the continuation of 
marine clastic deposition to the east (Horvern), with carbonate 
deposition starting in Mull. 
There is evidence (from the AT section) that the greensand 
was only partially lithified at the start of chalk facies 
deposition, the boundary between the two lithotypes being 
bioturbated. It is therefore possible that the hiatlls between the 
chalk and greensand sedimentary facies marks a period of 
non-deposition rather th~n actual regression and that the chalk 
records a later phase of the same transgressive event whose onset 
is marked by the start of greensand deposition. The chalk facies 
limestone. being deposited in relatively deep water conditions , 
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represents the maximum extent of this first major transgression in 
the Inner Hebrides Basin during the Cretaceous. 
Regression following the deposition of the chalk facies 
limestone is marked by the silicification and erosion of the Gribun 
Chalk. However, this was fal10wAd by another major transgression, 
represented by the Strathaird Tlimestone Formation. This sequence 
may record a considerablA JnrrA~Se in water depth, given the wide 
sAdimentary facies rangA r from the coarse shallow marine sediments 
af the taig Gorge Sandstone Member to biomicrites, but this may 
simply be a product of a waning supply of clastic sediment since 
the biomicrites appear to have been deposited under neritic 
conditions. 
The contact between the Strathaird Limestone Formation and 
the shallow water, organIC rich facies of the Beinn Tadain 
Formation is not exposed in any of the sections logged, but it 
represents a considerable change in sedimentary environments from 
relatively deep water, low energy marine limestones to backshore 
low energy facies. Thus a hiatus between the two lithotypes is 
inferred, dllring which reqression occurred. 
The relationship between palaeoenvironments, biostratigraphy 
and tectonics will be discllssed in Chapter 7. 
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the Cretaceous. 
7.1. Introduction. 
The palaeoenvironmental evidence discussed in Chapter 6 
becomes especially valllable when Jntegrated with strnctural and 
biostratigraphic data to e'u~idate the effect and timing of 
tectonic activity. Tn this concluding chapter, the relationships 
between the sediments and major structural features of the basin 
will be described (Section 7.2) r followed by the biostratigraphic 
evidence for the timing of the vari.o1ls depositional phases in the 
basin d1)ring the CretaceOlls (Section 7.3). The Cretaceous history of 
the basin will then be briefly compared with that of Northern 
Treland and other areas of Europe (Section 7.4). 
7.2. Tectonic controls on sedimentation. 
From Fig.6.1 it is evident that the initial phase of 
transgression in the Tnner Hebrides Rasin during the Cretaceous was 
widespread, the resl11t i ng organic-rich glauconitic sandstones being 
preserved as far north as ~igg and indicating a ~oastljne well. east 
of Reinn Iadain. During the ~econd transgr~ssive pulse recorded in 
the Horvern Greensand (Fig.6.2), the coastline appears to be nearer 
Beinn Iadain, with clastic-rich sediments also being deposited in 
the south of Mull (AU). The distribution of the Lochaline White 
Sandstone appears to parallel th~ trend of the Great Glen Fault 
(see F19.6.3). This may b~ a product of limited expOS1.lre, bllt the 
Great Glen Fault provide~ an obvious structural lineament down 
which run-off from the Srnttish Highlands l,andmass could be 
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Fig. 7.1 Possible conditions for the formation of 
the Lochallne White Sandstone bar. 
rh~nn~11ed. A wave direction across the basin from the north west 
meeting fluvial currents from the Great Glen area wOllld result tn 
the formation of a ~pit or bar tr~nding parallel t.o the fluvial 
current direction (see Fig.7.1). This bar would migrate in a 
north-westerly direction as relative sea level dropped. The 
occurrence of low energy glauconitic sandstones overlying the 
Lochaline White Sandstone may refect the continuation of 
trangression and the consequent sOllth-easterly migrati.on, or 
destruction, of the bar. 
The main ~tructllral control on the deposition of the 
Motvern Greensand Formation therefore appears to have been the 
Scottish Highlands Landmass and the transgression probably reflects 
a eustatic rise in sea level and/or general subsidence in the 
Hebrides area rather than movement on the fallits boundj,ng the Inner 
H'ebrjdes basin. 
Further downwarping/eustatic ri~e in sea level resulted in 
the widespread deposition of chalk facies limestones in the Jnner 
Hebrjdes area. No ch~lk is preserved in situ north or east of Beinn 
Iadain but the palaeogeographical extent of chalk deposition 
(reflected by the abllndance of si.licified chalk clasts in the 
Strathaird Limestone), probably extended well onto the Scottish 
Highlands Landmass r westwards over the Sea of the Hebrides Basin 
and northwards over Skye and into the Minch Basin. 
A period of effective regression resulted in the sub-aerial 
weathering, silicification and erosion of most of the chalk in the 
Tnner Hebrides area (and probably the whole of N.W. Scotland). 
Rapid transgression in the Inner Hebrides Basin is indicated 
by the depos;' tion of the r.a;g Gorge sandstone whi ch is shallow 
marine in origin yet poorly sorted, indicating a lack of reworking. 
Two stillstands or periods of non-depOSition are recorded hy the 
formation of hardgrounds in the T,~ig Gorge sect10n following which 
~arbonate deposition appears to have dominated throughout the basin 
(SAP Fig.fi.5), indi("Rting either ~ lack of clastir' input or further 
relatively rapid deepening of the basin. Synsedimentary tectonic 
movement in the region is indicated by the widespread debris flow 
deposits whj~h sometimes intercalate with the Strathaird limestone. 
The Strathaird Limestone Formation is thickest in the 
deepest part of the Inner Hebrides half-graben which suggests that 
the tectonic movement responsible for the debris flows was related 
to the Camasunary Fault, sediment being shed eastwards off the 
Tiree-Stanton Banks High. It is ~lso prohable that the cause of 
this phase of relatively rapid transgression was at least partly 
due to the deepening of the basin through downthrow on the 
Camas unary fault rather than a slow regional downwarping. (The 
position of the An Leac section at the time of deposition with 
respect to the Camasunary Fault is unclear. since the line of the 
fault in Skye has since been rlistorted by the extrusion of the Skye 
Plutonic Centre (Bell, & Harris r 1986)). Similar debris flow facies 
preserved on the downthrow side of the Great Glen Fault in the south 
of Mull may suggest that this area was also active at the time. 
The preservation of the Beinn Iadain Formation reflects a 
~ubsequent period of suhsidence in the southern part of the Tnner 
Hebrides Basin (Mull & Korvern). 
7.3. The timing of depositional phases in the Inner Hebrides 
Basin during the Cretaceous. 
The ini.tial phase of transgression i.n the Inner Hebrides 
Rasin ~an be datAd with some ~ertainty on dinoflagellate cysts to 
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the late~t Albian tn ~arliest Cenomanian, trangression continuing 
with the deposition of glallconitir sandstones and limestones until 
th~ Middl~ Cenomanian. This age range agrees with that indicated by 
the macrofauna previously reported, and found during thi~ study, 
from the Horvern Greensand (~ee SAGtions 5 . .3 &: 5.10). 
The paurity of stratigraphically diagnosti~ palynomorphs from 
the Gribun Chalk and the problems of po~itively identifying 
foraminifera from thin sections have already been discussed, 
(Sections 5.10 & 5.11) ~ but the available biostratigraphic data 
suggests that the chalk facies limestone was deposited in the Late 
Cenomanian. This lithofacies thus represents the continuation of 
the major transgressive episode whi.ch started In the late Albian 
with the deposition of the Marvern Greensand. 
T.ithostratigraphirally, deposition of the Strathaird 
Limestone must post-date the depos~tion and uplift of the Gribun 
Chalk because of the occurrence of silicified ch~lk clasts in the 
debris flows interbedded with the limestone. However, the available 
microbiostratigraphic data suggests an Early to Middle Turonian 
age. Therefore, the post-chalk regression must have been very 
rapid to allow for the ~ilicificationr weathering and erosion of 
the Gribun Chalk prior to the deposition of the Strathaird 
Limestone and was very poss~bly fault controlled. 
No biost.ratiqraphically useflll data was obtained from t.he 
Beion Iadain Formation other th~n a maximum range of Albian to 
Palaeocene on dinoflagellate cyst~ and there is thus no evidence 
that this unit is Cretaceous in age. 
7.4. Comparison of Cretaceous sediments in the Inner Hebri.des 
area with other Cretaceous deposits in N.W. Europe. 
Geoqraphic~11Yr the closest onshore outcrop of Cretaceous 
rocks to the Hebrides areA is in Antrim, Northern Ireland. 
Deposition of fossilifernllS glauconitic sand~tones (the Hibernian 
Greensands) started in Antrim in the Early to Middle Cenomanian, 
wi th an erosive phA se in the rIa te Cenoman ian (Hancock, 1961). No 
deposits of Turonian age are preserved in Antrim but a remanie 
Turonian fauna is found at the base of the Upper Glauconitic 
Sandstone (Rawson r At al.(1978). 
Clastic sedimentation resumed in Northern Ireland in the 
late 1'uroni an and continued unti 1 the St=lntoni.an when carbonate 
sedimentation began to dominate with the deposition of the Ulster 
White Limestone which continlled until the early Maastrichtian 
(Hancock, 1961; Fletcher, 1977; Rawson et ai. r lg78). Thus, 
although the Albian-early Cenomanian transgression is recorded in 
Northern Ireland with the deposition of similar marginal 
clastic deposits to thosA in N.W. Scotland, on the aqes indicated 
by microfossils during thiR study, neither the Gribun Chalk or the 
Strathaird Limestone can he cnrrelated with the {lIster White 
IJimestone. 
Worldwide transgressive peaks collated by Hancnck & Kauffman 
(1979) and Haq et aJ. (1987) include a major transgression starting 
in the early Late Albian (this is described as "the trt=lnsgression 
that carried Cretaceous seas onto many ancient massifs" (Hancock & 
Kauffman, 1979»), followed by another in the Early Turonian (see 
Fi;.7.2). Jarvis et a7. (1988), desrribe rapid transgression during 
the mid-late Cenomanit=ln in the Anglo-Paris Basin, with continuing 
sea level rise in the early Turonian. The initial phase of 
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Fig.7.2 Sequence stratigraphy for the Inner Hebrides Basin during the Cretaceous. 
transgres~ion during the l~te Albjan to Cenomani.an is marked by 
greensand depn~jtion 1n many margin~l area~ in N.W. ~l\rOpe, 
including N.W. S~otland and Antrim but as widespread a~ Bornholm, 
Denmark; Polan~ and S.w. ~nqland. Tn the North Sea and Southern 
England chalk depnsition continued through the Cpnomanian and 
Turonian and into the Campanian with minor regres~ive episodes and 
~tillstands baing marked by erosion surface~ and hardgrounds 
(Hancock, 1976; Rawson, 1978). 
Depositional episodes in the Tnner Hebrides Basin during the 
Creta~eOll~ thereforp appear to correlate with major eustatic sea 
level changes, the latp Albian-early Cenomanian transgression 
resulting in the deposition of the Morvern Greensand with the 
~ontinuation of sea level rise through the late Cenomanian 
resulting in the deposition of the Gribun Chalk (see Fig.7.2). 
The depositinn of the Strathaird Limestone in the Early 
Turonian correlates with the worldwide transgressive peak at this 
time (Hancock & Kauffman, 1979; Haq et aI., 1987) and also exhibits 
features typical of this particular period of trangression, 
organic-rich micritic limestone~ with a diverse plankton dominated 
by calcispheres occurring throughollt N.W. Europe during the Early 
Turonian e.g. in thA Haute Savoie at the base of the Sewen 
Limestone in the Alp~ (Hart, 1990, pers.comm.) and in the south 
Pyreenees (Caus, 1990. per~.comm.). Widespread debrj~ flow 
deposits, almost identical to those seen within the Strathaird 
Limestone Formation from the Mid-Turonian of N.W. Germany 
(Hilbrecht, 1988) ( and Poland (Peryt, 1989, pers. comm.), may 
suggest that tectonic activity ~uring this period was widespread. 
8.1. Stratigraphical implications of the study. 
The revised lithostratigraphy, combined with the new 
biostratigraphical data discussed in Chapter 5, disagrees with most 
previous stratigraphic schemes for the Cretaceous strata of N.W. 
Scotland (see Section 1.2). The evidence cited in this study puts the 
start of deposition of the Morvern Greensand in the latest Albian, 
sedimentation continuJng into the Mid-Cenomanian. a slightly older age 
than that previously desrribed (see Fig.l.2). The probable cenomanian 
age of the Gribun Chalk indicated by micropalaeontologica] evidence 1n 
this study is supported lithostratigraphically by the occurrence of 
silicified clasts of Grtbun Chalk in the Strathaird Limestone which 
appears to be of an Early - Mid-Turonian age. The biomicritic 
limestones. sandstones and conglomerates of the Strathaird Limestone 
Formation have not formerly been recognized as representing a later 
phase of deposition than that represented by the Gribun Chalk, both 
being assigned a Senonian age by previous authors (e.g. Adams, 1960; 
Rawson et ai., 1978). No evidence that the Beinn Iadain Mudstone 
Formation is of Cretaceous age was forthcoming during this study. 
The strata of known Cretaceous age preserved in the Inner 
Hebrides and Morv~rn thl\s represent depositional phases ranging over a 
relatively limited time period (Late Albian to late Middle Turonian) in 
comparison to the Early Cenomanian to Maastrichtian range cited by 
previous authors (e.g. Judd, 1878; Lee & Bailey, 1925; Lee & Pringle, 
1932; Rawson et al., 1978). 
8.2. Palaeoenvironmental conclusions of the study. 
Detailed environmental intprpretation of the Cretaceous 
sediments of the Tnner Hebrides Basin has allowed the recognition of 
rel~tive ~ea levAl ch~nge~ ~ffectinq the basin. These are summarized 
aR follows (see Fig.7.2): 
(I') latest lb' 
. A ... tan to ~arly Cenomanian - the Rtart of 
deposition of the Marvern Greensand marks the initiation of a major 
trangresson in the Inner HebrideR Basin. 
(ii) Early to Mid-Cenomanian - further greensand deposition 
indicates continuing sea }pvel ri~e with more carbonate-rich facies 
being deposited. In the Mid-Cenomanian a minor regressive episode may 
be indicated by the deposition of the Lochaline White Sandstone 
Member. 
(iii) late Mid to Late Cenomanian - following a hiatus, which 
may indicate a stiJl,stand andlor lack of clastic input, carbonate 
sedimentation became dominant in the Tnner HebrideR Basin, resulting 
in the deposition of the Gribun Chalk Formation and indicating a 
continued rise jn relative Rea level. 
(iv) latest Cenomanian to earliest Turonian - a relatively 
short-lived but pronounced drop in relative sea level, probably due 
to local tectonic movement, resulted in the weathering and erosion of 
the now-silicified chalk lithofacies. The conditions under which 
silicification of the Gribun Chalk occurred are, at present, unknown. 
(v) Early to Middle Turonian - rapid marine transgression is 
marked by the deposition of the poorly sorted Laig Gorge Sandstone 
Member followed by carbonate mud deposition (the Strathaird 
Limestone). Carbonate deposition was periodically interrupted by high 
energy debris flows initiated by Rynsedimentary tectonic movements 
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along the Camasunary 'RUJ.t. 
The Strathaird Lime~tone Formation represents the youngest 
deposit of known Cretaceou~ age in the Tnner Hebrides Basin. 
8.3. Regional implications of the study. 
From the biostratigraphic evidence described in this study, 
although greensand fa('ies sediments in Antri.m (the geographically 
clo~e~t onshore Cretaceous ~trata to the Tnner Hebrides), can be 
correlated broadly with the Horvern Greensand Formation, later 
deposits of Cretaceou~ age 1n Northern Ireland do not reflect the 
same periods of depn~ition as those indicated by th~ sediments in the 
Inner Hebrides Basin. However, major periods of relative sea level 
change in the Inner Hebrides Basin correlate with major eustatic sea 
level fluctuations documented by Hancock & Kauffman (1979) and Haq et 
aT., (1987), although the magnitud~ of the sea level changes differ 
(see Fig.7.2). These differences in relative scale are interpreted as 
being the product of the local tectonic movements on which the 
eustatic changes were imposed. ~fany lithological features of the 
Cretaceous sediments of the Inner Hebrides Basin are similar to those 
exh, bi ted by other Mid to T,t:! te CretaceOlls sediments in N. W. Europe I 
the initial Mid CretR~pouS transgression being marked by the 
deposition of glauconit.ic clastic sediments followed by chalk 
sedimentation in the early Late Cretaceous in southern England, 
Denmark, Poland and Germany. The Strathaird Limestone Formation 
exhibits features typical of the Early Turonian transgressive episode 
(see Section 7.4). ThRt global events and widespread environmental 
changes c~n be recognized in the Cretaceous strata of the Inner 
Hebrides is of some potential significance, given the apparent 
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i~nlatinn, relatively small ~ize and high palaeolatitude of the Inner 
Hebrides Basin. 
ApPENDIX I: NOTES ON FORAMINIFERA SEEN IN THIN SECTION. 
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This appendix comprises brief descriptions of the main 
diagnostic features of selected foraminiferid taxa identified from 
thin sections. No attempt~ at formal diagnoses are made and 
complete synonomies are not listed although key references are 
given. 
a) Planktonic foraminifera. 
Genl1~ Hedbergella Rronniman & Brown, 1958. 
Hedber-gel.lR is charactari zed by hav; ng a. trochospi ral r 
biconvex, non-keeled test. The chambers are rounded and the 
nmbi.licl.ls range~ from narrow to relati.vely wide (up to 25% of the 
maximum diameter of the test) (Robaszynski & Caron, 1979). 
Hedbergellids are difficult to distinguish from whiteinellids in 
thin section, the latter also having a biconvex, non-keeled test 
with globular to ovoid chambers but generally having a larger 
umbilicus than Hedbergella (op cit.). 
Occurrence: BI12r GR1, LG6, ST1, ST2. 
Hedbergella delr"ioensis (Carsey) 
1926 Globigerina cretacea d'Orbigny var.delrioensis Carsey,p.43. 
1977 Hedbergella delr.ioensis (Car~ey) ;Carter & Hart,p.35,pl.4, 
Remarks: H. delrioensis is distinguished in thin section by having 
a narrow umbilicus (16-20% of the maximum diameter of the test) 
(Robaszynski & Caron, 1979) with a moderate to low spire (Carter & 
Hart, lq77). In lateral view the test appears asymmetrical. 
Occurrence: Bl1~r GR3, LG6, ST2. 
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Genl.\~ HAterohe 7 i x Ehrenberg, 1843. 
The test cnmprj~es bi~prially arranged subglob111i1r to 
globl\lar chambers, oVAr~ll t~st morphology tapering to th~ early 
planispiral1y arrRnqed rhambers. 
Heterohelix globulo.t;a (Ehrenberg) 
1840 Textularia globu7nsa Ehrenberg,p.135 r pl.4,figs 2b,4b,5b,7-8b. 
1967 Retero.helix g7ohuJosa (Ehrenh~rg) ;P~ssagnofP.260,pl.187. 
Remarks: This species is characterized in thin section by the 
highly inflated later chambers, giving a broad triangulate outline. 
Occurrence: BT 1 2, S1'J, 51'2, T ,G6. 
Genus .Praeglobotrunrana Bllrmudez, 1952. 
Praeglobotruncana praehelvetica (Trujillo) 
1960 RllgogJobigerina praehe}vetica Trlljillo p .. 340-341,pl.49, 
fjgs 6a-c. 
1979 P.raeglobotruncana praehe7vetica (Trujillo) ; Robaszynski & 
Caron,p.46-47,pl.47,figs ld,2c. 
Remarks: P. praehelvetica is characterized in thin section by 
having an asymmetrical, plano-convex test with a pseudo-keel formed 
by a line of pustules sometimes seen in lateral view. Because of 
the lack of a true keel, the species could equally be placed in 
flhiteinella (Robaszynski. & Caron, 1979) or HedbergelJa (Hart, 1990, 
pers. corom.). 
Occurrence: LG6 r ST2. 
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G~nl1S W'hiteine,Lla PessRgno, 1967. 
As already noted, whitpinellids are similar to hedbergellids 
but have a larrr,pr 11mbil;cl.\~ (up to .3~% of the max1.mum diameter of 
the test) (Robaszynski & Caron, 1979). The two genpra cannot be 
easily separated sin('A transitional forms are common (op cit.). 
Whi teine 77 a apr-iea (l.oebl ich. & T::Jppan) 
1961 Ticinella aprica Loeblieh & Tappan,p.292,pl.4,figs 14-16. 
1979 71hiteineIl!1. aprir!1. (l,oebl; ('h & Tapp;:m) ;Robaszynski & Caron, 
pp.157-160 r pl.12,figs la-e,2a-c. 
Remarks: In thin sP('tinn r W. apriea is characterized by a very low 
trochspiral, slightly asymmetrical test with circular chambers. The 
umbilicus is shallow b\lt wide {rea('hing approximately 25% of the 
maximum diameter of the test (op cit.). 
Occurren('e: BT12, GR1. STJ. 
Whiteinella archaeocretacea Pessaqno 
1967 Tlhiteinella archaeocretacea Pessa,gno,p.298,pl.51,figs 2-4; 
pl.54rfigs 19-?5;pl.100rf;g~8. 
Remarks: 11. archaeocretacea differs from V. aprica in having a 
slightly higher trocho~pir~, more elongate chambers and a wider 
umbilicus. 
Occurr~nce: LG6, ST2. 
Tlh.ite,ine17a baltirR Douglas & Rankin 
1969 Vhiteinella balt7'ca Douglas & Rankin,p.197+ 
Remarks: W. baltica has a low trochospire and chambers which are 
circular in section. The test i~ chara('teristically almost 
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bilflt.e r a.l1y ~ymmetri.cf\l ::Ind the umb;)irll~ i~ n~rrow (less than 25% 
nf the maximum diampter of the test) (Robaszynski & C~ron, 1979). 
OCC"llrrence: J,G6, S1'2. 
GenUR Rotalipora Rrotzen 
rh~ qenu~ RntaJipora romprises sinqle k~eled foraminjf~ra 
with ~ trnrhospiral te~t and angl11a r to rhomboid chambers. Examples 
of this genlls Sl?l?n in a thin sert.inn of Griblln Chalk clasts in a 
conglomerate from Strathaird (slide STl-2) showed the 
rha.raC"teristic high ang"larity of the chambers and well-developed 
b) Benthonic foraminifpra. 
Genns TAxtl17aria Defrancl? 1n de Blainv;11e r lR?4. 
l en S '" 1 . hiT l' kl? .... T~xtll. arla c apman . ... .I3 .. 1C .r 
Remarks: The test i.s bi s~rial, triangulate in olltli ne and has a 
distinctively widening qrowth form (Jenkins & Murray, 1QS9). The 
chambers are globular but rather elongate. The wall of this 
species is composed of finely agglutinated material. 
OC("llrrence~ BI12r GR.3. 
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ApPENDIX II: SYSTEMATIC PALYNOLOGY. 
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Systematic palynology. 
Dinoflagellate cysts are here classified according to 
archaeopyle type, following the ~rgument of Singh (1983) that a 
" tural" Sl 9 ",' 1 . f' t' f d' fl 1] t t' n~ " .. .lper en~rl C C85S1 lca. ,lon 0 lno age ,a e cys s 1S 
impracticable, cysts representing nne part of the dinoflagellate 
lifecycle of which the mntile stage is not preserved, and extant 
dinoflagellates representing a "relict" SllrvivaJ from the late 
Mesozoic to which many extinct Meso~nic forms cnllld not be related. 
Genera and speCles listed conform to the 1989 Index (Lentin 
& Williams, 1989) and are grouped according to archaeopyle type 
following Wilson & Clowes (1980) and Singh, (1983). Detailed 
descriptions are given only where a morpho type differed from the 
original or previously emended diagnosis. Genera within a given 
~rchaeopyle group are treated alphabetically. Unless otherwise 
stated, the range of measurements given under "Dimensions" for each 
speCIes were taken from six specimens. 
Phylum Algae 
Division PYRROPHYTA Pascher 1914 
Class DINOPHYCEAE Fritsch 1929 
I. Dinoflagellate cysts having an apical archaeopyle. 
Genus BRtiRcasphRera Drugg r 1970b. 
Genotype Batiacasphaera comptR Drugg r 1970b. 
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Battacasphaera euteiches (Davey) 
Plate 1, Fig.l. 
1969 Chytroeisphaeridia eutelches Davey,p.14,pl.4,figsl,4,6. 
1979 Batiarasphaera euteiches (Davey) ;Davey,p.217. 
Remarks: The outer shell wall was densely granular. 8.euteiches 
was noticAably darker in colour than most other species of dinocyst 
in a given sample. 
Dimensions: Diamet~r of shAll 18-47~m. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A, BTl: BI5, BT6, BT7, BI8, BI9, BIIO. 
Genus Ch.7 amydophore1.7 a Cookson & Ej"senack r 1958; 
emend.Duxbury, 1983. 
Genotype Chl a mydoph ore 11 a nyei Cookson & F,j"senack, 1958. 
Chlamydophorel1a discreta Clarke & Verdier, 1967. 
Plate 1, Fig.2. 
1967 Chlamydophore1.1a discreta Clarke & Verdier,p.24 r pl.2,figs 9,10, 
text-fig.9. 
Remarks: The rod-like pillars separating the inner body and outer 
membrane are flat topped and of apparent uniform length. 
Dimensions: Overall diameter 28tM . 
Lenqtb of pillars 3~~. 1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: BT1. 
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Genu~ Cirrulodinium Alberti,1961. 
Genotype Circulodinium hirte71um Alberti ,1961. 
C7'rcu]ndinillm distinctllm (Deflandre & Cookson) 
PJrJte 1, Fig.3. 
1955 Cyclonephe.lil..lm distinrtnm Deflandre & Cook~on,pp.285-286,pl.2, 
fig.14;text-figs 47-48. 
1989 Circ111odin1'nm dist1'nctum (Deflandre & Cookson) ;Jansoni.l.ls,p.204. 
Remarks: C.distinrtum showed ~ high degree of variation: in process 
detail, spines terminating in a blllnt end or branching; also in the 
size of th~ central body- The llnnrnamented mid-dorsal and mid-ventral 
areas also varied in size. 
Dimensions: Length nf central body 31-78pm. 
Width of central body 28-72~~. 
Length of prnceRseR 3-17~~- (10 speCImens measured). 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A. LAW(b)B, LAW(c)l, BHI0/32, BHIO/38, eN831], 
CN838~ eN87, BTl, BIl, BI4, 815, 816. BI8, AT1, AT2, 
AT7, GR1, STI. ST2. 
Genus C7eistosphaeridium Davey et al •• 1966. 
Genotype CZeistosphaeridium diversispinosum Davey et al. 
Cleistosphaeridium armatum (Deflandre) 
Plate 1, Fig.4. 
19.37 Hystrichosphaeridium armatum Deflandr~rp.76,pl.16,fi,gs 6,7. 
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lq63 8alti~phaeridium armatum (Dpflandre) ;Downie & Sarjeant,p.91. 
1969 Cleistosphaeridium armatum (Deflandre) ;Davey,p.153,pl.8, 
figs 1,1.,12. 
Rema~ks· Th' . h d' t' t ' "h' " 
.' .. ~. . IS speC'1p.s . ::IS a lS .lnc ,lve aJry appea.rance. Process 
length varip.d by up to 5t~ on a single specimen, with striations 
occasi.onally being visible on the proximal processes. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central bndy 18-37~~. 
Length of processes 7-17~m. 
Occurrence: I.AW(b)A, T.AW(b)l. [,AW(b)B, BH10/24-20, BH10/32, BIl-14, 
8T16, RT19, AT1, AT2, CNR113, CN818, CN87, GRl, 5T2. 
C7 . t h 'd . f "d" t It D 1 ~ A7. S osp aer.7 HIm sp. C .15J unc 11m avey et a • 
Plate 1, Fig.5. 
1966 Cleistosphaeridium "d.i,c;junctnro" Davey et al. ,p.169,pl.1l,fig.9. 
Remarks: In view of the reg1llar arrangement of proC'p.sses sp.en in the 
holotype. the original allocation of this species to Cleistosphaeridium 
was provisional (Davey et a 7., 1966). Reid (1974, p.591) r considered 
the species to be a jl1ninr synonym of Lingu.Zodinil.lm machaerophorum 
(Deflandre & Cooksnn) r but the procp.sses of specimens seen in the 
Scottish samples did not reflect a consistant paratabulation pattern and 
therefore they are tentativ~ly referred to Cleistosphaeridtum. 
Dimension: Diameter of central body 37-4qtM. 
Length of processes 11-17~®. 
OCCllrrence: LAW(b)A, BH10/32, CN818, eN87, BIB, BI9, BI14, AT2, ST2. 
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Cleistosphaeridil1m ?flexuosllm Davey et al.: 
emend.Sarkar & Singh 
Plate 1 r Fi g. 7. 
1966 Cleistosphaeridillm ?flexuosum Davey et al.,p.169 ,pl.2,fig.5. 
1988 Cleistosphaeridium ?f.7exuosum Davey et al.;Sarkar & Singh,p.39. 
Remarks: C.flexl1osum i~ distinguished by the flexuous nature of its 
rather fibrous processes. Specimens assigned to this species conform to 
the original diagnosis hllt dne to the corroded na.tl.lre of the cysts in 
sample ST~ it was impossible to tell whether the flexous processes were 
a primary morphological feature. 
Dimensi ons: I,ength of centt'r! 1 body 32pm. 
Length of processes ?14tM. 
Occurrence: ST2. eNA7. 
CJeistosphaeridium hugl1oniotii (Valensi) 
Plate 1. Fig. 6 . 
1955 Hystrichosphaeridinm huguoniotii Valensi ,p.38,test-fig.2a. 
1960 HystrichosphrlAridium anchoriferum Cookson & Eisenack,p.8,pl.2, 
fig.ll. 
1966 Clei.<;tosphaeridJ:um anchoriferum (Cookson & Eisenack) ;Davey et 
a7.,p.167,pl.9,fig. 1 • 
1969 Clei s tasphaeri di um huglJan.i ot i.i (Va.lens i) ; Davey, p. 135. 
1978 Chi amydophore 7 7 a hugl10ni ot.i 7' (Valens i) ; Da vey , p. 893. 
1981 Cleisto.9phaeridium huglJoniotii {Valensj)Davey;r,entin & Williams, 
p,,49~ 
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Remarks: C.huguonintii and r.anchoriferum are here considered to be 
the Rame species, the former name taking precedent. The processes are 
distinctively anchor-shaped. 
Dimensions: Diameter of cent.ral body 26-43~tm. 
IJength of processes 1)-10f.1ID. 
Occurrence: Id~W(b)A, RH10/32, BH10/J8, eN87, BTl, SIS, BI6, BI9, AU7, 
AT1,A'T'2, AT7. 
Genus F:pA7 i dosphaeri di a Davey 11969. 
Genotype Epel idosphaeri di a spino.c:a (Cookson & Hughes, 1964) 
Epel.idosphaeridia .c:pinosa (Cookson & Hughes) 
Plate 1, Fig.8. 
1962 Palaeoperidinium ~plnosa Cookson & Hughes,p.49.pl.8,figs 6-8. 
1969 Epel.idosphaeridia spinosa (Cookson ~ Hughes) ~Davey;p.143. 
Remarks: Examples of this species conformed to the original diagnosis, 
.::Ill individuals logrred hrtving rt smooth periphragm.E.spinosa tended to 
be slightly darker in ~olour than most other dino~ysts in a given 
sample but gener.::llly appeared well-preserved. 
Dimensions: Length of body 1)2-6~pm. 
Width of body 46-58~®. 
r,ength of spines 2-7 ~®. 
Occurrence: LAW{b)l, BH10/24-20, BI5, BI8, BI14, AU7, AT1, AT2. 
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Genus F'romea Cookson & Ei ~ena("k emend. Yun. 1981. 
Genot.ype F'romea amphora Cookson & Ei. senack r 1958. 
Plat.e 1, Fig.9. 
1958F'romea amphora Cookson & F.i.senack,p.56,pl.5,figs 10,11.. 
Remarks: Specimens assign~d to this species were often folded or 
damaged but could be identified by the finely granlliar w~ll, apical 
archaeopyle and absence of paratabulation. 
Dimensions: Length of body 72-88~~. 
Width of body 38-54~~. 
Occurrence: CN87, SI5, RI6, BI8, BI9. BI14, B116, AT2, AT7, GR1 . 
. F'romea granulosa (Cookson & Eisenack) 
Pl 1 F' 10 ~te , 19. -
1.974 Palaeostornocystis grfln1170sa Cookson & Eisenack,p.79,pl.28,fig.10. 
1978 Fromea granulosa (Cookson & Eisenack);Stover & Evitt"p.48. 
Remarks: F.granolosa is distinguished from F.amphora by the rough 
granular texture of the cyst wall. 
Dimensions: IJength of body 65-79~'ffi. 
Width of body 48-62~®. 
Occurrence: BHI0/24-20, SHIO/38, B14. 
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Genus He terosphaeri di um he teracan thum Cookson & 
F,isenack, 1968. 
Gp.notype Heterospbaeridinm conjunctum Cookson & Eisenack, 
1968. 
Heternsphaeridi1JlTl difficile (Manum & Cookson) 
Fig.5.9, Pla.te 2, Fig.2. 
1964 Hystrirhosphaeridium difficile Manum & Cookson,pp.l?-14,pl.3, 
figs 1-3.7. 
1986 Heterosphaeridium diffirile (Manum & Cooksnn);Ioannides.p.24, 
pl.13 , figs 1.1.1]-16;pl.14~fjg.l. 
Remarks: Only one speClmen of this species was found and it was rather 
poorly preserved. Thus its a.ssignation to H.diffir.ile is tentative. 
However, the char~cteristic processes which are highly variable in 
width And have distally serrAted margins were visib]~. 
Dimensions: Diameter of body 51~~ 
Length of prncesses 5-15~~ 
1. specimen measured. 
Occurrence: 5T2. 
Heterosphaeridium heteracanthum (Deflandre &. Cookson) 
Plate /.r Fig.l. 
1955 HystrJ:chosphaeridillm heteracanthum Deflandre & Cookson.p.216, 
pl.2,figs 5,6;text-figs 40-41. 
1963 Baltisphaerid.ium heteracanthum (Deflandre & Cookson) ;Downie & 
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Sarjeant,p.91. 
1966 CJeistosphaeridium heteracanthum (Deflandre & Cookson);Davey et 
al. r Pp.168-169.pl.2,figs 6,7. 
1971a Hete.rosphaeridi 11m heteracanthum (Defl andre & Cookson); F.isenack & 
Kjellstrom,p.451. 
Remarks: The large ?apical process described by Davey et a1.(1969), 
was not seen. H.heteracanthum was often darker in colour than most 
other cysts in a given sample. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 51-70/lffi. 
Length of processes 16-25~~. 
Occurrence: JJAW(b) 1 , BH10/24-20, BI5. B114. 
Genus Hystrichosphaeridium Deflandre, 1917b; 
emend.Davey & Willams,1966b. 
Genotype Hystrichosphaeridium tubiferum (Ehrenberg, 1838). 
Hystrirhosphaeridium bO'lferbankii Davey & Williams 
P1::1te 2. Fig.,. 
1966b Hystrichosphaeridium bO'lferbankii Davey & Williams,pp.69-70,pl.8, 
figs.l,4. 
Remarks: Cysts assigned to thjs species conform to the original 
diagnosis but are slightly smaller than those described by Davey & 
Williams 0966b). 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 26-35pm. 
Length of processes 19-24t®. 
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Occurrence: BI4 r AU7. 
Hys t ri rhosphaeri dt um t1.1bi ferum (F.hn~nberg) 
Plate 2, Fig.4. 
1.838 Xanthidium tU.bifArum Ehrenberg,pl.l,fig.16. 
1904 Ovnm hispidum (X!inthidium tubiferum) Ehrenberg;[,ohmann,p.21. 
1933 HystrichosphaAra tubifera (Ehrenberg);O.W~tz~l rP .. 40,pl.4,fig.16. 
1937 Hystrichosphaeridinm tub.iferl1m (Ehrenberg) ;Defl~ndretP.68. 
1966b Hyst.r.ichosphaeririillm tl1biferuJTI (Ehrenberg) ; Da.vey & Wi.lliams, 
pp.56-58,pl.6,figR l,2,:pl.8,fig.5;pl.10,fig.2;text-fig.13. 
Remarks: Cysts assigned to this species conformed with the description 
of Cenomani~n samples from Fetcham Mill (Surrey) in Davey & Williams, 
1966b r except th~t no R~cae w~r~ viRible within the cyst wall. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 27-44~®. 
Llengt.h of processes 1 J-29 Ium. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A. LAW(b)l, CN838, eN87, BI5, BI9, BI10, B114. 
Genus Litosphaeridil1m Davey & Williams, 1.966b; 
~mend.Dav~y & Verdier,1971;emend.Lucas-Clark,1984. 
Genotype l,i tosphaeri dt um siphoniphorl1m (Cookson & 
Eisenack, 1958). 
Li tosphaeri di um .c;i phon iphorum siphoniphorum (Cookson 
& Eisenack);emend.Lucas-Clark. 
Plate 2, Figs 5,6. 
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1.958 Hvstrichosphf1eridiwn siphoni.phorl1m Cook~()n &. Elsen~('!krp.44,pl.l1, 
fig!=: 8-10. 
1963 Hystrichokolpomf1 sp.R. Raltes,p.587,pl.6,figs 6-8. 
1961 HystrichokoJpoma !=:p.A~ Balh~!=:,p.587rpl.6rfi.gs 1-5. 
1964 Hystrichosphaeridium ,giphonophorum Cookson & Eisenack;Cookson & 
Hughes,p.48,pJ.9,fiq.15. 
1966b Litosphaeridium siphoniphorum (Cookson &. Ei.senack);Davey & 
Willi.ams,pp.80-82,pl.7,f1gs 7,8;text-figs~16r17. 
1984 f..,itosphaeridium s.iphoniphorum siphon.iphorum (Cookson &. Eisenack); 
I.1lr.as-Cla r k,p .. 186,pJ .2,f1gS 1,.'1,4 .. 
Remarks: The speclmen!=: from the Horvern Greensand differed from the 
emended diagnosis for f,. siphoniphorum siphoniphorum i.n that the 
periphragm ornament did not appear to extend onto the processes. This 
agrees with Davey & Williams (1966b). where specimens from the 
Cenomanian were figured with !=:mooth processes but a granulate or 
reticulate body. 
Dimensjons: Diameter of centr~l body 27-39J-1m. 
l,ength of proce!=:ses 1. 5-23pm. 
Occllrrence: BHI0/.'12, CN8.113 r CN87, BIl. BI4, ST2~ 
Genu!=: l1embran.ilf1.rnacia F.isenack, 1963a. ~ 
emend.Williams & Downie,1966. 
Genotype NembraniZarnacia leptoderma (Cookson & F.isenack, 
1958) 
, . f" t . 1 t It W· 11 . & Hembranl.1arnaClf1 !=:p. c." re ,1C1L.a ,a 1. . lams 
Downie 
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Plate 4. Figs 7,8~ 
1966 Hembran.ilflrnal'!ia reticulata Willia.lYls &. Downje,pp.220-222,pl.24, 
figs 4-6;text-fig.SQ. 
Remarks: Only one sperimen was fOl1nd that resembled M~ "reticulata" and 
thp. "netted" appearenr'e of the outer membrane which is diagnostic of 
this species may have been dllA to r'orrosion of the organic material. 
Dimp.nsions: Diameter of central body 37~M. 
T,ength of processes 19pm. 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: LG6. 
Genus H.i crod.7:ni um Cookson & Eisena.ck, 1960a; 
emend.Sarjeant,1966b;emend.Stover & Evjtt,1978. 
Genotvne Hi crodi n.i vm or.na tum Cookson & Ei senack. 
" - "".I,; 
Mirrodinium ornfltum Cookson & Eisenack. 
Plata 2, Fiq.8 . 
1960a Microdinium ornfltum Cookson & Eisenack,p.6 r pl .2,figs 3-8;text-
fjgs 2-4. 
Remarks: The sllrface of thp plates was sometimes ornamented with small 
tubercles. This species is distinguished from M.distinctum by the 
presence of cingular plates. 
Dimensions: Length of body 28-42pm. 
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Width of body 19-33~M. 
Occurrence: CN8311, CN87, Br~r BI9, 811.4. 
Micr()dinil1m setoSlJm Sarjeant. 
Pla,te 2, Fig.7. 
1.966b H.icrodiniw'YI setosum Sarjeant,p.1S1,pl.16 r f;,gs 9,10;text-fig.39. 
1978b Phanerodinil.1m setosum (Sarjeant);Below,p.38. 
1989 Microdinium set()sum Sarjeant;Lentin & Williams,p.243. 
Remarks: Mo~t spe~Jmens of M.sptosum from the Morvern Greensand had 
lost their apex in archaeopyle formation. Unlike the text-fig. in 
Sarjeant (1966b) 1 the boundary of the archaeopyle appears to be a 
suture bearing low crests and spine~. 
Dimensions: Length of body 30-38~®.. 
Width of body 23-36~M. 
Occurrence: BH10/12. LAW(b)A, LAW(b)l, CN8398, 8T4, SIS, BI9, BI14. 
Genus Odontochitina Deflandre, 1935; emend.Davey,1970; 
emend.Bjnt,1986. 
Genotype Odontochitina operculata (Wetzel)Deflandre & 
Cookson,1955. 
Odontochitina costata Alberti; emend.Clarke & Verdier. 
Plate 2, Fig .,9.. 
1961 Odontochitina costata AJberti,p.31,pl.6,figs 10-13. 
1967 Odontochitina costata Alberti;Clarke & Verdier,pp.58-59. 
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Rema.rks: A complete specimen with a.ll three (two antapiC'al and one 
apical) horns int~rt w~s not seen from the Horvarn Greensand. However, 
O.costRta could be distinguished from O.operculata (Wetzel) by fine 
ribs on the horns of the former. All specimens of O.costata seen were 
folded and/or badly damaged. 
Dimensions: Tot~l lenqth (apiC'a] horn missing) 216~m. 
Length of inner body 77~M. 
Width of inner body 63~M. 
Length of antapical horns 113Mm; 108pm. 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: BI1, BI4, RT5 r RT6, 8114. GR1. 
Odontochitina operculata (Wetzel) 
P1 ate '1 1 Fig. 1 . 
lq33a Ceratium operculatum Wetzel ,p.170,pl.TT,figs 21-22;text-fig.3. 
1935 Odont()chitina silicorum Deflandre,p.274,pl .9,f;gs 8-10. 
1935 Odontochitina operc111Rta (Wet'lel);Deflandre & Cookson,pp.291-292, 
p 1. •. 1 : figs 5 r 6 . 
Remarks: No complete specimens of O.operculatR were found, and as with 
O.costata, the horns were often folded. 
Dimensions: [length of cen t ra.l body 46J.1m. 
Width of central. body 41~b. 
Length of antapical horns 77J.1ID; 83J1ID. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A, LAW(b)1, All, BI6. 
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Odontochitina sp.cf.porifera 
Plate 3, F'ilJs 2. 
1956 Odontochitina porifera Cookson r p.188,pl.1,fig.17. 
Remarks: The body is wide with two stout appendages, the walls of 
which are perforated. Small perforations can he seen in the specimen in 
Fig.6, but no detail of the cyst wall is preserved in the similarly 
h d " t'" h' t' s ape cys. 1n t 1n seClon. 
Dimensions: Width of body 77~M 
Length of a.ppendages 63 and 68J.,t'm 
Occurrence! ?BT1?~ ST2. 
Dimensions: Width of centr;)l body 71f.1ll\. 
{.ength of antapical processes 59 pm; 62JlIT1. 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: B112. 
Genus 01igosph;:u~ridium Davey;' Williams, 1966b; 
emend.Davey,1982b. 
Genotype oligosphaeridium complex (White,184?). 
07igosphaerid7'um complex (Whi.te) 
Plate 3, F'igs.4 ,5. 
lR42 Xanthid.ium tubiferl1m comp]ex Whjte,p.39,pl.4.div.3,fig.11. 
1848 Xanth7:dium complexum (White):Rronn,p.1375. 
1940 HY.5trichosphaeridium e.legentu.lum 1.ejeune-Carpentier,p.22; 
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tpxt-figs 11,12. 
1946 Hystrichosphaerid7'lIm complex (White) ;DefJandre,p.ll. 
196? Hystrichosphael'idium tubiferum (Ehrenbprg) ;Pocock,p.83,pl.15, 
f1g.230. 
1964 Hystrichosphaeridium complex (White);Cookson & Hughes,p.46,pl.9, 
fig.6. 
1966b Oligosphael'idiu.m complex (Wh:ite) ;Davey &: Williams,pp. 71-74,pl. 7, 
figs 1,2:pl.10,fig.3;text-fig.14. 
Remarks: O-complex was common in ~~mples of the Morvern Greensand. The 
morphology of the distal branches of the processes was highly variable 
but conformed to th~t il1l1str~ted In Davey & Williams (1966b,p.72). 
The periphragm of the centr~l body was granular. 
Dimensions: Di~meter of centr~l bod.y 32-45~tm. 
Length of pr()ce~~es 17-.32pm. 
Occrrence: LAW(b)lL T.AW(b)l, T,AW(h)B, BH10I3?, BHlO/38, (T.AW(c)l), 
BT1-fi, BT8-11, 8I14, RI19, UESJ, GR1, AU7, AT1, AT2, 1,G7, 5T2. 
Oligosphaeridium prolixospinosum D~vey & Williams 
Plate 3, Fig.6 .. 
1966b Oligosphaeridi um pro} ixo,t;pinosum Davey & Wi 11 iams, pp. 76-77 t pI" 8, 
figs 2,3. 
1980 Tanyosphaeridium prolixospinosum (Davey & Williams);Duxbury, 
p.132. 
1981 OJigosphaeridium pro7ixospinosum Davey & Wil1iams;lJentin & 
Williams,p.?Ol. 
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'Rem~rks: O.prnZixospinosum is distinrplished from O.comp.Ze.x its more 
elongate central body and by having tubular process~s which terminate 
in long, thread-lite spines. As most of the specimens se~n in samples 
of the Harvern Gre~nsand were damaged, often with broken processes, 
identification was sometimes t~ntative. 
Dimensions: Length of c;~ntral body 30-41J1m. 
Width of centr~l body 19-27pm. 
Length of processes 16-22~®. 
4 specimens measured. 
Occurrence: T,AW(b)A, IJAW(b}l, ToAW(b)8, BH10/3?', BHJO/.38. BH10/48. BIl t 
8T3, SI5, BTll. 
Oljgosph~eridium pulcherrimum Defl~ndre & Cookson 
Pl~te 3, Fig.,]. 
1955 Hystrichosphaeridil1m pu1!!herrimum Deflandre & Cookson,p.270, 
pl.l.fig.8;text-figs 21,22. 
1966b Oligosphaeridil1m pulcherrimum (Deflandre & Cookson);Davey & 
Williams,pp.75-76,pl.l0,fig.9;pl.l1.fig.5. 
Rem~rks: The fenestrate appearance of the distal. terminations of the 
processes is the most distinctive diagnostic feature of O.pulcherrimum. 
The sp~cimens from the Morvern Greensand were damaged but the number of 
process~s (less than 18) ~nd thRir appearance were typic~l of this 
species. The true shape of the hody and reflected tabulation could not 
be clea.rly seen. 
Dimensions: Anproximate diameter of centr~J body 27-.35Ilm. ~ ~ 
Length of processes 21- .32~1m. 
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1 spArlmens measured. 
Occurrence: T.AW(b)A, fH14, AT1, AT2. 
GenllS Ovoidinium Davey, 1970;emend.I.entin & Williams, 
1.976;emend.Duxbury,1983. 
Genotype Ovoidinium verrucosum (Cookson & Hughes). 
Ovoidinium ~cabrosum (Cookson & Hughes) 
P18 t e 4 r 1"; g. L. 
1964 Ascodinium scabrosum Cookson & Hughes,p.40,pl.5,figs 1-3. 
J970 Ovoidinium scabro.c:um (Cookson & Hughes) ;Davey,p.352. 
19R.3 Ascodin.iwn (Ov()idinil1m) scabrosum Cookson Ii Hughes;Helenes,p.158. 
1983 Ovoidinium .c;cabrosum (Cookson &. Hllghes) ;Bujak & Davies,pp.62-63. 
1985 Ascodi ni um scabrosl1m Cookson & Hughes; IJent; n & wil J iams, pp. 27 , 
2h3. 
1989 Ovoidinil1m .c;cabrosllm (Cookson & Hughes) ;T,entin « Wil1iams,pp.269 
-270. 
Remarks: Cysts 8ssigned to this species from the Morvern Greensand 
differed from the original diagnosis in that no equatoriAl girdles were 
observed. The inner body was finely qranular. 
Dimensions: Length of body 49-63pm. 
Wi.dth of body 40-51}.-t'm. 
Occurrence: CN8311, AT1, BT7. RIR, BT14. 
Ovoidinium verr1JCOSl.1m subsp.ost.inm (Davey) 
Plat.e 41, Fig. 2 • 
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1970 Ovoidinium ostium DavAy,p.353,pl.4,figs 5,6;text-fig.18. 
1973 Ovoid.inium verrUCOS1.1m var.ost7·um (Davey) ;Davey & Verdier,p.198. 
1975 Ovoidinium verrl1COSllm subsp.ostium (Davey) ;l,entin &. Williams, 
p.2153. 
1983 A.c:codinium verrl]C'OSllm sUbsp.ostium (Davey);HeJenes,p.158. 
1989 Ovoidinium verru('osum sUbsp.ost.ium (Davey) ;T.p.ntin & Williams, 
p.270. 
Remarks: The specimens seen from the Horvern Greensand conform to the 
original diagnosis but tended to be rather poorly preserved. The inner 
body wall and outer membrane were visibly in contact only in the 
cingular regi.on. 
Dimensions: L,Angth of inner body 3.1/.A'm. 
Width of inner body 39~~. 
Overall length 48t~. 
1 speelmen measured. 
Occl1rrence: eN8313, BH10/12. 
Genus ProlixosphRAridium Davey et a7.,1966: 
emend.Davey,1969a. 
Genotype Pro7ixosphaeridium parvispinum (Deflandre, 1937b) 
Pro.lixo.c:phaeririi 11m parvi spinum (Deflandre) 
Plate 4, Fig. 3. 
1917b H,ystrichosphrieridium xanthiopyxides var.parvispinum Deflandre, 
p.77,pl.13,fig.5. 
1958 Hystrichosphaeridium parv.ispfnuJn (Deflandre) ;Cookson & Etsenack, 
p~45. 
1960 Ba.7tisphaeridium parvispinum (Deflandre);Klement,p.59. 
1969b Prolixosphaerisium parviRpinum (Deflandre);Davey et al.,p.17. 
Remarks: This specips was rare 1n the Morvern Greensand but conformed 
to thp original diagnosis. The processes taper distally to a point. 
ni mensions: L.ength of body 38pm. 
Width of body 19tn. 
I. eng t h of pro c e sse s 1 2 -1 5 11m • 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: SIS, BT6, RI14 r (?ST2). 
GenllS Sureu 7 osphaeridi um Davey et a.L, 1966b; 
emend.DaveYr 1982b. 
Genotype Surcu}().c:phaAridium cribrotubi.fe.rnm (Sarjeant). 
SurcIJ70sphaeridiuJrI .1ongifurcatum (Firtion) 
Plate 4, Figs. 4,5. 
J952 Hystrichosphaerid.ium longif1Jrcatum FirtionrP~lS7:pl.9,fig.l; 
text-figs T,H,K,T.,H. 
1963 Baltisphaeridium .longiflJracatum (Firtion)~Downie & Sarjeant,p.91. 
196Gb SurcuZosphaeridillm Jongifurcatum (Firtion);Davey et al.,pp.163-
164.pl.8.figs 7,11;text-figs 43,44. 
Remarks: S. ,long i f1Jrea tum was common in samples from the Horvern 
Greensand, and specimens conformed to the description in Davey et 
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al.(1966b), the proceSSAR ~losing diRtally but being rather variable in 
form. Occasionally the periphragm appeared to be pitted but this 
feat.ure was random and was therefore interpreted as a, secondary 
feature. 
Dimensions: Diamet~r of central body 27-43pm. 
'Length of processes 1?-11pm. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A. J,AW(b)l r LAW{b)B, BHIO/12, BHIO/?4-20, BHIO/32, 
CN838. HIl r B14, BJ~: Br6, RIQ, BI10. BIll, BI14, GRl r AU7, AT1, AT2, 
ST2. 
Genus Valensie71a Eisenack, lQf)J. 
Genotype Valen.c;iel.la ovu.lum (Deflandre, 1947). 
Valensiella ovu.1um (Deflandre) 
Plate 4, Fig.a . 
1947c !1Ambrani7arnax ovu111m Deflandre,p.9,text-figs22,23. 
1963a Favi,larnax ovu.1l1m (Defla,ndr~d ;Sarjeant,p. 720. 
1963a Valensie17a oVf11um (Deflandre) ;F.i.senack,p.10l. 
Remarks: This species was extremely rare in the samples investigated. 
Dimensions: Diameter of inner body 32JlID. 
Length of processes 4-Bpm. 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: BH10/1B. 
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II. Dinoflagellate cysts having a precingular archaeopyle. 
Genus Achomospbaera Evitt, 1963. 
Genotype Acbomosphaera ram111,ife,ra (Deflandre, 1937b) 
Achomosphaera neptuni (Eisenack) 
Plate 4, Fig. 9. 
1958 Baltisphaeridium neptuni Eisenack,p.399.pl.26,figs 7,8; 
text-fig.8. 
1966a Achomosphaera neptuni (Eisenack);Davey & Wil1iams,pp.51-52,pl.3, 
fig.7;pl.9,fig.ll. 
1983 Spiniferites neptuni (Eisenack);Duxbury,p.55. 
1985 Achomosphaera neptuni (Eisenack);1entin & Williams,p.5. 
1985a ?Florentinia neptuni (Ei~~nack);SarjeantrPp.89-90;92-93. 
1988b Achomosphaera neptuni (F.isenack);Li~ter & Batten,pp.31-32. 
Remarks: Faint parasutural markings were common and the cingular 
processes were branched, often trifurcating. The cell wall could be 
seen to be reticulate in most specimens. The archaeopyle was rarely 
seen. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 32-56}.1m. 
Length of processes 10-19~oo. 
Occurrence: BHIO/32, eN87. 
Achomo.f::phaera ramuJ ifera (Deflandre) 
Pla.te 4t r Fig .10. 
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1935 Hystrichosphaera cf.rAmosa (Ehrenberg) ;Deflandre,pl.5,fig.l1. 
1937 Hystrichosphaeridium ramuJiferum Deflandre,p.74,pl.14,figs 5,6; 
pl.17,fig.10. 
1963 Baltisphaeridium ramuliferum (Deflandre);Downie & Sarjeant,p.92. 
1963 Achomosphaera ramu.lifera (Deflandre);Evitt,p.163. 
1974 Spiniferites r~ml,-LifAra (Deflandre) ;Reid,pp.608-609. 
1977b Achomosphaera ramulifera {Deflandre);Lentin& Wil1iams,p.2. 
1980 Spiniferites ramulitera (Deflandre) ;May,p.63. 
1981 Achomosphaera ramuJiferA (Deflandre);Lentin & Williams,p.3. 
Remarks: The periphragm appeared smooth in all specimens seen but 
there was considerable variation in the degree of expression of the 
parasutural markings. These were always fai.nt but rarely absent. 
Dimensions: Diameter of rentral body 36-58JlID. 
Length of processes l4-30JlID. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)A, BH10/32, BHlO/38 t CN838, BI5, UES3, GR1, ST2. 
Genus Cribroperidinium Neale & Sarjeant t 1962; 
emend.Davey,l969a;emend.Sarjeant,l982b; 
emend.Helenes,1984. 
Genotype Cribroperidinium septimentum Neale & Sarjeant, 
1962. 
CribroperidinillJn cooksoniae Norvick 
Plate 5, Fig.l. 
1976 Cribroperidinium cookson.iae Norvick,pp.36-37,pl.l,figs 1-3; 
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text-fig.13. 
Remarks: The cyst body i~ oval. in shape but tapers to a prominant 
apiral horn. The paratabulation 1S defined by narrow ridges: these bear 
no spines or other ornamentation. All specimens enCOllntered were light 
to medium reddish-brown in col.our. 
Dimensi ons: rlength of body (i.ncl udi ng apical horn) 48-89pm. 
Width of body 30-67~n. 
2 ~pecimens measured. 
Occurrence: LAW(a)6. 
Genus .F.xchosphaeridium Davey et al.,1966. 
Genotype r,xchosphaeri dt 11m phragmi tes (Davey et al., 
196fi) . 
Exchosphaeridivm bifidum (Clarke &. Verdier) 
Plate 5, Fig.2 . 
1967 Baltisphaeridium bl:fidum Clarke &. Verdier,pp.72-73,pl.17, 
figs 5,6;text-fig.30. 
1968 Exchosphaeridium bif.idum (Cl atke &. Verdi.er) ;Clarke et al., p.182. 
Remarks: E.bifidum was usually well-preserved. The processes are 
distinctive, being numerous, thin and distally bifid. The apical 
process only appeared to be branched. 
Dimensions: Di.ameter of central body 46-54JlID. 
Length of processes 9-?7f.1ID. 
Occurrence: BHI0,24-20, BHIO/32, BI14, AT2. 
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.Exchosphaer.idi um phragmi tes Davey et al. 
Plate 5, Fig. 3. 
1966 Exchosphaeridil.lm phrflgmite.c: Davey et al.,pp.165-166,pl.2, 
figs 8-10. 
Remarks: As described in the original diagnosis, an alignment of the 
processes adjac~nt to the cinglJlum could be seen, although the 
arrangement of the other processes appeared to be unrelated to the 
paratabulation of the cyst. The apical process was broad-based and 
branched, other processes tending to be blunted distally or rarely 
bifurcating. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 27-39J1m. 
Length of processes 8-17pm. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)B, BH10/24-20, eN8?, BI1, BI10, BI14, AT2~ 
Genlls Gonyaulacysta Deflandre, 1964;emend.Sarjeant, 
emend.Stover & Evitt,1978;emend.Sarjeant,1982b. 
Genotype Gonya.l1.1acysta jurassica (Defla.ndxe}Norris & 
Sarjeant. 
Gonyaulacysta cassidata (Eisenack & Cookson) 
Plate 5 r Fig.4. 
1960 Gonyaulax helicoidea sllbsp.ca,t:;sidata Eisenack & Cookson,p.3,pl.1, 
figs 5,6. 
1962 Gonyaulax cass.ida ta Ei. !H~nack & Cookson; Cookson & Eisenack, p. 486 r 
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pl.?,figs.l,2. 
1966b Gonyaularyst~ cassidatA (~ispn~ck & Cookson);Sarj pant,pp.125-126, 
pl.14,figs.l,4;text-fig.31. 
Remarks: G.rassidAta was rare and poorly preserved, the thin shell 
wall being easily folded. Tdentific~tjon of this species was therefore 
rather tentative but the visible paratabulation and the denttculate 
crests marking the plate boundaries conformed to the emended diagnosis 
(S~rjeant:1966b). 
Dimensions: Overall length 67~~. 
Over:=tll width 49J1m. 
1 specimen measured. 
O~currence: BH10/38, eN8313, B19. 
Gonyaulacysta he7icoidea (Eisena~k I( Cookson) 
'Pla.tR 5, Fig.5 . 
1960 Gonyaulax helicoideri Eisenack & Cookson r P.2,pl.1,figs.4-9. 
1966b Gonyaulacysta helicoidea (E.isenack & Cookson);Sarjeant,pp.116-
117,pl.13,figs.7,8;pl.15,figs.8,9;text-fig.26. 
Remarks: G.helicoidea was extremely rare in the samples studied. The 
crests were not as markedly denticulate as illustrated in Sarjeant 
(1966b,p.117) . 
Dimensions: Overall length of body 48J1m. 
Overall width of body 45Jl11l. 
1 speCImen measured. 
Occurrence: RH10/32, ?BT5. 
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Genus Hystr.ichodinium Deflandre, 1935; 
Amend.Sarjeant,1966b;emend Clarke & Verdier,1967. 
Genotype Hystrichod.inium pulchrum Deflandre, 19.35. 
Hystr1'rhodinium pu.lchrum Defl ;mdre 
Plate 5, Fig. 6. 
1935 Hystrichod.inium pulchrum Deflandre,p.225,pl.5,fig.l;text-figs. 
Remarks: Specimen~ from the Horvern Greensand conformed with the 
original diagnosis, the cingulum being well-defined but other 
parasutural markings being faint. 
Dimensions: Diameter of body 32-47t®. 
Length of processes 19-32pm. 
Occurrence: LAV(b)l, BHlO/.3~r RT1, BI8, BI9, CRl. ?ST2. 
Genus Pervosphaeridium Yun, 1981. 
Genotype Pervosphaeridi um pseudohystr.i chodin i um 
(Deflandre,1937b), Yun,1981. 
Pervosphaeridium truncatum (Davey) 
Plate 5, Fig.t3 . 
1969a Exchosphaerid.ium striolat1.1m 'Tar. truncatum Davey,p.l65.p17, 
1973 Excho,t;phaeridium strio.7atum ~ubsp. truncatum (Davey) ;l.entin & 
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Williams,p.56. 
1978 Exchosphaeridium ?truncRtum {Davey);Stover & Evitt,p.154. 
1982c Pervosphaeridium truncatum (Davey);Below,p.27,pl.5,figs 10,12. 
Remarks: The archaeopyle was only visible in one specimen. The 
processes were characteristi~al1y widely spaced and thorn-shaped. 
Dimensl.ons: Diameter of body 37[.1m. 
Length of processe~ 6-L3j1m. 
1 specimen measured. 
Occurrence: BT7. Bll1. 
Genus Spiniferites Mantell, 1850;emend.Sarjeant,1970. 
Genotype Spiniferites ramosus (Ehrenberg,1838);Loeblich & 
Loeblich,1966. 
Spin,tteri tes ramosus (Ehrenberg) 
P 1 ate 6., Fig.. 1. 
1838 Xanthidium ramosum Ehrenberg,pl.l,figs 1,2,5~ 
1838 Xanthidium furcatum Ehrenberg,pl.1,figs 12,14. 
1854 Xanthidium ramosum Ehrenber.g: pl. 7 f figs 9,10. 
1854 Xanthidium furcfitum Ehrenberg,pl.7,figs 9,10. 
1932 Hystricho.e;phaera lu.rcata (Ehrenberg) ;0. Wetzel r p.136. 
1932 Hystrichosphaera r::nnosa (F.hrenberq) ;O.Wetzel ,p.144. 
1935 Hystrichosphaera furcata (Ehrenberg);Deflandre,p.14,pl.5,fig.9; 
pl..8,fig.J. 
1937 Hystrichosphaera ramosa (Ehrenberg);Deflandre.p.64,pl.ll, 
figs.5 f 7. 
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1941 Hystrichosphaera fllrcata (Ehrenberg) ;Conrad,text-fig.2,no~1. 
1941 Hystrichosphaera furcata (Ehrenberg)Deflandre,p.22,text-fig.l, 
no. 11 • 
1941 Hystrichosphaera ramosa (Ehrenberg) ;Deflandre,p.22 , text-fig.l, 
no.13. 
1952 Hystrichosphaera fIJrrata {Ehrenberg);Deflandre,text-fig.l5. 
1951. Hystrichosphaera ramosa (Ehrenberg);Deflandre,text-fig.1'. 
1966 Spini feri tes ramOSlJS (Ehrenberg); l,oebl i ch & IJoebl ich, p. 56 . 
Remarks: Some variation in the thickness of processe~ and process type 
(bifllrcate or trifurcate) was ~ommon. The periphragm and endophragm 
were both smooth. Detail~ of the archaeopyle were rarely seen and 
S.ramosus was therefore not divided into subspecies, the variation in 
process type not being thought ~uffj~ient justification for splitting. 
The form of the processes and general morphology ~onform to the 
text-fig. in Davey (1966a,p.33). 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 21-46pm. 
Length of processes 1l-25pm. 
Occurrence: LAV(b)A, T.AW(b)l, BHIO/12, BHlO/24-20, BHlO/38. CN838, 
eN87, Bll. BI9, BIIO, B114. 
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III Dinoflagellate cysts having a combinati.on archaeopyle. 
Genus Florentinia Davey & Verdier, 1973; 
emend.Duxbury, 1980. 
Genotype Florentinia laciniata Davey &. Verdier, 1973. 
F.1()n~ntinia deanei (Davey &. Williams) 
Plat.e 6, Fig. 2 ~ 
1966 Hystrichosphaeridium deanei Davey &. Wil1iams,pp.S8-59,pl.6, 
figs 4,8. 
1973 Florentinia deanei (Davey &. Williams);Davey & Verdier,p.187. 
Remarks: The extremely wide apical process described in the original 
diagnosis for this species was not observed, but as stated by Davey & 
Williams (1966b) r this is a variable feature. 
Dimensi.ons: Diameter of central body 36-47pm. 
Length of processes 15-35pm. 
Occurrence: LAW(b)a, LAW(b)1, BHI0/32, BH101-'~8, eN8313, BI1, BI4, BIS, 
BI6, B114, ?ST2. 
Florentinia ferox (Deflandre) 
Plate 6, Fig. 3 • 
1937b Hystrichosphaeridium ferox Deflandre,p.72,pl.11,figs 3-4. 
196.3 Baltisphaerid.ium terox (Deflandre) ;Downie & Sarjeant,p.91. 
1969 Hystrichoko,lpoma fArox (Deflandre) ;Davey,p.181. 
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1976 Silicisphaera ferox (Deflandre) ;Davey & Verdier,pp.322-325,pI3, 
fig~ l,2;text-f;g~4. 
1980 Florentinia ferox (Defl()ndre) ;Dl.lxburYrP.121.. 
Remarks: Process morphology was variable, some bifurcating and some 
trifurcating distally. Tn some specimens the prOC~Rses were markedly 
striate. 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 34-41~m. 
Length of proce~~es 14-17pm. 
Occurrence: LAW{b)~, LAW{b)l, J,AV(b)B. BH10/32, BI5, B114, ATl. 
Genus Palaeohystrichophora Deflandre, 1935; 
emend.Deflandre & Cookson, 1955. 
Genotype Palaeohystri chophora inll1sor.iodes Delandre, 1935. 
Pa 7 aeohY,9tri chophora infusoriodes Deflandre 
Plate 6 r Fig.4 . 
1935 Palaeohystrichophora inlusoriodes Deflandre,pp.2l0-231,pl.8, 
fig.4. 
Remarks: P.infusoriodes was rare in samples of the Morvern Greensand 
but distinctive because of the well-defined cingulum and tubular, 
distally closed proces~es which decrease in si~e towards the apex and 
antapex of the cyst. 
Dimensions: Length of body 34-56~~. 
Width of body 26-45J1rO~ 
Length of processes 5-/'2~. 
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3 specimens measured. 
Occurrence: CN8?, BT14. 
IV Dinoflagellate cysts having an epicystal archaeopyle. 
Genus Ca17aiosphaeridium Davey & Williams, 1966b; 
emend.Duxbury,1980;emend.Below,1981a. 
Genotype Ca} laiosphaer.idium asymmetricum {Deflandre & 
COllrtville, 1939);Davey & Williams, 196Gb. 
Cal1aiosphae.r.id.ium asymmetr.ir.um (Deflandre &. 
Courtville) 
Plate 6, Fig.5 . 
1939 Hystrichosphaeridium asymmetricum Deflandre &. Courtvil1e,p.l00, 
pl.4 , f j gs 1,2. 
1966b Cal1aiosphaeridinm a!;ymmentricum (Deflandre &. Courtville);Clarke 
& Verdier,p.l04,pl.R.figs 9,10;pl.9 r fig.2. 
1967 Hexasphaera a.c:ymmetrica (Deflandre & Courtville) ;Clarke & 
Verdier, p. 4.1. 
19G8 Cal1aiosphaeridium asymmAtricum (Deflandre &. Cookson) ;Clarke et 
al.,p.181. 
Remarks: C. asymmetr.i r.um was rare 1n samples of the Morvern Greensand. 
The most distinctive feature of this species IS the pentagon formed by 
the ribs joining the five post-cingular processes and the large tubular 
paracingular processes. 
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Dimensions: Diameter of central body 16-47pm. 
Length of par~clnglllar processes 22-35pm. 
Length of po~t-cingular processes 14-23~M. 
2 specimen~ measured. 
Occurrence: BH1013~. 
Genus Subt.ilisphaera .Jain & Mil1epted, 1973; 
emend.Lentin & Wil1iams,1976. 
Genotype Subtilisphaera senegalenRis Jain & Millepied, 
1973. 
Subti7isphaera sp.cf.pontiR-mariae (Deflandre) 
Plate 6, Fig. 6. 
1936 Gymnodinium pontis-mar7'ae DefJandre,p.167,pl.2,figs.7-9. 
1966 Ascodinium pontis-mariae (Deflandre);Deflandre r P.3. 
1970 Deflandrea pontis-mariae (Deflandre);Davey,1970,p . .341. 
1976 Subtilisphaera pontis-mariae (Deflandre);Lentin & Williams, 
p.119. 
Remarks: This species was extremely rare in samples of the Morvern 
Greensand and was folded so that the original shape was difficult to 
determine. Thus the identification i~ tentative. 
Djmensions: Overall length 49t~. 
Overall width 22t@. 
Occurrence: eNS7. 
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v. Group Acritarcha Evitt,1963. 
Genus Cymatiosphaera O.Wetzel;emend.Deflandre,1954. 
Cymatio.t;phaera asarota Davey 
Plate 7, Fig. 6. 
1970 Cymatiosphaera asarotA Da.veYrP.380,pl.9,figs 6 , 7. 
Remarks: The shell is divided into 26-40 crudely polygonal areas by 
ridges. Thjs acritarch was rare in samples of the Horvern Greensand. 
Dimensions: Shell di.ameter 38-49pm. 
2 specimens measured. 
Occurrence: BI2, BI3. 
Genus Micrh.ystr.idium Ueflandre;emend. Sarjeant, 1966. 
Mirrhystridium singulare Firtion. 
Pl~te 7, Figs. 1,2. 
1952 .Micrhystridium singuJare Firtion,p.160,pl.8,figs 1,2. 
Remarks: H.singulare was common In samples of the Morvern Greesand but 
often appeared distorted, the wall being thin and easily folded. The 
spines were longer than the body and slightly curved. An opening in the 
form of an elongate oval was seen in one specimen (see Pl.ate 7,Fig.l). 
Dimensions: Diameter of central body 12-17J1m. 
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Length of processes 8-?3pm. 
OC~llrrence: 814, BlS, RT8, AT2. 
Genus Tl1bu7().c:pina Davey, 1970. 
Tubolospina ob7()ngata Davey 
Plate 7. Figs. 3,4. 
1970 rubu7n.c:pina obl()ngata DaveY,pp.17S-376,pl.8,figs 7-9; 
text-fig.4A-F. 
Remarks: The central body 15 roughly rectangular, each corner giving 
rise to one process. Up to three ~ubsidiary proce~ses were also 
counted. 
Dimensj ons: {,ength of body 23-26pm. 
Width of body 17-21pm. 
Length of processes 13-25pm. 
2 specimens measured. 
Occurrence: BT~, sr2. 
Genll~ Veryhachium Dellnff;emend.Downte & Sarjeant,1963. 
Veryhach i um metum Davey r 1970. 
Pla te 7 f F'i g. 5. 
1970 Veryhachium metl1m Davey,p.174,pl.8,figs 5,6;text-figs 3H,!. 
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Remarks: The central body is tetrahedral wi.th four simple processes 
tapering from the corners of the body. The colollr was often lighter than 
that of dinoflagellate cy~t~ in the same sample. 
Dimen~:ions: Diameter of cent.ral body 13-19/-1m. 
Length of processe~ 10-~1J.1m. 
Occurrence: BH10/32, BH10/38, RI9. UES3, GR1. 
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PLATES 
Scale bar 25urn unless otherwise stated. 
Plate 1. 
1. Batiacaflphapra euteiches Drugg 
2. Chlamydophorel1a discreta Cookson & Risenack 
3. Circulodinium distinctumDpflandre &: Cookson 
4. Cleistosphaeridium armat~m (Deflandre) 
5· Cleistosphaeridium sp. ct. lid is ju netu m" Davey et al. 
6. Cleistosphaeridium huguoniotii (Valensi) 
'I . Cleistosphaeridium ?f}pxuosum Davpy .eJ. aJ. 
8. Epelidosphaeridia sQinosa (Cookson &: Hughes) 
'3 • Fro m eE- amphora Cookson &: Eisenack 
10. Fromea amphora (Cookson &: Eisenack) 
PLATE I 
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6 9 10 
Plate 2. 
1. Heterosphaeridium heteracanthum (Deflandre ~ r,ookson) 
3. Hyatri chosphaeridiurn bowerbankii Davey &: Wi 11iarns 
4. !{vstrichosphaeridlurn tubifernm (~'trl" .... nb'r.ll) 
'). i,. Lit')spnaerid turnsi nhoni phorum sj phoniphorurn (Cookson 
& l<~inenack:) 
1. hicrodinium seto5um Sarjeant 
b. JVlicrodinium ornatum COOKson & EisenacK 
9. Odontochitina costata Alberti 
PLATE 2 
I 
3 
4 
5 
• 
6 
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Plate 3. 
1. 0~ontochitin~ operculata (Wetzel) 
2. 0dontochitin~ sp. cf. porifera Cookson 
I . 0 1 ig2.§.Ph9~r;iQjAI1! sp. cf. pu lcherrimurn Defland re & Cookson 
PLATE 3 
2--
4 
5 
6 7 
fllate 4. 
1 •. Ovoidinium s9,"_~ro8um (r.ooi<son &- Hup:hps) 
:2. Ovoidinium verruco®l!l ()sti1,!m (Davey) 
3. ,ProlixosphaeJ;:.!<iJuJll p~_IVi~J?tnum (Deflandre) 
4,'). Surculosphaeridium longifurca1~!m CF'irtion) 
6. YCi:J.~I!sieV~ ovulum (Deflandre) 
'). A chomospn_ae~ neptuni E'Vi t t 
10. Achomosphaera ra.mulifera (Deflandre) 
PLATE 4 
I 
2-----
3 
4 
6 
7 
8-- 10---" 
nate ). 
I. Crihroperidiniurn \':ooK.fwniR€. Norvick 
'2. Dchospnaeridium bifiduTl' (ClarKe & Verdier) 
3. Exchosphaeridium phragrnites Davey et al. 
4. ?Gonyaulacvsta cassidata (Eisenac!C & Cookson) 
5. Gonyaulacysta helicoidea (Eisenack &: CooKson) 
6. Bystrichodinium Qulchrum Deflandre 
7. Pervosphaeridium truDcatuID (Davey) 
PLATE .5 
2---
1----
3----
5----
6---- 7---
Plate 6. 
1. 9pj!li(erites ramOSllS (Ehrenberg) 
2 •. Flor~.I!1iJlia deanet (Davey & Williams) 
? b'lorenti nia f erox (Deflandre) 
4. .Palaeonystrichophora infusoriodes Deflandre 
5· c.;allaiosphaeridium asymmetricum Davey & Williams 
b. Subtili~aera Qontis-mariae (Deflandre) 
PLATE 6 
I 
2 
3 
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5--- 6----
Plate 7. 
1,2. hic.:rhystridium ~illgulare Deflandre (Scale bar lOum 
for (2)) 
5. V.~hachium llIetum Deunff 
6. ~~ma~!osphaera asarota a.wetzel 
PLATE 7 
2 
3---
4 
5------
~late 8. Palynodebris. 
i. Sample BI6-a. F'ield of view 3mm. 
a - amorphous organic material 
b - leaf cuticle 
c - striped woody material 
d - degraded woody material 
ii. Sample BU. Field of view 3mm. 
a - bisaccate pollen grain 
b - degraded organic debris 
PLATE 8 
.. 
-
• 
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geology of the 
Inner Hebrides. 
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